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ADDENDUM TO THE PREFACE

Twenty three years have elapsed since the original 
publication o f  this work. Despite its second printing within 
five years, the copies were quickly sold and it soon becam e 
out o f  print.

But now under the g o o d  graces o f  Mr. Sunil Gupta o f  the 
Indian Books Centre, the fate o f  the work took a new turn. 
He kindly suggested that it be reprinted and included as a 
volume in the Bibliotheca Indo-Buddhica Series. I o f  course 
heartily agreed and am profoundly appreciative o f  this 
gesture. I regret, however that I do not presently have the 
time to revise the work, i.e., to review the translations for 
accuracy and style and to expand on  the introductory essay 
so as to update studies on  Madhyamaka philosophy and 
literature which have inundated the field in the last twenty 
years. It proves that the field is alive and well, and that the 
future o f  its movement bodes well in Mahayana studies as 
well as in the extended areas o f  comparative thought and 
culture.

Buffalo, New York 
August, 1993

Kenneth K. Inada



P R E F A C E

The present work is but a humble attempt to lay bare before the 
public the unique thought of Nagarjuna (c. 150 -  250 A.D.) in trans
lation by way of his major work, the Mulamadhyamakakdrika (here
after, referred to as the Karika throughout the work) and by way 
of an introductory essay on his philosophy. The Karika or verses 
are, to be sure, very concise and for this reason cryptic and perhaps 
confounding. But it should be noted that it is not the written 
language that should be looked at askance since Sanskrit is a rather 
precise language and a remarkably advanced one at that for the 
presentation and propagation of thought. Basically, like all great 
works, it is the ideas relative to the truth of things that must be 
taken to task and not the language in use or the methodology in
volved. And yet, however defiant the ideas may be to clear analysis, 
scholars must constantly strike out for a better basis of under
standing. To this end the present work is dedicated and thus, 
should it arouse even a single response from the reader for a better 
perspective of Nagarjuna^ philosophy and thereby Mahayana Bud
dhism as a whole, it would have served its basic and final purpose.

The complete English translation of the Karika in 27 Chapters 
is presented in sequence with the romanized version of the Sanskrit 
verses for easy reference. The Karika were derived from the 
Prasannapada of Candrakirti (c. 600-650 A.D.), edited by Louis De 
La Val^e Poussin and published by the Bibliotheca Buddhica between 
1903 and 1913. Being a commentary work, the Prasannapada con
tains the original Karika by Nagarjuna. For the advanced student 
of the Mahayana, nothing could be better than to compare the 
Prasannapada with the Chinese work, Chung-lun (Taisho Shinshu 
Daizdkyd, XXX, No. 1564), another commentary work by Pingala (c. 
4th century A.D.) and admirably translated into Chinese by the famed
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Kumarajlva (in China 401-413 A.D.). It was the Chung-lun, includ
ing its subsequent commentary works, which kept the Chinese and 
Japanese Buddhist scholars versed on the Madhyamika or Siinyavada 
in a continued sense and fired the spirit of sectarian development 
and propagation in their respective countries.

Besides Th. Stcherbatsky’s monumental work, The Conception of 
Buddhist Nirvana, which contains the Karika translation of Chapters 
I & XXV, plus the complete translation of Chapters I & XXV of 
the Prasannapadd, the following works in English can be referred 
to for comparative purposes.

Frederick J. Streng: Emptiness, A Study in Religious Meaning.
Appendix A, “ Fundamentals of the Middle 
Way,” is the complete Karika translation.

Richard H. Robinson: Early Madhyamika in India and China, 
Chapter II on Early Indian Madhyamika 
contains many important translations from 
the Karika.

Heramba H, Chatterjee ： Mula-Madhyamaka-Kdrika of Nagar- 
juna. Part I (Chapters I-V) and Part II 
(Chapters VI-VIII) have thus far appeared

Other foreign language translations can be seen in the Biblio
graphy.

Short prefatory remarks to each chapter have been inserted in 
order to present the reader si quick glimpse of each chapter content

It only remains for me to thank those who are responsible for 
the publication of this work. Originally, to the late venerable Dr. 
Daisetz T. Suzuki who was a silent Zen godfather to me between 
1949 and 1966 and who was responsible for introducing me to Dr. 
Shoson Miyamoto of the University of Tokyo who, in turn, intro
duced me to the intricacies but delights of the Madhyamika; Dr. 
Miyamoto’s enlightening seminars and cordial personal contacts 
outside the classroom will always be treasured; to Dr. Shinsho 
Hanayama whose Bodhisattvacarya will always be held 抑  a model
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and in highest esteem; to Dr. Hajime Nakamura, former Dean of 
Humanities and current Head of the Department of Indian and 
Buddhist Studies, The University of Tokyo, whose genuine leader
ship and scholarship will always be objects of emulation; his personal 
interest in and encouragement of my work and well-being cannot 
fully be expressed; incidentally, he is directly responsible for the 
selection of this work as No. 2 in the Tokyo Eastern Series \ to Dr. 
Reimon Yuki whose stimulating seminars on Yogacara-vijfianavada 
thought immeasurably aided me in understanding the Madhyamika; 
to Dr. Mitsuyoshi Saigusa, scholar of Buddhist and Comparative 
philosophy, whose endearing friendship and kind suggestion have 
finally made it possible for the work to be published in this form; 
although he has kindly consented to see the work through the press, 
besides typographical errors which are inevitable, I must take full 
responsibility for all errors committed since the release of the manu
script to the press; finally, I must thank my wife, Masako, without 
whose abiding concern, closeness and understanding the myriad ob
stacles would have been insurmountable.

Kenneth K. Inada
Buffalo, New York
January 1970
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IN T R O D U C T O R Y  E S S A Y

Nagarjuna (c. 150-250 A.D.) has held continuous attention of Bud
dhists and Buddhist scholars in Asia since his own day. Even today 
he commands the greatest attention in the Western world insofar 
as philosophic Mahayana tradition is concerned. Though he did not 
establish a school or a system of thought as such, he did attract 
such overwhelming interest and appeal on the part of the masses 
by way of his unique writings that a tradition of a sort soon arose 
during his lifetime and a large following in consequence of it. He 
had a few faithful disciples, such as, Aryadeva and Rahulabhadra, 
but after them there was never a continuous line of torchbearers. 
In spite of this, his ideas, though subtle and profound，carried such 
deep understanding and implications of fundamental Buddhist truths 
that they will influence, one way or another, all or most of the 
subsequent Mahayana developments in India, China, Tibet, Korea 
and Japan.

Indeed, insofar as Mahayana Buddhism is concerned, Nagarjuna 
stands out as the giant among giants who laid the foundation of 
religious and philosophical quests. His supreme position has stood firm 
for centuries in all the countries blessed with the Mahayana form 
of Buddhism; and in the fervor to honor his stature, the people of 
these countries have in some cases elevated him to foremost heights, 
i.e., a bodhisattva, equal to all the deities and buddhas of the past, 
present and future. He was, in short, considered to be the second 
Buddha and he always occupied the second position in the lineage 
of Buddhist patriarchs in the various sectarian developments of 
Tibet, China, and Japan. On the other hand, his veneration at times 
reached such ridiculous heights that his name  ̂was sanctified and 
stamped everywhere with reckless abandon even for purposes of feign
ing scriptural authority. Despite the excesses of spirit displayed in dif-

3



4 INTRODUCTORY ESSAY

ferent forms, we must acknowledge the fact that such religious vener
ation becomes an important vehicle for the propagation as well as 
continuity of Buddhism as such. But now, after so many centuries, 
it is the work of scholars to sift the pure from the impure, the 
proper basic doctrines from the deviated corrupted ones, in order to 
achieve a measure of balance and sensibility in the whole ideological 
flow of ideas from the historical Buddha to the present. In this 
attempt it will be seen that N§g§rjuna and his thoughts occupy an 
important place at the crucial crossroad in the subtle beginnings of 
the M迓haylna as against the Theravada tradition.

The early beginnings of the Mahayana are enshrouded in frag
mentary and cursory accounts on the doctrinal similarities of certain 
early schools, such as，the Mahasanghika or Sautrantika, but exactly 
when, where, and on what grounds it began has never been clarified 
nor ascertained. Perhaps this question will forever remain unknown 
due to the paucity of literature on the matter. However，by the time 
of Nagarjuna, we do know that the Mahayana tradition had already 
taken on clear lines of development and yet, to the chagrin of 
scholars, his life and the Buddhist activities of the times are not as 
clear as one would hope them to be. It is a case of the lack of corrob
orating material from Nagarjuna himself and also from outside 
sources that we are stymied in the attempt to draw up an accurate 
picture of the historical and ideological play within the Mahayana. 
But the task before us，i.e” to study the thoughts of Nagarjuna and 
thereby his influence on and contribution to the Mahayana, is by 
no means hopeless.

In particular, we have before us, his major work, the Mulama- 
dhyamakakdrika、which sets forth at least his own interpretation of 
the fundamental thought of Buddhism viewed from the Mahaydna 
standpoint As it is written in versified form, terse and abstract, 
the doctrinal meaning and significance at times escape the unwary 
mind. The ideas manifest at once simplicity and complexity, a trait 
which no mean scholar of Buddhism could ignore or forget but a
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trait which nevertheless has led astray many a scholar precisely on 
this account. Such being the case we sometimes witness devious 
interpretations of basic doctrines by worthy scholars. But such 
excesses in interpretation or acceptance cannot be taken too seriously 
since Nagarjuna, though his verses exhibit cryptic strains, did not 
intentionally write in an esoteric manner nor did he write to serve 
only the scholarly elite. Whatever characterization we make, good 
or bad, with regards to his work and ideas, must be based on the 
nature of the doctrine or idea intended in the versified expression. 
By this it means that more than the man Nagarjuna, as indeed he 
was a fallible creature, we must look into his accountings of funda
mental doctrines and judge thereof his faithfulness, perceptiveness 
and creative novelty. He was frank, to be sure, in admitting that 
he expounded nothing new and that he was only elaborating on the 
teachings of the historical Buddha. Thus, the task is not simple 
and it is important to seek 狂 sense of direction and temporal dimen
sion in the analysis.

The age prior to Nagarjuna is an almost “ no man’s land” as far 
as extant literature is concerned because firstly, the texts are rather 
scanty and secondly, autiiors of texts are not accurately known. The 
whole mass of Prajtiapdramitd Sutras^, which began to appear 
some time in the 1st century B.C. and which continued to be con
structed as well as exert influence until the very end of Buddhism 
in India in the 12th century A.D., is a good example of the type of 
early or founding texts which express the highest and most pro
found understanding of the Mahayana but such understanding could 
scarcely be attributed to a single man or a handful of individuals.

Nagirjuna then appeared at the opportune moment to present a 
concise and systematic view of thoughts crystallized over the five 
or six centuries since the Buddha. And indeed, on the matter of 
time alone, those centuries were important and necessary to permit 
the mellowing and maturing process to come to a climax, so to 
印 eak» and thereby to produce the dominant ideas that were to be
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felt in the further developments of the Mahayana in India and 
elsewhere.

Naturally, in understanding this process, we cannot neglect nor 
ignore the most active, highly vibrant, and competitive age in 
Buddhist history known as the Abhidharma period Scholars have 
heretofore paid relatively little attention to the influence of this 
period but it has actually played the central role, if not the greatest 
role, in the development and propagation of Buddhism as a whole. 
If there are high watermarks to be considered in Buddhist history, 
the Abhidharma period certainly rates a very high level, a level of 
great fermentation and Nourishment of Buddhist thought Ideologi
cally speaking, no other period in Buddhist history, whether of the 
Theravada or Mahiyana, or even national Buddhist developments 
such as in T'ang Dynasty China, could ever match or come up to 
the level of activity as recorded during this period. The so-called 
eighteen schools ⑵ which vied for the true understanding of the 
historical Buddha’s teachings express the flower of the struggle of 
that period. Sadly, however, we are heirs to only two complete sets 
of Abhidharma literature among them and a single fragmentary 
text 沏 which cannot specifically be assigned to any one of the schools.

A glance at the two complete sets⑷ shows a marked similarity 
in compilation, Le” the same number of seven works» but the internal 
contents differ quite drastically. And yet, on close scrutiny the terms 
or concepts employed deal with practically the same subject matter, 
i.e., the description of the internal constitution of man by way of 
the skandhas, dhatus, ayatanas and dharmas{i) and finally the right 
understanding of these dharmas which would ultimately result in 
the attainment of the nirvanic realm of being. Thus, with the 
Abhidharma, the same underlying philosophy of the Buddha—suffer
ing, cause, cessation and the way一 is kept intact but the emphasis on 
the elaborate elemental and descriptional aspect is focussed on for the 
first time by all Abhidharma schools. It is not so much that these 
schools were different or tried to be different as it is that they
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exhibited serious concern to seize the Buddhist truth as each of them 
saw fit. In the heightened and competitive activity that they were 
engaged in, their works took on the nature of being too complex 
arid abstract for ordinary Buddhists to follow. And yet this was 
not deliberate cover-up attempts on the part of any scholastics of 
the period. They were principally concerned with the definitizing 
of the concept of man as a suffering creature by virtue of his 
internal constitution situated within the context of the wider so-called 
external matrix of things and of what could be done with that 
situation. They did not deviate a bit from the historical Buddha’s 
teachings insofar as fundamental principles or doctrines go. This 
seems to be one of the basic reasons for the monotonous and repeti
tious nature of the works besides the fact that such a nature promoted 
easy remembrance of the doctrines. They invariably returned to the 
Buddha's words for further analysis, elaborations and insight into 
man’s situation, a situation always seen in the context of the 4-fold 
Noble Truth.

It seems strange that this earnest attempt to understand the 
human situation by way of the dharma theory{6) should cause a 
host of scholars to literally brand Buddhism of the Abhidharma 
origin as pluralism or pluralistic in the metaphysical sense. The very 
first sign of this interpretation, though not by design, occurs with 
Warren^ translation of the term dhamma (dharma) as “ elements of 
existenceM or “ elements of being.” <7> It is seen that he labored 
much and could not come to a definitive translation of the term and 
finally settled for the above. But his phrases are only suggestive 
and he actually left the door open for better translations. Yet, almost 
at once, we note that scholars have accepted this phrase without 
discretion nor digestion and employed it quite freely. Perhaps, the 
rapid rise of the sciences toward the end of the 19th century and 
on into the 20th century, and the subsequent employment of the 
scientific method even in the humanistic sciences, prompted the 
initial rush towards accepting an atomistic analysis of natural
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phenomena in all respects. However, paradoxically enough, this 
atomism will in time give way to a non-atomistic and more dynamic 
view of nature. Meanwhile, the tenure of the phrase, “ elements ol 
existence,” has been long.

For example, we find in the writings of the great Russian 
Buddhologist, Th, Stcherbatsky, a rather sharp scientific bent in the 
analysis of the Buddhist concept of man. He accepts the translation, 
“ elements of existence,” as substantially accurate. In his work,) 
he employs the following phrases: “ pluralistic whole,” **separate 
elements,” uplurality of separate elements,，“ pluralism and radical 
pluralism,” and yet, in the end, he seems to be at wits end when 
in direct confrontation with the term itself he concludes thus： “ But, 
although the conception of an element of existence has given rise 
to an imposing superstructure in the shape of a consistent system 
of philosophy, its inmost nature remains a riddle. What is dharma? 
It is inconceivable! It is subtle! No one will ever be able to tell 
what its real nature {dharma-svabhava) is! It is transcendental!M(9)

Stcherbatsky knew that he was dealing with a difficult term and 
he tried his best to justify all aspects of the constituents of man’s 
nature by drawing on current scientific terminology to render clear 
what had eluded scholars before. But his acceptance and employ
ment of the phrase，“ element of existence,” caught on and we find 
that this atomistic and scientific interpretation will be accepted 
rather uncritically by subsequent interpretatorsJ10) Consequently, 
the interpretations of the Abhidharma oriented systems, whether of 
Theravada or Mahiyana origins, have been simply extended the label 
of pluralistic atomism.

The technical term for the alleged radical pluralism is sanghdfa- 
vdda. In the compounded term， the suffix, vada, refers to the! 
“ doctrine,” “ concept，” “ way,” “ school,” or simply in Western termi- 

、nology the equivalent of an “ ism.” This does not cause any problem in 
translation. What however causes the problem is the term, sanghafa. 
The Pali derivation is sanghafeti, which literally means u binding
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together.’” 1” This term then has the meaning of “ union,，’ “ junction,” 
“ collection,” “ aggregation,” etc. • .not in the sense of elements in 
union, collection, aggregation, etc., but in the unique sense of 
elements being what they are by virtue of the aggregated, collected, 
united or binded nature of things. This, in other words, is not to 
assert the existence of separate elements of existence first and then 
to see them in aggregation. The dharmas do not have any a priori 
status. Rather, it is to indicate the existential nature of so-called 
“ elements” {dharmas) in the matrix of relatedness. Thus one’s 
experience is a fact of unique relatedness but at the same time the 
particular experience can be factored into different aspects. In this 
sense, the dharmas give a pluralistically factored nature or concep
tion to experience and never the other way round, i.e., that they, 
the dharmas，underline experience in terms of an interplay or an 
aggregated construction out of them. (Confer Chapter XX where 
Nagarjuna systematically denies any atomistic assertions to both 
causes and conditions, and their union as such.)

All this, on the other hand, does not mean to promote absolutism 
of any sort It is the function of reason, normally speaking, to be 
critical of positions or viewpoints and thereby set up alternatives 
for decision making. However, reason cannot and should not be 
used as an apogogic device, i.e., the rejection of a view does not 
automatically mean the acceptance of another. Consequently, the 
rejection of pluralism, simple or radical, does not mean the accep
tance of monism or any form of absolutism.

Insofar as the term, “ monism,” is concerned, Buddhism undoub
tedly leaned toward some form of monistic understanding of man’s 
existence as witnessed, for example, in the Yogacara-vijfianavada 
and certain aspects in the tantric traditions both in and out of India. 
Monism, in the strictest Buddhist sense, refers to the ontologically 
unified view of man and therefore admits to factoral analysis of his 
experience. Buddhism is still, in this respect, a man-centered underin this 

man iistanding of things and never man indifferently bound to nature. It
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cannot, except for later deviations from true Buddhism, tolerate the 
metaphysically transcendent monistic system that the unwary inter
prets it to be or read into it As a rule, based on fundamental 
teachings of the Buddha, principles or doctrines which are trans
cendental or super-mundane are not admissible. • .a rule which all 
too often is glossed over, neglected, or even consciously rejected 
in favor of the easy but hopelessly erroneous monistic interpretation 
of Buddhist ideas.

In this respect too the term, “ absolutism,” has no real significance 
relative to either Buddhist doctrines or Buddhism as such. Scanning 
through all the philosophical ideas, there is not a single concept 
which lends itself to 压 totally absolutistic interpretation in the 
strictest sense. Even the Buddha, as the historically enlightened 
being, is never referred to as a metaphysical absolute. Such other 
terms as Tathagata, Dharmakaya, Nirma^a-kdya, Satnbhogakaya, 
§unyata, Pratitya-samutpada and even Nirvarui, are to be treated 
likewise. If it were otherwise, Buddhism wouM then easily fall 
into a system of absolute First Principles and whereupon these 
principles would dictate everything in the whole of nature. There 
would be no challenge to understanding the empirically grou 

ad strains 
to the ei

existential strains in our common everyday lives; there would be no 
meaning to the enthusiasm for the search of the basis of life itself. 
But the absolute or absolutism has no real place in the scheme of
meaning to the enthusiasm for the search of the basis of life itself, 

r absolutism
Buddhist analysis of man, in the so-called ontologically structured 
metaphysics of man which is through and through empirical. The 
very refusal to answer categorically the metaphysically grounded 
questions(12) by the Buddha himself should be a constant warning to 
those who facilely resort to labelling any doctrine or facet of Bud
dhism into convenient forms of monism or absolutism. Be it said 
once and for all that Buddhist philosophy cannot admit or submit 
to any ideas with cosmic dimensiona If such were ever the case, 
then it would be, at that very particular point, not philosophical 
Buddhism at all but certain outlandish and corrupted form of Bud
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dhism which in all eventuality would have little or no real meaning 
for those who earnestly pursue the true basic doctrines.(1S) Buddhism 
must be viewed as a thoroughgoing naturalistic view of man. This 
simple focus on man has all the makings of an elaborate and highly 
technical accounting of man as seen in the Abhidharmika systems. 
But no one ought to be confused or even dismayed by the elaborate 
terminology in use for they are only convenient tools or means for 
the explorations into man’s fundamental sentient nature.

It is sometimes said that Nagarjuna appeared at the right moment 
and at the right place in Buddhist history to provide the necessary 
corrective measures to Buddhist philosophical analysis of man's 
nature and thereby initiated a “ new” movement within the Maha
yana tradition. First of all, however, it must be remembered that 
he did not appear out of a vacuum but rather that he came after 
a long period of Buddhist activity in India proper. At least six or 
seven centuries had transpired between the historical Buddha (6th 
century B.C.) and NS的 rjuna (circa 2nd-3rd centuries A.D.), a time 
in which Buddhists actively explored, criticized, and propagated the 
Buddhist truth. This is the period which produced the eighteen 
contending schools of the Abhidharmika system discussed earlier 
and also the time which saw the germs of the break in the inter
pretation of the nature of the summum bonum {nirvana) between 
the Hinayana (inclusive of modem Theravada) and Mahayana tradi
tions. At the same time, secondly, it should be noted that the 
Mahayana tradition in its earlist phase, i.e” pre-Christian period, had 
already produced some of the most attractive and arresting thoughts 
in Buddhist history. . . thoughts which are considered most funda
mental to all subsequent developments in the tradition.(U) Sutras 
relative to this period concentrate on the universal and extensive 
sameness (sarnata, tathatd) in the nature of man, his supreme wisdom 
{prajM) and compassion (karuijta), all of which describe the concept 
of a bodhisattva or enlightened being. They expound ad infinitum 
the purity, beauty and ultimate rewards of the realization of this
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supreme realm of being in language which is at once esthetic, poetic 
and dramatic but which at times are painfully frustrating to the 
searching rational mind. For example, the empirically oriented mind 
would not be able to accept and adapt simple identities of the order 
(or realm) of worldly (mundane) and unworldly (supermundane), 
empirical and nonempirical, common everyday life (samsara) and 
uncommon enlightened life {nirvana), pure (sukha) and impure 
(asukha\ and finally, form (rupa) and emptiness {iunyatd). In the 
final identity of form and emptiness, a climax in the ideological 
development is reached where the sutras, in particular the whole 
Prajnapdramita Sutras, elaborate on the point that all forms are in 
the nature of void (iunya). Thus, such forms in the nature of a 
sentient creature or being (sattva)、a soul or vital force (Jiva\ a self 
(atman), a personal identity {pudgala) and separate “ elements” 
{dharmas) are all essentially devoid of any characterization (animitta, 
alak^a). The quest for voidness or emptiness is thoroughgoing 
with the aim being the non-grasping (agrahya) and at once the 
emptiness of the personal experiential components (pudgala^unyata) 
and of the personal ideational components {dharma-iunyatd\ This 
is the final goal of the nirvanic realm, here and now, without 
residues (anupadhiie^a-nirvatia-dhdtu) and achievable by all.

Needless to say, the understanding of the above identities is the 
constant challenge and the most profound feature of the MahSyana, 
if not the whole of Buddhist philosophy. Unquestionably, Nagarjuna 
was faithful to thi9 lineage of ideas and he tried his hand in crystal
lizing the prevailing ideas. He came to bundle up the loosely spread 
ideas, so to speak, and gave a definite direction in the quest of man.

Apart from radical pluralism and monism of the absolutistic 
type, there are a few other charges made against Ndg§rjuna and 
his tradition which ought to be noted. One of the principal arguments 
refers to nihilism. It is a popular and an understandable charge if 
one were only to seek for and rely on the linguistic aspect in order 
to draw his own conclusions. Indeed* the very term, iUnya9 haft
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evolved a tradition with, reference to Nagarjuna^ philosophy, i.e., the 
Sunyavada. Sunya means, in the literal sense, “ empty,” “ vacuous,” 
“ void,” “ nothing,” etc., and thus it would seem natural, solely based 
on linguistic grounds, to refer to Sunyavada as the school or doctrine 
of emptiness, voidness, or nothingness.(15) This is certainly an un
initiated naive understanding which cannot even stand up to the 
fundamental or main doctrines of Buddhism which Nigirjuna and 
his followers were careful not to violate. Indeed, the Buddhists tried 
to propagate such doctrines in a consistent and sustained manner 
permissible by language. But the emphasis on the language or the 
linguistic aspect may actually turn out to be a'limiting function in 
Buddhism for, in the use of a term, there is only peripheral or 
superficial reference to an event or experience and never with respect 
to concrete reference to the nature of things themselves in totality. 
This is also true in the West. It is trite to say that language can 
never reach reality per se and yet we must remind ourselves of this 
to restitute the Sunyavada from the charge of nihilism.

In a sense it is true that language does reflect the forms and 
characteristics of nature itself and even of human experience. Being 
man’s construction, it must necessarily represent the closest facsmiles 
to the reality of things while remaining faithful to the socio-psycho- 
logical context. But it must never become absolute or that 狂 one- 
to-one correspondence made with respect to language and reality. 
In such a way, Indian philosophy including Buddhism, is replete 
with instances where terms are faithful to reality but still, in the 
ultimate sense, remains defiant of absolute connection. It is para
mount to keep in mind that language must meet the strictest require
ments in the determination and communication of terms. But the 
formal aspect, the conceptual and logical, must never be pushed to 
a realm where technical mists cloud and all、too often dictate the 
final interpretation.(16) §unya or iunyatd (the state of iunya) is one 
such term which does not lend itself to strict determination and 
communication because it is rooted in the basic ontological nature
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of man. It refers to man’s perfected pure state of being without 
the normal elements of defilements or attachments. Buddhism, from 
the very beginning, had spoken of the dual nature of defilements 
which constantly plague man, i.e” the so-called “ physical tainting” 
{kleiavarana) and the “ conceptual tainting” {jHeyavarat^a). Both 
are only two aspects of the total status of defilement imposed by 
man himself, and such imposition, consciously or unconsciously, 
becomes the basis of his limiting, restrictive, divisive or discriminative 
activities. It would therefore be wrong to straightforwardly assign 
defilement or attachment to either the merely “ physical” or the 
merely “ mental.” Buddhism sees man in totality with respect to 
the matrix of both aspects, and to this extent it is monistic in the 
ontological sense. Thus it is incorrect to interpret the mental or 
conceptual aspect as wholly responsible for the interpretation of the 
nature of things(17) since the total activity, the conceptual rooted in 
the physical basis and the physical basis running throughout the 
conceptual process, must be accounted for at all times. If this be 
mysticism, then it is the supreme mysticism to which all of Bud
dhism subscribes. However, it is at this very point that Buddhism 
seeks final rationale in. the nature of man’s being. This is where 
Nagarjuna with his unique use of certain concepts, such as iunya, 
tried to interpret the Buddhist truth.

Consequently, iunya or iunyatd refers to total being without the 
defiled or attached conditions and, as such, there is nothing removed 
from man’s being and his activities, nothing nihilistic or voided in 
his ordinary existence.

Another popular charge, quite related to the charge of nihilism 
and perhaps considered a corollary, is that of negativism.(18) Some
how the concept of iunya seems to connote a negativistic view of 
reality to the unwary. But negativism is not a charge limited to 
the Sunyavada because Buddhism since its inception had always 
referred to or presented its principal doctrines in negative ways 
which, by the way, can be taken as another argument for the limited
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use of language in describing reality. For example, the famous 
MThree Marks” (trilaksana) of Buddhist distinction, i.e., three princi
pal features which distinguish Buddhism from other systems of 
thought of India proper, are impermanence (anitya), non-objectified 
self (anatman), and suffering (duhkha). All three are negative 
expressions of the phenomena of existence.

Impermanence (anitya) refers to the inexorable fleeting, ever- 
changing status of life. In the Heraclitean sense, no two moments 
are identical and thus every existential moment is new or novel. 
Sadly, man requires the passage of conventional time to remember 
the so-called great or monumental moments by their outstanding 
features, although such moments are basically similar in nature to 
all the rest of the seemingly unconscious moments of his existence. 
But the impermanence doctrine is only a reminder of the existential 
continuity which man must be cognizant of at all times if he is to 
live properly or wholesomely in the ultimate sense.

jfen-objeCtified self, or popularly rendered as non-self (anatman), 
refers to the conditionality or the ontologically contingent nature 
of man which defies positive ascription. Man’s existence, in short, 
is an intricate labyrinth or matrix of conditions, where no one or 
two or several of these conditions can ever do justice to man’s 
description, ke is contingent at all times in this.sense and thus 
non-objectifiable. Or, if he were to lend himself to analysis, it would 
only have to be in the negative sense, the non-Stman.

Finally, suffering {duhkha) refers to the status of man in the 
empirically bound sense. That is to say, he is a bundle of suffering 
by virtue of the ontologically objectified attachments he maintains 
both on the “ physical” and “ mental” levels. Until or unless he 
can relinquish himself from these objectified attachments (upadana) 
or coverings {avaraita)f his perfected ontological status will not be 
fulfilled. The desires and cravings refer specifically to the un
warranted “ longings” for the phantasmagorically objectified or 
permanentized elements of life process. Once more, in this sense,
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suffering is a negatively expressed condition of man who can convert 
himself into something positively pure. The cessation of Buddhist 
suffering (duhkha-nirodha) constitutes at once enlightenment
(bodhi)、19、

Furthermore, nirvana is sometimes added to the above as a further 
distinguishing characteristic of Buddhism and this concept also refers 
to reality negatively, i.e., the state of all defilements and attachments 
blown out. In sum, if one were to gather all or most of the tenets 
of Buddhism, one would be most surprised to note a host of nega
tively expressed ideas controlling and guiding his approaches to the 
understanding of reality. But the point is that one should not be 
as unwary as to be controlled by these negative concepts in defini
tive terms. They are only indicators, markers for the suppression 
of falsely objectified views and, at the same time, suggestive of the 
true positive content of reality or life in the making.

Still another charge levelled against the Madhyamika is that of 
relativism. It is supposedly an outcome of the failure to comprehend 
rightfully the true nature of the middle path {madhyama-pratipad). 
As the path is the avoidance of maintaining both extremes, i.e., the 
realms of luxury and asceticism, it is swiftly concluded that the 
fundamental teaching of the Buddha must be a kind of relativism, 
a shifting of values between the two realms. But the path, in 
reality,, is a total concept which involves the full ontological basis 
of man as we shall shortly discuss.

But what principally seems to give rise to the relativistic inter
pretation is the translation of the technical term, pratityasamutpada. 
This term has eluded the best minds in the search for a plausible 
expression. For example, it has variously been translated as follows: 
causal genesis, theory of the twelve causes, twelve-fold causal chain， 
arising from conditional causes, dependent origination, dependent 
coorigination, dependent existence, conditioned origination, relativity, 
and the principle of (universal) relativity. The basis of these trans
lations come from the early general formula for the cycle (wheel)
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of life found in various places of the Pali Nikayas (e.g. Majjhima 
Nikaya, II, 32; Samyutta Nikaya, II, 28) and which runs as follows: 
this being, that becomes; from the arising of this, that arises; this not 
becoming, that does not become; from the ceasing of this, that ceases. 
In Chapter XXVI of the Karika, Nagarjuna treats this basically 
Hinayanistic doctrine and destroys (or corrects) any notion implied 
which suggests the staticity of the parts (ahga) of the cycle of life.

However, it seems that the term translated as the principle of 
relativity with all the overtones of modern science has become 
very popular and acceptable even by scholars. This technical term 
undoubtedly does have “ strains” of the relativistic notion but not 
in the normal nor in the scientific sense. It should be interpreted 
in the total ontological sense which means that the rise of an experi
ential event is spread both “ spatially” and “ temporally” in a dynamic 
sense. That is to say, the relational structure is not static but 
underscored by the co-arising phenomenon of the total nature of 
things, although some elements at play are significantly present 
while others remain insignificant. Thus, pratityasamutpada, might 
be rendered as relational origination. The term, relational, is a 
neutral concept insofar as the ontological implications are concerned 
but simultaneously it refers to a lateral, horizontal, and vertical 
relational structure to the moment in question. There is no reliance 
on anything alien nor an imposition by an alien force in the process 
because the moment is a moment by virtue of its own creative or 
constructive {karmaic) process. Thus the term, relational, makes 
way for both the active and the passive functions of the so-called 
“ subject ” in question. And the term, origination, refers to the arising 
of a novel moment by virtue of the total relational structure impelled 
by a natural dynamics of its own.

It must be remembered that Th. Stcherbatsky, coming at the time 
of the popular and general acceptance of Einsteinian physics, had 
gone extensively overboard to dub this concept as the principle of 
relativity.(20) This phrase, more than any other Buddhist concept,
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has to this day made science and Buddhism ever closer, or even to 
the extent of identifying both as seen in some quarters. Naturally, 
this is going too far for neither discipline can be synonymous in any 
consistent sense although Buddhist principles are on the whole 
readily amenable to scientific interpretation but it is hardly the case 
the other way around. In spite of this, it is agreed by many that 
Buddhist teachings come very close to the ideas expounded in modem 
psychology and even psycho-analysis as seen, for example, in the 
analysis of man’s genetic development in terms of skandhas, ayatanas, 
dhatus and including the concept of karma with respect to man’s 
actions—past, present and future.

The doctrine of pratityasamutpada is then a basic concept in all 
Buddhist traditions whether of the Theravada or Mahayana; it is so 
basic with Nagarjuna that he will use it as the key concept in 
meeting ontological reality “ face to face,” so to speak. It is the 
ruling concept underlying all the discussions in the chapters of the 
Karika. Thus the argumentation lodged against all systems, positions 
or viewpoints by Nagarjuna is not another way of establishing
a standpoint, e.g. relativism, but it is an unique way of calling to 
attention the myriad and multi-phased factors or conditions at play 
in the immediate concretizing karmaic present which, by the way, is 
the only locus whereby concourse with reality as such {yathabhutam) 
can be had.

Finally, there are a few scholars who interpret Nagarjuna as the 
supreme logician or dialectician as if truth could be educed logically 
or by a dialectical effort. (21> To be sure, the Karika exhibit traits 
of logical inferences from time to time but this is not true in all 
instances.<22) If there are semblances of a consistent use of logic 
or a form of dialectic, these at best only depict the play or function 
of reason and not in terms of “ awakening” reason to a wondrous 
realm of existence.<28) It is true that ordinarily man is sorely 
unaware of the ground for his own thinking process, a ground 
which might be termed the psycho-physical continuum throughout
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the whole being. Clarity, purity, unclouded thinking are, after all, 
aspects of the rational play but such a play is only one of the 
attributes of the sense world. That is to say, the mind (citta) and 
its function (caitasika) are only considered parts of the function of 
the sensible realm in Buddhism and never as separate or transcen
dental aspects of being. More specifically, along with the five sense 
organs, the mind is considered to be another sense organ. This is 
one of the ways in which Buddhism treats the continuum of being 
and avoids the simple dichotomy of mind-body or subject-object 
relationship. This fact is so easily overlooked in later developments 
but it is so basic to all Buddhist thought, early or later, that no 
interpreter could ill afford to neglect this unity of being from its 
genetic beginnings.

The term dialectic is derived from the Greek, “ dialektik§,” which 
means to hold a discourse or debate. Now, a discourse or a debate 
may be for two reasons: First, for sophistical refutation or a critique 
for critique sake. This is otherwise known as eristic or given to 
mere disputations. Second, for an end in view, i.e., the search 
ultimately for a truth whatever that implies. The first may be 
termed negative or destructive dialectic, while the second positive 
or constructive dialectic. Needless to say, we are concerned with 
the second. However, the problem of assigning a kind of dialectic 
to Nagarjuna^ philosophy is not as easy as it seems on first thought. 
We must remember that there have been pros and cons on this 
matter since the beginning and the issue is still unsettled. First 
of all, it would seem almost a violation of terms to attempt an 
association of a dialectic with the non-assertive type of Nagarjuna's 
philosophy. It is one thing to say that his logical disputations consist 
of the dual aspect of the destructive and constructive natures of a 
dialectic as the Westerner understands by 文he term but it is another 
matter to say how and in what manner they function together; and 
it is still another matter to distinguish between the two and to speak 
of them separately. In the Karika we do find logical analysis
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pushed to its extremes or to a redudio ad absurdum. This would 
be the reason why the group represented by Buddhapalita and 
Candrakirti is called the Prasangika Madhyamika which reduces all 
assertions to the category of ultimate absurdity. But how far can 
we go along with the Prasangika and his logic or dialectic in use? 
Was Nagarjuna's philosophy basically characterized by the spirit of 
destructive dialectic or constructive dialectic or both? Can we 
speak of destructive and constructive dialectics separately or does 
one entail or imply the existence of the other such that the two 
are invariably co-existent? If the latter, are we in so-called grounds 
where neither logic, dialectic, nor empirical understanding may 
tread? These and many other subtle questions are by no means 
easy to answer. It is recalled that the Prasangika immediately had 
a rival in the Svatantrika Madhyamika led by Bhavaviveka which 
tried to avoid the folly of a logic of deduction ad absurdum {prasahga- 
vakya) and favored the insertion of a counter position in any argu
ment. Again, it is to be noted that Nagarjunafs disciple Aryadeva 
and, in turn, Rahulabhadra busied themselves in the refutation of 
contending schools of thought in order to defend the true Mad
hyamika position. Now, undoubtedly, there was a something to 
defend and uphold, something which became the core of the Sunya- 
vada tradition. However, it is questionable whether that something 
does lend itself to logic or dialectics in the Buddhist enlightening 
process.

We might conclude here by saying that Nagarjuna is not a 
logician or a dialectician of the Western brand and that the Buddhist 
truth, if forthcoming at all, is not the result of logic or dialectics. 
Truth does not lend itself to mere rational accounting however subtle 
or refine that may be. It is rather the result of prajM, the so-called 
“ eye of wisdom,” the instrument which cuts open and at once 
reveals reality for what it is. And yet, prajnat in this sense, is only 
a tool which presents itself only at the opportune moment after 
rigorous training inclusive of total being, but the potential of its
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realization and thereby its cutting power lies nascent in every living 
being. Nagarjuna, however, does not treat this special doctrine of 
prajna in the Karika in any systematic manner. This is left to the 
Prajnapdramita Sutras which were abundantly in extant during his 
time since he was an heir to their teachings, and one of which he 
is alleged to have commented on.<M)

If Nagarjuna is not to be labelled an absolute monist, radical 
pluralist, nihilist, negativist, relativist, logician and finally dialec
tician, what then can be said of him and his philosophy? It would 
seem that there is but one definite and practical approach to guide 
us. It is that Nagarjuna's thoughts  ̂ however elusive they seem 
to be, must be made coincident with the most original and funda
mental teaching of the historical Buddha, i.e” the doctrine of the 
middle path (madhyamd-pratipad), as indeed he himself asserts 
several times in the Karika that he is only following the Buddha’s 
words. It is a doctrine accepted by all and at once the quest of 
all. It is thS supreme “ ontological principle” in Buddhism. Later 
on, to be sure, the concept of nirvana will be used interchangeably 
with the middle path to describe the perfected state of man.

The middle path, as initially discoursed in the Buddhist founda
tion sutra and later called the Dhammacakkappavdttana-sutta (The 
Sutra on the Exposition of the Buddhist Dharma or Truth; Confer 
Samyutta-nikdya, IV, 329 and V，420)，indicates that it is realized by 
the avoidance of the two extremes. What extremes? The extremes 
of the realism of activities relative to luxury and asceticism. One 
side engenders the quest for affluent matters and things which are 
of the nature of permanency and etemality (dadvata-vada) while the 
other the quest for total self-abnegation, self-effacement and of the 
nature of impermanence, nihilism and annihilationism {uccheda-vada). 
In both instances there arise the root evil forces of objectifying or 
^ntifying either the elements related to wealth or riches on the one 
hand or ‘•elements,’ related to non-entity, nihility or negativity on 
the other. And furthermore, there is the grasping, clinging {upadana)
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to the objectified content or elements within the ever-flowing 
existence. Thus in each instance, there exist the extreme {anta) of 
being “ caught up” in the objectified elements within the perfec
tive or viewpoint (dfsti) that one consciously or unconsciously 
maintains, i.e., the elements are abstracted, taken out of context  ̂
and staticized into lifeless images and thereupon viewed as real. . .  
all the time unmindful of the basic stream of life. Stated in another 
metaphorical way, the clinging on to objectified elements in the 
ontological flow is analogous to the messy or sticky affair of a fly 
caught in an ointment, and this affair seems to bei a never-ending， 
ever obstructive and disharmonious way of life. Some become con
ditioned to this situation over a long habitual and mainly unconscious 
livelihood and thus accept it to be the normal course of things 
without ever finding out the more easeful and wholesome way of 
life potentially there; while others are more impatient and troubled 
and consequently fight against it openly or not so openly and thus 
go on in the seemingly intenninable struggle on the strictly super
ficially empiricaf level of things.

The middle path doctrine is the Buddhist ontological principle 
which avoids the two extremes(?4> and at once resolves them in the 
way of taking on the dimension of inclusiveness or immanence of 
all things, including of course the perspective or viewpoint of the 
person eonctmed. Thus the middle path is the “ vision of the real 
in its true form.” Nothing is excluded, nothing is negated, nothing 
is abstracted. Everything is. . .in the sense of inclusive or immanent 
transcendence. The middle path might then be termed the onto
logical inclusiveness, excellence, purity or supremeness of being.

Nagarjuna captured and continued this fundamental message on 
the nature of man’s highest state and gave his own “ systematic” 
treatment of it by way of the Karika. He was the supreme Buddhist 
ontologist He gave direction to man for his ontological quest in 
the mundane world. Though man is initially bound by defilements, 
ultimately he is capable of channelling his life to richer, fuller and
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purer realms. Understood in this sense, the Karika are nowheres 
unintelligible, confusing, misleading or insignificant. They are indeed 
consistent, meaningful and persuasive.

No positive assertion on the methodology of Nagarjuna may be 
made, especially after denying that there is any consistent use of 
neither logic nor dialectic to educe ultimate truth (tattva). However, 
if a phraseology were to be coined, it might be termed the <4way 
of iunya." And this “way” is termed by some Asian as well as 
Western scholars as the “ logic of iunya** Thus termed, the “ logic” 
must be one of showing the way to the ultimate understanding that 
iunya is the realized content of all experiential components (dharmas) 
because of the contingent dynamics of nature {pratitya-samutpada). 
It is a “method” only in the sense of exhibiting the whys and 
wherefores of all views proper or improper, and of asserting
the thusness of experiences as such {yathabhutam).

To be sure, the Karika are difficult to read and understand because 
the method of criticizing any view (dr0) to its logical necessity 
{prasahga)迎 id thereby* to exhibit its absurdity, is basically an exer
cise in seeing the proper relationship between the two-fold aspect 
of truth (Chapter XXIV, B, 9). This is to say, the reader must be able 
to distinguish between the realms of empirical “ relative” truth 
{sarftvfti-satya) and of non-empirical “ supreme" truth {paramdrtha- 
satya). He must, as it were, be able to shift his gears of ontological 
understanding. The phrase, uontological understanding” seems 
redundant but it is used advisedly in the sense that there is an 
understanding with reference to the existential or sentient nature 
of the individual. This nature generally has not been accorded its 
due import in the past since sentient creatures usually forget the 
basis of their own existence and tend to run off into the clouds of 
intellection, becoming increasingly unmindful、of the totality of the 
nature of things.

Naturally, the concept of §unyatd is with reference to the supreme 
nature of truth but this does not mean that the concept is not
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relatable to the empirical nature of truth. The key concept here 
is，as mentioned earlier, relational origination {pratitya-samutpada). 
It is a so-called bridge concept which spans both realms of truth. 
It presents a unique perspective of reality (bhava) and permits the 
perceptive one to have glimpses of the relational structure of being 
on the one hand and of the voidness {iunyata) of being on the other. 
However, the empirical and the non-empirical realms are not co
existent in all respects from the beginning in the mundane world, 
although admittedly the Karika state quite cryptically that in the 
ultimate sense the satjtsdric and nirvanic realms are identical (XXV, 
19, 20). One can only see reality and relate it from the empirical 
{samvrti) standpoint, to be sure，but this standpoint requires a relent
less discursive analysis of the mind and its functions. It is basically 
an exercise in divesting the mind of its own prejudices or attach* 
ment to mental elements in the structurally enslaved sense. Though 
existence is on the flow at all times, the mind and its objects seem
ingly are not The mind freezes or staticizes the object of perception 
without being cognizant of itself and its functions as being nothing 
but “ waves” （i,e., visible markings) in the normal flow of existence. 
How can one reconcile the duality of the mind, Le*，one side as real 
and the other relatively unreal? This, of course, is the crucial 
point and the ultimate message of the Buddhist philosophy of non
self (andtm<in\ non-permanence (anitya) and the universal nature of 
the hindrance-ridden being (duJjjtkha), Passage or flow of existence 
means that there is no objectifying or entifying of the mind itself 
and its objects of perception. Thus any cmcept (dfsft) viewed 
abstractly is taken to task and brought to its ultimate idiocy or 
self-contradiction.

Due to the relentless attack on any and all concepts the Madhya- 
mika is sometimes referred to as the philosophy of no-position. 
Indeed, even Candrakirti in his Prasannapada (p. 19.1-19.7) makes 
this comment, i.e., the Madhyamika has no counter-thesis to offer 
because that would entail yet another position. In the Vigrahavyd-
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vartant (verse 29), Nagarjuna himself admits that he has no views 
or theses to offer and therefore he must be absolved of all errors.

All this points to one thing： that the reality of things is not 
bound to logical or conceptual understanding. Reality or human 
experience lends itself to symbolism but to that extent it must be 
understood that symbolic references are strictly speaking deficient 
of ultimate reality. To exhibit this fact is the tenor of the whole 
of the Karika. This spirit is quite aptly demonstrated in the early 
remarks by Candrakirti that any reality or any experience due to 
relational origination {pratityasamutpada)9 if characterizable at all, 
will have to be in the following negative terms:

Non-extinction, non-origination, non-destruction, non-etemal 
(anirodham anutpadam anucchedam aia^vatatjt) 

Non-identity, non-differentiation, non-coming into being, 
pon-going out of being

{anekdrtham andnartham anagamatfi anirgamatjt)
These are known popularly as the Eight Negations or the Eight- 

Noes (八不) . But they are not another set of conceptions expressed 
in mere negative terms; rather they are expressions of the reality 
of the nature of things in relational origination and, as expressions, 
they only point to the limits of reason, indirectly exhibiting the 
fact that the negative terms are only expressive of a positive content 
to the nature of things. In other words, since relational  ̂origination 
is at all times dynamically involved, no positive static view of reality 
as such (tattva) is grasped and thus the negative expressions only 
aid in Mnarrowing down” or “ squeezing reality” to the point of 
giving the reader a microscopic view of the dynamic flow of ex
istence. c

The Buddhists have gone beyond the M either orlogic since it 
only operates within the realm of reason. They were interested in 
a more inclusive way of accommodating the whole of man's ex
periential process. They came up with the four possibles (catu§kofikd) 
in viewing every aspect of reality* That is to say, for example,
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one could assert (1) being (bhava), (2) not being (abhava), (3) both 
being and not being, and (4) neither being nor not being. This is 
certainly exhaustive of the treatment of reality, whether of the 
physical or mental nature or both at once. N^^rjuna utilizes this 
type of logical view of things throughout the Kdrikd. It should be 
cautioned that though the Kdrikd at times seem to be positing 
logical entities in reality, they are pointing at ontological entities or 
statuses. (Confer, for example, Chapter XXVII on the Examination 
of Dogmatic Views.)

Thus Nagarjuna at the vfiy  outset, sets forth to show the logical 
ways in which common intellects tend to view reality. However, 
they are unmindful of the four relational conditions describing the 
dynamic flow of nature, i.e” causal component Qietu-pratyaya), objec
tive component (alambana-pratyaya\ sequential component (samanan- 
tara-pratyaya), and dominant component {adhipateya or adhipati- 
pratyaya). These refer to the contingent conditions involved in the 
continuity of being. As the continuity {saifitana) is a fact of nature, 
no thing or experience can be analyzed into steadfast existential 
factors as such. If it were analyzable, there would be no production 
from self (svatah), from other {paratah\ from both self and other, 
or from neither, i.e” without a cause (aketu). Nagarjuna then will 
criticize any positing of permanent entities from this two-fold sense, 
i.e” that, first of all, reality is contingently formed (hetu-pratyaya- 
apeksa) and, secondly, there can be no reference at all to reality 
being characterized as extinction, origination, destruction, eternal, 
etc. (the opposite of the Eight-Noes) within this contingent frame
work.

The spirit of Nagirjuna has been kept intact and transmitted to 
us by way of diverse lands and languages. In th^fespect, the 
Chinese contribution is tremendously large. Foremost, of course, is 
Kumarajiva^s Chung-lun which is based on Pifigala’s now lost 
Sanskrit commentary of the Kdrikd. This translation work is the 
forerunner of the Sunyavida movement in China, starting with such
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men as Seng-chao (384-414) and Tao-sheng (360-434) and continuing 
on to Chi-tsang (549-623). The latter^ monumental work, San-lun- 
hsuan-i (三論玄義)，(Taisho Shimhu Daizdkyd, XXXXV, No. 1852) is 
greatly responsible for the establishment of Sunyavada thought in 
China and later in Japan. Special attention must be called to his 
famour two-fold analytical division of the ideas of the Karika, i.e., 
into the famous p’ahsieh-hsien-cheng (破邪顯正）which can be rendered 
as refutation (or critique) is at once an awakening to the true 
dharma or reality as such. The influence of this thought on sub
sequent Far Eastern Buddhism cannot be underestimated.

The present translation is made especially with the view of 
furthering a philosophic perspective and understanding of the key 
terms and concepts. Although, in the strictest sense, there is no 
absolute and direct analysis of anything including human experiential 
process, a truism as old as the original teachings of the historical 
Buddha, it is true that man is constantly involved in assigning 
provisional status (prapanca) to any subject or object under review. 
And, in spite of this, he struggles to seek some measure of under
standing. Bearing this in mind； it was felt justifiable, in the case 
of a few verses, to leave the original Sanskrit terms untranslated, 
especially with such terms as iunya and iunyatd, since no English 
equivalent could be found. Moreover, it was thought that it would 
spare the reader from being misled or from forming certain pre
judices against Buddhism at the outset It seems that the frequency 
of exposure to such key terms might promote their currency sooner 
and at the same time improve Buddhist understanding in the 
original sense.

Despite Nagarjuna-s strong indictment against Abhidharmic inter
pretation in the opening chapter, the reader should constantly be 
wary of falling into any approach which might lead to simple or 
naive type of realism or even a simple metaphysical understanding 
of man and world throughout the rest of the chapters. All terms 
and concepts are always relatable or correspondent with any and all
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aspects of man’s experience. Thus, for example, the term, dharma, 
is strictly a human experiential factor，heavily mental or concomitant 
with mental process to be sure, but it has no reference to the 
physical nature of things as such. It is still man who makes the 
interpretation of nature possible, although he cannot deny the sur
roundings to which he is constantly and contingently related and 
from which he must dynamically draw upon for his own existence.

In virtue of the scarcity of literature on the Buddhist movements 
in India proper and elsewhere, it is rather difficult to piece together 
a clear and accurate picture of the lineage of the Sunyavada. How
ever, in order to show some semblance of ideological continuity in 
the Mahayana, the following two diagrams are attached. The first 
is a general sketch starting from the historical Buddha and showing 
the prominent schools in their relative chronological places. The 
second is a more minute and larger scheme of the commentaries 
made on the Karika. As noted earlier, eight commentaries were 
allegedly made， including Nagarjuna's own, but if the work of 
Pingala and Asanga (both existing only in the Chinese) were added, 
the number would total ten. The texts (in Italics) refer to either 
commentaries or important works in Sanskrit or Chinese which 
continue the Sunyavada thought. Only five of the commentaries are 
identified in the Sanskrit. And, finally, particular attention should 
be made with re je ct  to the close affinity of the §unyavada and 
the Vijflanavada. In diagram 2, for example, Asanga, Sthiramati, 
Gn^amati, Dharmapala and Hsiian-tsang all belong to the Vijflana
vada tradition.
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No t e s

1. Consult Edward Conze: The PrajtiSparamita Literature (Mouton & Co., 
^Gravenhage, 1960) for the most exhaustive treatment of this genre of 
Buddhist literature made recently.

2. A concise treatment is made by £. J. Thomas in his The History o f 
Buddhist Thought (Routledge & Kegan Paul, Lt., 1953 reprint), Appendix 
II, pp. 288-292.

3. ^ariputra^ibhidharma-sastra (舍利佛阿毘暴翁） Taishd Shinshu Daizdkyd, 
XXVIII，N. 1548, a work which remains only in the Chinese and belongs 
to an unknown Abhidharma 1.

4. Confer, op. dt.; Thomas, Ap :■ I, pp. 274-276 for the comparison of 
the sets.

5. The most systematic treatment of the $arv§8tivSda 75 dhamta-theory 
was done by Th. Stcherbatsky in his The Central Conception o f Buddhism 
and the Meaning o f Dharma, (reprinted by Susil Gupta, Ltd.» India, 1956). 
This is, a formidable volume, perhaps one of his best early works in 
pioneering of Buddhist thought* but it must be ^ead with certain under
standing and a critical eye.

6. The 75 dharmas for Sarv§8tiv§da, 89 for Theravfida, 100 for Vijfiftnavftda 
and 84 for Satyasiddhi.

7. Warren, Henry Clarke: Buddhism in Translation. Cambridge: Harvmrd 
University Press, 1896. p. 116. After nearly 75 years since its publicadon. 
this work still remains one of the outstanding translation projects done 
on the Theravada tradition. The selections are excellent and their trans
lations are done with rare insight and underatandtng. However, it should 
be noted that such phrases as the above do manifest dangerous Impli
cations.

8. Op. dt.; Central Conception, pp. 19’ 23, 24, 57，62. This interpretation 
is carried on in his later monumental work, The Conception o f Buddhist 
NirvSna (Leningrad: Publication Office of the Academy of Science of tbm 
USSR, 1927) and also in the two-volume Buddhist Logic (Leningrad: 
Publishing Office of the Academy of Sdence of the USSR, 1930).

9. Ibid.; p. 63.
10. For example, another worthy Buddhist scholar, T. R. V. Murti, The CttUral 

Philosophy o f Buddhism (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 19:6) faith
fully follows Stcherbatsky in giving the radical pluralistic interpretation 
to the SarvistivSda. Confer, pp. 69-76. Ashok Kumar Chatter jee in his 
The YogScara Idealism (Varanasi: Banaras Hindu University 1962) voices 
the same realistic interpretation that 44 all dharmas are accepted as objec
tively real/'and concludes that the Sarvistivada is “ critical realism*** 
Confer，p, 3. A most recent work by K. Venkata Ramanan, NSgSyfttna^ 
Philosophy  ̂as presented in the Makd-prajtHpiramiUt-i&sira (Tokyo: Charles
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E. Tuttle Company, Inc., 1966) follows the same line of pluralistic inter
pretation. Confer, pp. 57—62. Edward Conze also carries a similar theme 
in his scholarly work，Buddhist Thought in India (London: George Allen 
& Unwin Ltd., 1962). Confer especially pp. 138-141 where he labels 
Sarvastivada as “ pan-realism.”

At least one contemporary Indian Buddhist scholar, Vishwanath 
Prasad Varma, has taken exception to Stcherbatsky’s radical pluralistic 
interpretation in which he “ traces the concept of Dharma as vital essential 
super-subtle elements in the Kathopanishad/' and Varma concludes, “ there 
is no validity for interpreting the word Dharma or Dhamma as occurring 
in the Pali literature as element/，Confer, V. P. Varma: “ The Upanishads 
and the Origins of Buddhism，” {The Journal of the Bihar Research Society; 
Buddha Jayanti Special Issue, Vol. II, 1956. pp. 372-394). p. 373 and 
footnote 6.

11. Pali-English Dictionary, Published by the Pali Text Society, 1921-25. Ed. 
by T. W. Rhys Davids & William Stede. p. 126 under S.

12. The famous simile of the man who, wounded by a poison arrow, refuses 
treatment and interminably asks questions on the origin, maker, archer, 
etc. of that arrow, gives the clearest example of M committing to the 
flamesM matters which have no immediate empirical concern. Confer 
Majjhima Nikaya; Discourse 63, Cula-Maluhkyasutta,

13. It would seem that later developments in esoteric tantrism in India and 
Tibet are forms which are so vastly different from original Buddhism 
that they cannot be considered true Buddhism although they have carried 
the name of Buddhism geographically to other countries and chrono
logically up to the present. They are，strictly speaking, deviations which 
speeded Buddhist degeneration into the impure realm. But Buddhism 
and Buddhist doctrines have the trait of being amenable to changes in 
all respects and this might be looked upon as supportive of the unique 
feature of simplicity and profundity co-existing, a feature which made 
it possible for Buddhism to become one of the leading religious forces 
of Asia.

14. Besides the bulky Prajnaparamita Sutras, some of the pre-Nagarjuna 
works，without ascertainment of rightful authorship but written presuma
bly by men of the highest caliber, are the Saddharmapufidarika Sutra, 
Srimaladevtsinhanada Sutra, Vimalakirtinirdesa Sutra, Avatamsaka Sutra, 
Suvarpaprabhasa Sutra and Sukhavativyuha Sutra.

15. It is true that Nagarjuna and his tradition were criticized for being 
nihilistic {ndstika) by contemporaries but this criticism was off the mark 
for, on simple grounds, no Buddhist system or school would advance the 
utter destruction of the individual unless it is a deviated form which of 
course §unyavada cannot be identified with. Recently, an Indian scholar 
Harsh Narain attempts to prove that the Sunyavada is “ absolute nihilism 
rather than a form of Absolutism or Absolutistic monism.” (SunyavSda:
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A Reinterpretation.” philosophy East and West, XIII, 4 [January 1964，p. 
311-338.]) Though Narain argue9 deftly with many references to support 
his claim，there still remains the big question whether his reinterpretation 
is just another linguistic reinterpretation of the basic term, hinyatd, in 
its various usages.

16. E. J. Thomas says that “ The Buddhist thinkers had without realizing 
it stumbled upon the fact that the terms of ordinary language do not 
express the real facts of existence. Words are static, but not the objects 
to which they refer. The contradictions were attributed not to the defects 
of verba丨 expression, but to the nature of the experience.” (The History 
o f Buddhist Thought; op. d t  p. 218.

It might be added here that one aspect of the doctrine of indeter
minacy or inexpres9ibility {avydkfta) is to exhibit tbe impossibility of 
presenting realistically in written or unwritten forms any metaphysical 
(ergo symbolic) references to the world or to human experiences. And 
pushed further, the doctrine reminds us to know the limits of discrimi
native knowledge {vijnSna) but’ at the same time, to seek within it the 
way to non>di9criminative knowledge (nirvikalpa-jnanat prajna).

IV. The so-called idealistic tradition in the Mahayana, i.e., the Yogac&ra> 
vijfianav§da tradition, has been subjected to an interpretation which is 
much too mental or conceptual and consequently overplayed. The dlaya- 
vijH&na, lor example, has been assigned to the mind as a storehouse of 
mental seeds without giving due credit or emphasis to tbe “ i^iysical” 
housing in which it must function. The interplay of the eight vijMnas 
(McoatdouanesaesM) and the bijas (“ seeds”）is subtle but cannot be ex
plained away aa m m  Ideational process.

In tliis connection, it should be pointed out that C. H. Hamilton’s 
paonetring trmnaUdoo work, W ei Shih E r Shih Lun 唯戴二十論  or The 
Trmd$$ m Tw$miy StoHtas oh Represtntation-only by Vasubandhu (Ame- 
neon OriemUd Scddy, New Haven, Connecticut, 1938; Reprint by Kraus 
Reprint Corppration* N. Y. 1967), has generated a strict subjective or 
idealistic interpretation of the Vijfiftnavada. But this interpretation is 
definitely incorrect J. Takakusu has also contributed, inadvertently 
perhaps* to this erroneous view by coining the phrases, “ mere.ideation" 
and M ideation-only” for the Sanskrit term，vijnaptimatra, or for the 
Chinese, wei-shih. (The Essentials o f Buddhist Philosophx. Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Presâ  1947. Chapter VI). To be sure, there is no 
English equivalent of the term which would not be criticized. However, 
mny phrase attached to the tom  must be qualified when employed.

The outer realm of perception (vt^aya, w aU h m g^^ t) ia not referring 
to uexternal objects” nor even with respect to any “ objects” of percep
tion. It ia a generic tenn for the total external realm involved In the 
perceptual process. But, as the treatise states  ̂very dearly, the so-called 
“ cooadouancM only" {njHaptimdira wm^kih 唯嫌） is invioUbly bound
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with the outer realm {visaya) and yet, in the strict sense, it is not the 
result of any so-called “ external objects” nor is it responsible for the 
existence of the “ objects” themselves. See especially verses XIII-XVI of 
Hamilton’s work.

18. This negativistic theme is carried out by A. B. Keith in his monumental 
and influential work, Buddhist philosophy in India and Ceylon (Oxford: 
The Clarendon Press, 1923). He says, “ In the Madhyamaka. . .the 
absolute truth is a negativism or doctrine of vacuity (iunyatd), established 
by the application to the ideas accepted by the Hinayana as absolute 
truth of a logic which insists that any contradiction is an infallible proof 
of error, and which finds contradiction in every conception, and deter
mining a priori what is impossible, denies its existence on that ground 
in the face of facts/* (p. 235) Further on, he goes on to say, “ N§gar- 
juna denies consistently that he has any thesis of his own, for to uphold 
one would be wholly erroneous; the truth is silence, which is neither 
affirmation nor negation, for negation in itself is essentially positive in 
implying a reality. He confines himself to reducing every positive asser
tion to absurdity, thus showing that the intellect condemns itself as 
inadequate just as it finds hopeless antinomies in the world of experience.” 
(p. 239).

19. Literally and generally speaking, the opposite of duhkha is sukha which 
means the agreeable, pleasant, easeful, wholesome state of being. In this 
sense, sukha i9 readily attainable by all if proper livelihood is led but it 
should never be identified with the final goal» nirvSpa, although the latter 
presupposes the accomplishment of the former.

20. There is close resemblance, to be aure, between the two types of rela
tivity doctrine, one Buddhistic and the other scientific  ̂ but it is doubtful 
whether one side can successfully be translated over to the other with 
all the implications therein. It seems that there is a basic difference in 
the scientific and pre-scientific use of the term. One side is basically 
physical or mechanistic and therefore largely deterministic, while the 
other is organic or ontological in nature and therefore indusive of deter
ministic and non*deterministic factors. It will be seen that Nigarjuna, 
in Chapter I, demonstrates the untenability of strict causality, causal 
elements, and causal connection, and thus hints at “ other” approaches 
to the understanding of reality {tattva、.

In all of his major works* Stcherbatsky goes to the extent of using 
capitals on the translation of pratityasamutpada as Relativity or the Principle 
of Relativity, and thereby implicitly promotes a kind of monism. It is 
interesting to note that T .R. V. Murti in a work cited earlier follows 
Stcherbatsky's interpretation quite freely and even ends with (or aims 
at) a strictly Vedantic (monistic) picture of the Madhyamika.

ZL The best case on this is represented by T. R. V. Murti in his previously 
dted work, The Central Phih90phy o f Buddhism. Confer especially pagtt
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47-54. While on page 9, he extends to the historical Buddha the honor 
of being the first dialectician in the world.

22. In the subsequent translations the reader should be able to judge for 
himself whether logic or dialectic is used consistently to educe truth or 
the nature of ultimate reality (tattva), or even emptiness (iunyata) of 
being.

23. Murti talks about the “ Conflict of Reason/’ “Criticism,” or “ reflective 
awareness of things,” as the dialectical import of the Madhyamika 
prasanga doctrine {reductio ad absurdum) but whether prasanga is really 
a method for educing truth or only a method of criticism is a moot 
question. Perhaps, it is neither and that the whole tenor of the Madhya
mika might actually be to tax reason only to its discriminative limits and 
thereby render clear the absurdity of adhering to the discriminated 
objectified elements. Beyond that it might only be either sheer specula
tion on the function of reason or a case of reading in too much. It 
might he added that, in Buddhism as a whole, there is no logic (rational 
play) without reference to the ontological nature of things. In short, no 
logic without ontology.

24. He commented on the PaHcavimkdisdhasriki Prajnaparamita (The 25»000 
Verse Prajiiaparamit§ Sutra). His commentary work in tum i9 known 
as the MahiprajMpdramita Scstra but is only extant in the Chinese as 
the Ta chih4u lun (大 智 度 Taishd Shinshu Daizdkyd, XXVt No. 1509)

25. Both, extremes or their perceptual contents or elements thereof are 
identical after all on the level of objectification and with respect to the 
subsequent clinging action. This is one important aspect of the middle 
patli which has not been given due attention by not a few scholars.
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CHAPTER I

Pratyaya pariksa 
Examination of Relational Condition

The term, pratyaya、has been variously rendered as yin-yuan (因 

緣）by Kumarajiva, as causality by Stcherbatsky, as Bedingungen by 
Walleser. All three renditions, it must be stated, do not do complete 
justice to the Sanskrit original but there is a feeling that all three 
translators have sensed the significance of the term and concluded 
with the best possible term under their command in conveying the 
idea. This is just an example of how difficult it is to translate an 
original idea into another language, a difficulty which is doubly so 
when the term is a philosophical concept

We may perhaps venture to say at the outset that the term ought 
shorn of any notion of “ cause” or 44causalityas commonly

reted. These notions would immediately set up a causal con
nection such that an effect or something is originated or produced 
out of something else. In other words, they would connote a one- 
to-one, cause-effect, occurrence of events which is definitely not the 
true intention of the Madhyamika. For this reason, it is proposed, 
not without shortcomings either, to coin the phrase, “ relational 
condition,” in which the adjective, “ relational” refers to the onto- 
logicai representation of an event or subject as related to the whole 
situation, whether significantly or not, in a certain moment; while 
the noun, “ condition,” refers to the state of such an event or sub
ject at that particular moment. Thus, relational condition does 
reflect somewhat the modem idea of a four-dimensional view of 
events in nature but the comparison can never be completely carried 
out because the former has a pre-scientific origin while the latter 
a strictly Western scientific base.

37
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The chapter then discusses the important concept of pratyaya or 
relational condition. Nagarjuna immediately ties it in with the 
problem of origination or how experiential events come forth. He 
asserts emphatically that events or entities (a term synonymously 
used in reference to a unity of human experience) are never known 
or found to originate out of themselves, from others, from both 
themselves and others, and from the absence of causes (verse 1)_ 
Following fundamental Buddhist principles, he points out that four 
and only four types of relational condition are permissible, i.e. 
primary causal (hetu), appropriating or objectively extending 
(alambana)f sequential or contiguous (anantara), and dominantly 
extending (adhipateya) (verse 3). But then, keeping in mind the 
concepts of being (sat) and non-being (asat)f he methodically ana
lyzes the play of relational conditions in order to exhibit the inner 
contradiction or utter absurdity of premising anything in the 
entified form.

In such a way this chapter serves as an introduction to the rest 
of the chapters because the method or line of argument used recurs 
over and over again, almost ad nauseam. However, the reader must 
constantly keep in mind that the basic aim of Nagarjuna is to reveal 
the fact that experiential events are always in the nature of re
lational origination {pratityasamutpada). And, very early in a 
dedicatory verse, Nagarjuna sings praise to the Buddha’s supreme 
teaching of relational origination. The verse contains the famous 
Eight-Noes or Negations which indirectly point at the blissful realm 
of existence. It expresses the whole philosophy of Madhyamika in 
a nutshell and thus could well be labelled the M§dhyamika Creed.

anin>dhamanutpadamanucchedamaia§yataip/ 
anek&rthamananarthamanagamamanirgamaip^ 
yab pratityasamutpadaip prapaftcopasamaip §ivs叩 / 
de^ayim§8a saipbuddhastaip. vande vadataqi varaip//
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I pay homage to the Fully Awakened One, 
the supreme teacher who has taught 
the doctrine of relational origination, 
the blissful cessation of all phenomenal thought construc

tions.
(Therein, every event is “ marked” by): 

non-origination, non-extinction, 
non-destruction, non-permanence, 
non-identity, non-differentiation 
non-coming (into being), non-going (out of being).

Verse 1
na svato napi parato na dvabhyaip napyahetutalj/ 
utpanna jatu vidyante bhavati kvacana ke cana//

At nowhere and at no time can entities ever exist by 
originating out of themselves, from others, from both (self- 
other), or from the lack of causes.

Verse 2
catvaralu pratyaya hetu^calambanamanantaraip/ 
tathaivadhipateyarp ca pratyayo nasti paficamaW/

There are four and only four relational conditions; namely 
primary causal, appropriating or objectively extending, 
sequential or contiguous, and dominantly extending conditions. 
There is no fifth.
Note: Stcherbatsky asserts that the classification into four varieties 

belongs to the Sarvastivadins and that it is supplemented by a 
further classification into six different hetus, which probably are 
later than Nagarjuna, since they are not mentioned by him. {The 
Conception of Buddhist J îrvatta; p. 164, fn. 6) On the other hand,
S. Yamaguchi points out that the Abhidharmamahdvibhasasdstra, 
chuan 16 (阿昆達磨大毘婆論，卷十六）makes reference to the fact 
N&g5rjuna is only trying to understand the method of die 
Sarvastivadins regarding their claim of the transmission of the 
true teachings of the Buddha. He further indicates that the four 
pratyayas also occur in the Madhyamakdvat&ra (入中嫌)• Thus 
there is no direct connection with the theory of six hetus. (Confer 
Yamaguchi, S.: Prasannapada nama Mddhyamikavfttih o f Candra* 
k tr ti.淨明句論七名i * <冬月稱造中論釋• Japanese translation with 
critical notations. Tokyo: Kdbundo Shobo, 1947 (Vol. I), 1949 
(Vol. II); Vol. 1, p. 116, note 6).
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Verse 3
na hi svabhavo bhavanaip pratyayadi^u vidyate/ 
avidyamane svabhave parabhavo na vidyate//

In these relational conditionis the self-nature of the entities 
cannot exist. From the non-existence of self-nature, other- 
nature too cannot exist.

Ver9e 4
kriyS na pratyayavat! nSpratyayavati kriya/ 
pratyaya nakriyavantab kriyavanta§ca santyuta//

The functional force does not inhere relational conditions, 
nor does it not inhere them. The relational conditions, vice 
versa, do not inhere the functional force, nor do they not 
inhere it.

Verse 5
utpadyate pratityemanitlme pratyaySb kila/ 
yavanotpadyata ime tdvannapratyay§b kathaip//

Only as entities are uniquely related and-originated can 
they be described in terms of relational conditions. For, how 
can non-relational conditions be asserted of entities which 
have not come into being?

Verse 6
naivasdto naiva satab pratyayo ’rthasya yujyate/
Asatali pratyayab kasya sata§ca pratyayena kiip//

Relational condition does not validly belong to either being 
or non-being. If it belongs to being, for what use is it? And 
if to non-being, for whose use is it?

Verse 7
na sannisanna sadasandharmo nirvartate yad§/ 
kathaip nirvartako heturevaip sati hi yujyate//

When a factor of experience does not evolve 
non-being, nor from both being and non-being, how 廣 
be an effectuating cause? Thus (such) a cause is not per
missible.

from being, 
ow can there
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Note: This verse treats the concept of the primary causal condition 
{hetu-pratyaya)

Verse 8
analambana evayaip san dharma upadilyate/ 
athanalambane dharme kuta alambanaip punab//

It is said that a true factor of experience does not have 
an appropriating or objectively extending relational condition. 
If it does not exist, then again, wherein is this type of re
lational condition?
Note: Alambana'is normally translated as the object of cognition but 

here it hardly seems applicable to the concept of dharma (factor 
of experience).

Verse 9
anutpanne§u dharme^u nirodho nopapadyate/ 
nanantaramato yuktaip niruddhe pratyayalca kab//

It is not possible to have extinction where factors of ex
perience have not yet arisen. In an extinguished state, for 
whafr use is a relational condition? Thus the sequential or 
contiguous relational condition is not applicable.

Verse 10
bhavanaip nitisvabhavanaip na satta vidyate yatab/ 
satidamasmin bhavatltyetannaivopapadyate//

As entities without self-nature have no real status of 
existence, the statement, “ from the existence of that this 
becomes,” is not possible.
Note: This verse treats the concept of the dominantly extending 

relational conditional {adkipati-pratyaya), Stecherbatsky interprets 
the Sankrit phrase, satidam asmin bhavatiti, as the formula for 
the twelve-fold causal chain as found in the Nikayas. However, 
Ryotai Hatani points out as a note to this particular verse that 
the phrase is not to be restricted to the general formula on causa
tion but should simply mean the significance of the existence of 
one entity from another. (Confer Hatani, R.: Sanronkaidai4o- 
honyaku 三論解題 翻 課 [Sanron and their Translations with 
critical notations]); in Kokuyaku Issatkyo, ChQgan-bu，國澤一切經,
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中觀部 Vol. 1. Tokyo: Daito Shuppan-sha 1930). To be operative  ̂
the fourth cause {adhipatupratyaya) must assume the existence 
of an entity. However, Nagarjuna^s fundamental standpoint is 
that of the non-self-nature (nihsvabhava) of an entity and there
fore rules out any imputation of a causal or relational connec
tion of entities in a one-to-one manner.

Verse 11
na ca vyastasamaste§u pratyaye§vasti tatphalaip/ 
pratyayebhyali kathaip tacca bhavenna pratyaye§u yat//

The effect (i.e., arisen entity) does not exist separated from 
relational condition nor together in relational condition. If it 
does not exist in either situation, how could it arise out of 
relational conditions?

Verse 12
athasadapi tattebhyah pratyayebhyab pravartate/ 
apratyayebhyo ’pi kasmannabhipravartate phalaip//

Now then, if non-entity arises from these relational con
ditions, why is it not possible that the effect (i.e., arisen entity) 
cannot arise from non-relational conditions?

Verse 13
phalaip ca pratyayamayairi pratyayascasvayaipmayati/ 
phalamasvamayebhyo yattatpratyayamayarp kathaip//

The effect (Le” arisen entity) has the relational condition 
but the relational conditions have no self-possessing (natures). 
How can an effect, arising from no self-possessing (natures), 
have the relational condition?

Verse 14
tasmanna pratyayamayam napratyayamayam phalaip/
Saipvidyate phalabhavatpratyayapratyayah kuta^//

Consequently, the effect (i.e., arisen entity) is neither with 
relational nor without non-relational condition. Since the effect 
has no existing status, wherein are the relational and non
relational conditions?



Gatagata pariksa 
Examination of What Has and What Has Not Transpired
As the title suggests, this chapter is an examination of what is 

known to have transpired or gone (gata) and what is known not to 
have transpired or gone {agata). There is a temptation to translate 
the Sanskrit terms as simply the past and the future respectively, 
but on critical reading of the Karika the argument centers on the 
idea of a past (transpired moment) and does not justify any asser
tion of a future in the ordinary sense. In developing the argument, 
however, the use of another term is necessitated in relating gata 
with agata. This term is gamyamana or the passing away in or 
from the present. The Chinese version, i.e., Kumarajiva's translation, 
is very accurate in rendering the above terms as i-cKii 已 去 (gata), 
wei-ch’U 未 去 (agata\ and ch’u-shih 去 時 (gamyamana，also rendered 
as hsien-ch'u 現去) . The usage reveals that the Chinese character 
ch’U 去 appears in all three, which shows the care and skill employed 
in adhering to the central concept of the movement into the past. 
Thus the above terms are respectively translated as “ that which 
has transpired or passed [gata、: ，“ that which has not transpired or 
passed {agata)*' and “ present passing away {gamyamana)!'

The argument in the present chapter is undoubtedly addressed 
to those who maintain the idea of an individuality in things (the 
(pudgalavadins) such as the case was with the Sammitlya and the 
Vatsiputriya. The division of passage or movement [gati，gamana) 
in time is refuted on the grounds that to assert any one of the three 
moments does not necessitate the introduction of any of the other 
two terms. The chapter is a necessary sequence in the development 
of the doctrine of pratityasamutpada set forth in the opening chapter

CHAPTER II
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and it also engenders the mood and pattern for the critical analysis
of the opponent’s views expressed in the remaining chapters.

Verse 1
gataip na gamyate tavadagataip naiva gamyate/ 
gatagatavinirmuktam gamyamanaiii na gamyate//

Indeed, that which has transpired does not come to pass 
nor does that which has not transpired. Separated from these 
(gatagata), the present passing away cannot be known.
Note: S. Yamaguchi enlightens us that the final Aina gamyaie” refers

to the fact that a certain condition is unknowable or inconcei
vable. Cf” his translation of Prasannapadd, op. cit” Vol. 1, p. 
144, notes 7 and 13.

Verse 2 (The opponent contends) 
ce$t  ̂ yatra gatistatra gamyamane ca sa yatab/ 
na gate nagate ce§ta gamyamane gatistatab//

Where there is movement, there is passage. There is 
movement also in the present passing away but not in that 
which has transpired nor in that which has not transpired. 
Thus passage must reside in the present passing away.

Verse 3 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
gamyamanasya gamanaip kathaip. namopapatsyate/ 
gamyamanam hy agamanam yada naivopapadyate//

Indeed, how is it possible for the present passing away to 
have a coming to pass? For, it is not possible for the present 
passing away to be without a coming to pass.
Note: The second part of the Sanskrit original reads: gamyamane 

dvigamanam yada naivopadadyate. De La Vall6e Poussin, however, 
makes a notation (op. cit” p. 94，note 2) to the effect that, accord
ing to the Tibetan version, this part should read: gamyamanam 
hy agamanam yada naivopadadyate. Both Ryotai Hatani and 
Hakuju Ui note in their respective Japanese translations that the 
Akutobhaya {Wu-wei-lun 無畏論 )，Prajna-pradipa {Pan-jo-te'nglurt 
般若燈論 )， Ta-ch'eng-chung.kuan-shih-lun (大乘中觀釋論） and
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Pingala’s version as translated by Kumarajiva into Chinese 
{Chung-lun 中論)，all refer to the latter reading. I have adopted 
Ui’s method of changing the Sanskrit original into its more 
acceptable form. Ui goes on to say that the changes in the 
Sanskrit original attest to the fact that a few revisions had 
been made in later centuries. (Confer Hakuju Ui's work in 
Kokuyaku Daizdkyd, Rombu Vol. V ,國譯大蔵經，綸部，卷五 Tokyo: 
Kokumin Bunko Kankokai, 1921. p. 19).

Verse 4
gamyamanasya gamanaip. yasya tasya prasajyate/ 
fte gatergamyamanaip gamyamanam hi gamyate//

The assertion that the present passing away has a coming 
to pass results in a fallacy that the former can be without 
the latter. However, the present passing away does come to 
pass.

Verse 5
gamyaipanasya gamane prasaktam gamanadvayaip 
yena tadgamyaminaip ca yaccatra gamanam punah//

There are two aspects of coming to pass inherent in the 
passage of the present passing away. That is, one (which 
gives substance) to the present passing away and the other 
which is the coming to pass itself.

Note: Yamaguchi renders prasakta as fallacy; thus his translation
from the Japanese would read: “ There is a fallacy of asserting 
two kinds of coming to pass. . . ” (cf. op. cit. his translation’ p. 
150) This is not without merits for it clarifies the position that 
Nagarjuna takes.

Verse 6
dvau gantarau prasajyete prasakts gamanadvaye/ 
gantaraip hi tiraskrtya gamanaip nopapadyate//

If the two aspects of coming to pass (are admitted), then 
there follow two kinds of passing (i.e., transpiring) entities. 
For, a passing away which is devoid of a passing entity does 
not take place.
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Verse 7
gantaram cettiraskrtya gamanam nopapadyate/ 
gamane ’sati gantatha kuta eva bhavi?yati//

If now the coming to pass which is devoid of a passed 
entity does not take place, then, in turn, where will the passing 
entity be without the coming to pass?

Verse 8
ganta na gacchati tavadaganta naiva gacchati/ 
anyo ganturagantusca kastftlyo hi gacchati//

Indeed, a passing entity does not come to pass and neither 
does a non-passing entity. Apart from these, how could there 
be a third (type of) entity coming to pass?
Note: A non-passing entity {agantr) refers to an entity which is not

involved in the coming to pass process.

Verse 9
ganta tavadgacchatiti kathamevopatsyate/ 
gamanena vina ganta yada naivopapadyate//

Indeed, how is it (possible) for a passing entity to come to 
pass when, separated from a coming to pass, a passing entity 
does not take place?

Verse 10
pak§o ganta gacchatiti yasya tasya prasajyate/ 
gamanena vina ganta ganturgamanamicchatah//

If it is asserted that a passing entity comes to pass then 
a fallacy would result in that the entity could be separated 
from the coming to pass. (And yet) a passing entity requires 
the (condition of) passing away.

Verse 11
gamane dve prasajyete ganta yadyuta gacchati/ 
ganteti cocyate yena ganta sanyacca gacchati//

If again it is asserted that the passing entity comes to pass 
then (another) fallacy would result in two types of coming to
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pass. One type would exhibit the fact of a passing entity and 
the other the coming to pass in virtue of being a passing entity.
Note: Ui indicates that the Sanskrit term，cocyate (to be named), is 

cojyate (to be exhibited) in the Tibetan version. And although 
the Chinese is not clear on this point, he prefers to follow the 
Tibetan, (op. cit Kokuyaku Daizdkyd. Vol. V; p. 22，note 63). I 
have followed his suggestion.

Verse 12
gate narabhyate gantuip gantaip narabhyate ’gate/ 
narabhyate gamyamane gantumarabhyate kuha//

There is no commencing of passing away in that which 
has transpired nor in that which has not transpired. Neither 
is there a commencing in the present passing away. Wherein, 
then, does it commence (to pass away) ?

Verse 13
na purvaip gamanarambhadgamyamanarp na va gataip/ 
yatrarabhyeta gamanamagate gamanaip kutafci//

Th^re is no present passing away prior to the commence
ment of coming to pass and also in that which has transpired. 
How could there be a commencement of coming to pass in 
that which has not transpired?

Verse 14
gataiji kiiji gamyamanarp kimagatarp kiip vikalpyate/ 
ad^yamana arambhe gamanasyaiva sarvatha//

As any form of the commencement of coming to pass 
cannot be seen, how could that which has transpired, the 
present passing away, and that which has not transpired be 
conceivable?

Verse 15
ganta na ti^thati tavadaganta naiva ti§thati/ 
anyo gantnragantuica kastjtiyo ,tha ti§thati//

Indeed, the passing entity nor the non-passing entity does 
not abide. How could there be a third entity, besides these, 
that abides?
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Verse 16
ganta tavatti§thatlti kathamevopapatsyate/ 
gamanena vina ganta yada naivopapadyate//

Indeed, how is it (possible) for a passing entity to abide 
when, separated from a coming to pass, a passing entity does 
not take place?

Verse 17
na ti林hati gamyamananna gatannagatddapi/ 
gamanaip sarppravrtti§ca nivrtti^ca gateb sama//

There is no abiding (nature) in the present passing away, 
in that which has transpired and in that which has not 
transpired. (Otherwise) the coming to pass, arising, and cessa
tion would be identical with (the concept of) passage.

Verse 18
yadeva gamanaip ganta sa eveti na yujyate/ 
anya eva punarganta gateriti na yujyate//

It is not justifiable to say that the coming to pass is the 
same as the passing entity; nor is it justifiable to say that 
the passing entity is different from or alien to passage.

Verse 19
yadeva gamanarp ganta sa eva hi bhavedyadi/ 
ekibhava^ prasajyeta kartulj karma^a eva ca//

If the coming to pass is identical with the passing entity, 
then (analogically) it would be the same as falling into the 
error of imputing a single character to the doer and his deed.

Verse 20
anya eva punarganta gateryadi vikalpyate/ 
gamanaip syadfte ganturganta syadgamanad^//

Again, if it is discriminatively thought that the passing 
entity is different from passage, then perhaps the passing 
entity could exist without a coming to pass and vice versa.
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Verse 21
ekibhavena va siddhimanabhavena va yayob/
Ha vidyate tayob siddhib katha^i nu khalu vidyate//

As they (i.e., coming to pass and a passing entity) cannot 
possibly be established in terms of a single character nor of 
a different character, how could they be established at all?

Verse 22
gatya yayocyate gant§ gatiip tarp sa na gacchati/ 
yasmanna gatipurvo ,sti ka^cit kir̂ x ciddhi gacchati//

The passing entity which is known or described by passage 
does not initiate the latter because it cannot exist prior to the 
latter. Yet, any entity somehow does come to pass.

Note: Ui enlightens us that although the Sanskrit is yayocyate, the 
Chinese and Tibetan versions correspond to yayojyate which is 
more correct insofar as the meaning is concerned, (op. dt” pp. 
27f, note 82).

Verse 23
gatya yayocyate ganta tato*nyaip sa na gacchati/ 
gati dve nopapadyete yasm§deke pragacchati//

The passing entity which is known or described by passage 
does not intiate a different kind of passage because in a single 
coming to pass there cannot possibly be two kinds of passage.
Note: See note on previous verse 22 for Ui*s reference to yayocyate 

and yayojyate.

Verse 24
sadbhuto gamanaip ganta triprakaraip na gacchati/ 
nasadbhuto ’pi gamanaip triprakaraip sa gacchati//

The real state of a passing entity does not initiate three 
kinds of coming to pasŝ  nor does its unreal state.
Note: The three kinds of coming to pass refer to those involved in 

(1) real state {sadbhuta)f (2) unreal state (asadbhnta), and ⑶  both 
real and unreal state (sadasadbhuta.)



Verse 25
gamanam sadasadbhutal> triprakararp na gacchati/ 
tasmadgati^ca ganta ca gantavyaip ca na vidyate//

Both the real and the unreal states (of the passing entity) 
do not initiate three kinds of coming to pass; therefore there 
are no passage, passing entity, and that which is to be trans
pired.
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CHAPTER III

Caksuradindriya pariksa 
Examination of the Eye-faculty, etc.

This chapter deals with the field or sphere of action of the six 
sense organs. However, the line of thought in the discussion neces
sarily entails the understanding of the logic involved in the previous 
chapter. There we have seen that, strictly speaking, the three 
concepts of gatay agata, and gamyamana cannot be maintain d. In 
the present chapter Nagarjuna takes up only the first of the six 
sense organs, i.e., the seeing activity, and demonstrates its non
possibility insofar as seeing itself and others are concerned because 
of basic objectification or attaching an unwarranted self-nature 
(svabhava) to any activity.

Thus, it would follow that there is no seeing agent (dra§tr) as 
such. In a similar fashion he assumes that he has demonstrated 
beyond doubt the non-possibility of imputing any “ enduring” charac
teristic to the rest of the five sense organs, among which the mind 
is considered as the sixth sense organ.

Verse 1
darsanaip. irava 卩arji ghranaiyi rasanaip sparsanaip manah/ 
indriya îi §adete§am dra§tavyadini gocarah//

The six sense faculties are seeing, hearing, smelling, tast
ing, touching, and thinking. These have their respective 
fields of action, such as, what is to be seen, etc.

Verse 2 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
svamatmananx darianam hi tattameva na paiyati/ 
na pa^yati yadatmanaiji drak§yati tatparan//
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The seeing activity, indeed, does not see its own self. If 
it cannot see its own self, how is it possible to see other 
(things).

Verse 3
na paryapto ,gnidr§tanto darianasya prasiddhaye/ 
sadar^ana  ̂ sa pratyukto gamyamanagatagataib//

The example of the fire (i.e., which bums material but does 
not bum itself) is not adequate enough to establish the seeing 
activity. The fire example and the seeing activity can be 
refuted (analogically) by the concepts of “ present passing 
away,” “ that which has transpired,” and “ that which has not 
transpired•”
Note: Pratyukta can be translated as refuted or answered.

Verse 4
napaiyamanaip bhavati yada kirp cana dar^anairi/ 
dar^anam paSyatityevaip kathametattu yujyate//

As a seeing activity which is presently not seeing is non* 
existent, how is it justifiable to speak of a seeing activity 
which sees?

Verse 5
pa^yati darSanaip naiva naiva pa§yatyadar^anaip/ 
vyakhyato dar^anenaiva dra辦  capyupagamyataip//

The seeing activity does not see nor does a non-seeing 
activity. Again, it must be admitted that the seeing agent 
which relies upon the seeing activity has already been ex
plained.

Verse 6
tiraskrtya dra辦  nastyatiraskrtya ca darSanaip/ 
dra^tavyarp dar^anaip caiva dra§t5ryasati te kutafe//

The seeing agent does not exist whether it is with or 
without the seeing activity. Since it does not exist, where 
can the seeing activity and the object to be seen be?
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Verse 7
pratltya matapitarau yathoktaU putrasaipbhavah/ 
cak^urupe pratltyaivamukto vijftanasambhavab//

As it is said that a child is bom out of the father and 
mother relationship, so also does consciousness arise from the 
bond between the eye and its material form.
Note: This verse is lacking in the Akutobhaya, Prajnapradipa  ̂ and 

the Chinese versions.

Verse 8
dra§tavyadar^anabhavadvijftanadicatu§tayam/ 
nastlti upadanadini bhavi§yanti punab kathaip//

From the non-existence of the seeing activity and the 
object to be seen, it follows that the four-fold consciousness, 
etc. (i.e., touch, sensation, desire) do not exist. How then, 
again, could it be possible for clinging action, etc., to arise?
Note: The four-fold matters refer to the sanskrit, vijnana, sasrava- 

spar§a, vedana and trs^a.

Verse 9
vyakhyatarp r̂ava îani ghra^aip rasanam spar ânarp. manab/ 
dar^anenaiva janiyacchrotrirotavyakadi ca//

Based on the discussion of the seeing activity, it is to be 
known that the functions of hearing, smelling, tasting, touch
ing, thfnking or the hearer and what is to be heard, etc., 
could be explained (in the same manner).



CHAPTER IV

Skandha pariksa 
Examination of the Skandhas

With the same motive in mind as in previous chapters, i.e., to 
establish the impossibility of imputing either an enduring entity or 
characteristic, this chapter takes up the subject of the five skandhas 
(rupa9 vedana, santjnd, satjtskara and vijndna). Again, as it was 
done in Chapter III， Nagarjuna treats only the first of the five 
skandhas, i.e” rupa% and assumes that the same line of argument 
can be cogently carried out with respect to the other four. He first 
states that it is inconceivable to say that rupa can be separated 
from the Four Great Elements (Earth, Water, Fire, Wind) for these 
are after all concomitant causes for the rupa's owii being. On the 
other hand, the Four Great Elements cannot be thought of in the 
absence of rupa. But all this does not mean that neither rupa nor 
the elements cease to exist Nagarjuna is only trying to exhibit 
the fact that any concept or thing cannot be described by reference 
to a simple cause-eifect relationship in order to establish its existen
tial status.

Verse 1
rupakara^anirmuktaip na rupamupalabhyate/ 
rupenapi na nirmxiktaip. df§yate rupakaranarp//

Material form {rupa) separated from the efficient cause 
(karana) cannot be conceived. Moreover, separated from 
material form the efficient cause cannot be seen.
Note: The causes are in reference to the Four Great Elements (catvari 

mahabhutdni): Earth, Water, Fire, and Wind.
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Verse 2
rupakara^anirmukte rupe rupaip prasajyate/
ahetukam. na castyarthalj ka^cidahetukab kva cit// /

If material form is separated from efficient cause, then it 
follows that form will be without a cause. However, nowhere 
is there a thing existing without a cause.

rupena tu vinirmiiktaip yadi syadrupakaraQarp/ 
akaryakaip kara^aip sySt nastyakaryaip ca kara^aip//

Granted that separated from material form an efficient 
cause of form exists, then there will be a cause without an 
effect But a cause without an effect (in reality) does no exist

rupe satyeva rupasya kara^arp nopapadyate/ 
rupe ’satyeva rupasya karaoaip nopapadyate//

When material form exists, its cause is untenable. More
over, even when material form does not exist, its cause is 
(likewise) untenable.

î i pun聂 rQpaip naiva naivopapadyate/ 
tasmat rupagatan kaip^cinna vikalpan vikalpayet//

Again, material form without a cause definitely is untenable. 
Therefore, any material form which has been thought of (i.e.， 
becomes a concept) should not (become the basis of) further 
conceptualization.

na kara^asya sad^aip karyamityupapadyate/ 
na kara^asyasadr^aip karyamityupapadyate//

It is untenable that the effect will resemble the efficient 
cause. Again, it is untenable that the effect will not resem
ble the efficient cause.

Verse 3

Verse 4

Verse 6
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Verse 7
vedanacittasaipjflanaip saipskara îaip ca sarva^ab/ 
sarve§ameva bhavanaip rupe^aiva samab kramalj//

Feeling, mind, awareness, volitional plays, and all existential 
actions can each be discussed in the same mianner as material 
form.

Verse 8
vigrahe yab parlhararp kfte iunyataya vadet/ 
sarvam tasyaparihrtaip samani sadhyena jayate//

When a refutation is based on iunyata and an opponent 
counter-refutes, he is not able to counter-refute everything 
since the counter-refutation will be the same (nature) as the 
contention (sadhya).
Note: This is an extremely subtle and cryptic verse which Candra- 

kirti clarifies as a play between with self-nature {sasvabhava) and 
without self-nature (nihsvabhava). The Madhyamika with its 
refutation based on iunyata always maintains the latter, nihsvab- 
hdva, of all entities. Cf. Prasannapadd, p. 127.

Verse 9
yyakhyane ya upalambhaifi kjrte ^unyataya vadet/ 
sarvaip tasyanupalabdharp. samaiji sadhyena jayate//

When an exposition is based on ^unyata and an opponent 
censors, he is not able to censor everything since the censor
ship will be the same (nature) as the contention.



Dhatu pariksa 
Examination of the Dhatus

In this chapter Nagarjuna considers the nature of true knowledge 
of the six realms or “ elements” (dhatus), i.e., bhu (earth), jala (water), 
tejas (fire), anila (wind), akaia (space) and vijnana (consciousness). As 
in previous chapters he treats only one of the elements, this time the 
dhaiCy and demonstrates how it cannot exist in four respects. That 
is to say, akaia cannot exist as (1) an entity or existence (bkava), 
(2) a non-entity or non-existence (abhava), (3) a characterization 
(laksya), and (4) a characteristic (laksa^a). These four aspects are 
applicable to the other ’five dhatus. In the last verse Nagarjuna 
comes out with the truth of things in the Madhyamika sense that 
one who indulges in the conceptualization of nature’s elements, e.g., 
into existence and non-existence, will never arrive at their real 
perception or understanding.

Verse 1
naka^am vidyate kiip citpurvamaka^alak$a9at/ 
alak$apaip prasajyeta syatpurvaip yadi lak^apat//

Prior to any spatial characteristics, space cannot exist II 
it can exist prior to any characteristics, then, necessarily, it 
falls into the error of (imputing) a space without characteristics.

Verse 2
alak脚 。 na ka^cicca bhSva^ saipvidyate kva cit/ 
asatyalak脚 e bh&ve kramataip kuha lak^a^aip//

Nowhere is there any entity without characteristics. When 
there is no entity without characteristics, where could the 
characteristics appear?

CHAPTER V
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Verse 3
nalak§aije lak$aoasya pravfttima salak§aije/ 
salak^analaksanabhyaip n l̂pyanyatra pravartate//

In instances of either with or without characteristics，there 
is no production of characteristics. Again, there is no produc
tion in another place other than the two (i»e., with and with
out characteristics).

Verse 4
lak§anasampravrttau ca na laksyamupapadyate/ 
lak§yasyanupapattau ca lak§aoasyapyasambhavalj//

Where characteristics do not arise, there can be no charac
terization. And where characterization is not possible, charac
teristics will not arise.

Verse 5
tasmanna vidyate lak§yarp lak鄉 aiji naiva vidyate/ 
lak§yalak脚 anirmukto naivo bhavo ,pi vidyate//

Therefore, characterization as well as characteristics cannot 
exist Again, an entity devoid of both characterization and 
characteristics cannot exist.

Verse 6
avidyamane bhave ca kasyabhavo bhavi§yati/ 
bhavabhavavidharma ca bhavabhavamavaiti kah"

Where an entity is non-existent, how can any non-entity 
exist? Moreover, destitute of either entity or non-entity, who 
can ever know anything apart from these?

Verse 7
tasmanna bhavo nabhavo na lak^yaip napi lak脚 am/ 
akasaip aka^asama dhatava î panca ye pare//

Therefore, space is not an entity, non-entity, characteri
zation or characteristics. The rest of the other five dhatus 
can be treated in the same manner as space.
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Verse 8
astitvam ye tu pa§yanti nastitvaiii calpabuddhaya^/ 
bhavanam te rm pa§yanti dra§tavyopa^amaip iivaip//

Those of low intelligence (i.e., inferior insight) who see 
only the existence and non-existence of things cannot perceive 
the wonderful quiescence of things



CHAPTER VI

Ragarakta pariksa 
Examination of Passion and the Impassioned Self

This chapter is concerned with the concepts of passion (raga9 
affection) and the impassioned self (raktat the one who is impassioned 
and thereby ‘‘ defiled”). Nagarjuna carries out the discussion on the 
basis of differing temporal movements. He first inquires into whether 
the impassioned self can exist apart from the passion and, should 
it be so, then the passion, in turn, must depend on it  Next, he 
considers simultaneous occurrence but the idea of simultaneity or 
concomitance of two entities is an illusion and, surely, a confusion 
of terms. He clearly demonstrates the fact that as one wishes for 
concomitance, one still desires to maintain the diversity of elements; 
and vice versa, as one seeks for diversity one also wishes to assert 
concomitance at the same time. In short, Nagarjuna indicates that 
diversity and unity are two different concepts which cannot be 
confused with reference to reality. Similarly, the concepts of passion 
and the impassioned self must be viewed aright, never to be spoken 
of together nor separately. The intimations here are towards the 
Madhyamika idea of the iunyata of dharmas (the “ emptiness” of 
all factors of experience).

Verse 1
ragadyadi bhavetpurvaip rakto ragatirask|ta^/ 
tam pratitya bhavedrago rakte rago bhavetsati//

If prior to and separated from the passion the impassioned 
self is admitted to exist, then the passion will be contingent 
on the impassioned self. Thus the passion exists only from 
the fact of the existence of the impassioned self.
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Verse 2
rakte ,sati puna ragah kuta eva bhavi§yati/ 
sati vasati va rage rakte ’pye§a samah kramal?//

Again, from the non-existence of the impassioned self, where 
can the passion be? Whether the passion exists or does not, 
(once again), the impassioned self can be treated in the same 
manner.

Verse 3
sahaiva punarudbhutima yukta rSgaraktayob/ 
bhavetaip ragaraktau hi nirapek§au parasparaip//

Again, simultaneous occurrence of the passion and the 
impassioned self is inconceivable because, surely, both of them 
are not mutually dependent on each other for existence.

Verse 4
naikatve sahabhavo，sti na tenaiva hi tatsaha/ 
pjthaktve sahabhavo ’tha kuta eva bhavi§yati//

In a unity (of passion and impassioned self), there is no 
concomitance because a thing does not come together with 
another. In a diversity, on the other hand, how does such a 
concomitance arise?

Verse 5
ekatve sahabhavascet syatsahayaip vinapi sab/
PTthaktve sahabhava§cet syatsahayaip vinapi sab//

If (it is admitted that) there is concomitance in a unity, 
then concomitance may also occur without a coming together. 
If (it is admitted that) there is concomitance in a diversity, 
then concomitance may also occur without a coming together.

Verse 6
Pfthaktve sahabhava§ca yadi kiip ragaraktayoti/
8iddhal> prthakprthagbhavah sahabhavo yatastayo^//

If there is concomitance in a diversity, in what manner 
does the passion and the impassioned self exist together? For
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then concomitance arises when there is a completion of the 
two separate entities.

Verse 7
siddhab pfthak prthagbhavo yadi va ragaraktayo^/ 
sahabhavarp kimartham tu parikalpayase tayob//

Moreover, if there is an establishment of the diverse (nature 
of) passion and the impassioned self, then what is the purpose 
of your contriving a concomitance of the two?

Verse 8
Pfthagna sidhyatityevaiji sahabhavaip vikafik§asi/ 
sahabhavaprasiddhyarthaip pfthaktvaip bhuya icchasi//

You say that there is no establishment of the diversity (of 
entities) and, at the same time, you seek for concomitance. 
On the other hand, while projecting the establishment of con
comitance, once again, you are desirous of diversity.

Verse 9
prthagbhavaprasiddhe^ca sahabhavo na sidhyati/ 
katamasmin pilhagbhave sahabhavaip saticchasi//

Without the establishment of diverse entities, there is no 
concoinitance. In what kind of diversity (of entities) are you 
desirous of establishing concomitance?

Verse 10
evaiji rakteiia ragasya siddhima saha nasaha/ 
ragavatsarvadharma^aiYi siddhirna nasaha//

Consequently, there is no establishment of passion with or 
without the accompaniment of the impassioned self. Similar 
to passion, there is no establishment of the dharmas (i.e” 
factors of existence) with or without the accompaniment (of 
the dharmaic self).



CHAPTER VII

Samskrta pariksa 
Examination of the Created Realm of Existence

This is one of the more comprehensive chapters dealing with 
the interesting topic of the so-called compounded nature or created 
realm of existence. The Chinese title refers to this chapter as the 
examination of the three characteristics, i.e., origination (utpdda), 
duration (sthiti) and cessation (bhanga)f and thereby presents a 
clearer pictures as to what the chapter discusses.

The argument for the impossibility of maintaining the created 
realm is carried through by means of the three characteristics and 
with the same type of logic we have seen employed in Chapter II, 
i.e., with respect to the analysis of gamyamana, gata、and agata. 
Here again, each moment of the created realm, for example, the 
characteristic of origination, is taken up and the question is raised 
whether something prior or previous to it can be its cause. The 
advancement of a cause invariably breaks down because what has 
arisen does not require a cause nor does what has not arisen. This 
analysis is carried through with the other two characteri^ics of 
duration and cessation. The breaking up of entities into different 
moments is an impossibility and thus Nagarjuna states finally that 
the establishment of origination, duration and cessation is not possi
ble at all and that there is no such thing as a created realm. His 
central position is clearly expressed in Verse 16: “ Any thing (i.e_, 
factor of existence) which exists by virtue of relational dependence 
is quiescence in itself. Therefore, presently arising and origination 
per se are likewise in the nature of quiescence/9
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Verse 1
yadi saipskrta utpadastatra yukta trilak^aijl/ 
athasaipsk^ta utpadab kathaip sarpskftalak脚 aip"

If origination is of the created nature, then the three 
characteristics (i.e., origination, duration, cessation) will prevail. 
But if origination is of the uncreated nature, how could it be 
a characteristic of the created?

Verse 2
utpadadyastrayo vyasta nalaip lak卿 akarma卒i/ 
saipsk^tasya samastati syurekatra kathamekada//

When the three characteristics of origination, etc. are 
discrete, there will be no action in the characteristics with 
respect to the created nature. And if they are compounded 
or united, how could they occur at the same time in the same 
place?

Verse 3
utpadasthitibhafiganamanyatsarpskrtalak^aQaip/ 
asti cedanavasthaivaip nasti cette na saipskftab//

If other ct^iracteristics of the created nature besides that 
of origination, duration and cessation are permitted, then this 
process (of assigning characteristics) could go on ad infinitum. 
If they are not permitted, on the other hand, then they are 
not of the created nature.

Verse 4
utpadotpada utpado mulotpadasya kevalaip/ 
utpadotpadamutpado maulo janayate punab//

The origination of origination is nothing but the arising 
of the primal origination. And of course the primal origination 
gives rise to the origination of origination.

Verse 5
utpadotpada utpado mulotpadasya te yadi/ 
maulenajanitastaip te sa kathaip janayi§yati//
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If you say that the origination of origination is the arising 
of the primal origination, then how could it give rise to the 
primal origination, when it depends on the latter (for its own 
being) and has not yet arisen?

Verse 6
sa te maulena janito maularp janayate yadi/ 
maula^ sa tenajanitastamutpadayate kathaip//

If you say that that which depends on the primal origi
nation gives rise to the primal origination, then how could it 
give rise to the primal origination which in tum depends on 
the origination of origination and which has not yet arisen?

Verse 7
ayamutpadyamanaste kamamutpadayedimaip/ 
yadimamutpadayitumajatahi ^aknuyadayam//

This so-called presently originating will, as you wish, cause 
an origination if that which has not arisen is capable of 
causing such an origination.

Verse 8 (The opponent contends) 
pradipah svaparatmanau sampraka^ayita yatha/ 
utpadah svaparatmanavubhavutpadayettatha//

As light illumines both itself and other entities, so does 
origination give rise to both itself and others.

Verse.9 • (Nagarjuna asserts) 
pradipe nandhakaro ^ti. yatra casau prati紂hitab/ 
kim prakasayati Hipah prakaso hi tamovadhab//

There is no darkness m light or in its abode. What does 
light illumine when, indeed, it destroys darkness?

Verse 10
kathamutpadyamanena pradlpena tamo hatam/ 
notpadyamano hi tamab pradipab prapnute yada//



How could darkness be destroyed by a presently shining 
light? For, indeed, the presently shining light has not as yet 
extended over to darkness.
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Verse 11
aprapyaiva pradipena yadi va nihataiji tamafe/ 
ihasthab sarvalokastham sa tamo nihani§yati//

If darkness is destroyed by light which is not extended, 
then light, in such a state, will destroy the whole world of 
darkness.

Verse 12
pradlpah svaparatmanau sampraka^ayate yadi/ 
tamo ’pi svaparatmanau chadayi^yatyasamsayaip//

If light illumines both itself and other entities, then undoub
tedly, darkness will also darken itself and other entities as 
well.

Verse 13
anutpanno yamutpadab svatmanaip janayetkathaip/ 
athotpanno janayate jate kiqi janyate punahi//

How could an origination which has not arisen give rise 
to its own self? Again, if that which has arisen gives rise to 
itself, how could there be a rise again?

Verse 14
notpadyamanaqi notpannam nanutpannam katham cana/ 
utpadyate tathakhyataip gamyamanagatagataih//

In no way is it possible that origination rises from presently 
arising, that which has arisen, or that which has not arisen. 
This (line of argument) has already been discussed with 
respect to gamymana, gata, and agata.
Note: Reference is here made to Chapter II on Gatagata pariksa.

Verse 15
utpadyamanamutpattavidam na kramate yada/ 
kathamutpadyamanaip tu pratityotpattimucyate//
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When this presently arising does not proceed from the 
origination, how can it be said that the former depends on 
the latter?

Verse 16
pratltya yadyadbhavati tattacchantaip svabhavatah/ 
tasmadutpadyamanani ca ^antamutpattireva ca//

Any entity which exists by virtue of relational origination 
is quiescence in itself. Therefore, presently arising and origi
nation per se are likewise in the nature of quiescence.

Verse 17
yadi kascidanutpanno bhavab saipvidyate kva cit/ 
utpadyeta sa kiip tasminbhava utpadyate ’sati//

If an entity which has not arisen is granted to exist some
where, then it would originate. But how could this entity, 
when it actually does not exist, originate?

Verse 18
utpadyaniSnamutpado yadi cotpadayatyayarp/ 
utpadayettamutpadamutpadafe katamalj punah//

If origination gives rise to the presently arising, then again， 
what kind of origination will now give rise to the (first type 
of) origination?

Verse 19
anya utpadayatyenaip. yadyutpado ’navasthitib/ 
athanutpada utpannab sarvamutpadyate tatha//

If another (origination) gives rise to this (first) origination, 
then origination will go on ad infinitum. But if that which 
has arisen arises from non-origination, then everything will 
arise in such a way.

Verse 20
sata§ca tavadutpattirasata^ca na yujyate/ 
na sata§casatasceti purvamevopapaditarp//
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Indeed, an origination relative to either being or non-being 
cannot by justified Nor is it possible with being and non
being (at the same time). This has been demonstrated before.

Note: Reference is to Chapter I, Verses 6 & 7.

/erse 21 
nirudhyamanasyotpattima bhavasyopapadyate/ 
ya^canirudhyamanastu sa bhavo nopapadyate//

Origination of a presently extinguishing entity is impossi
ble. Moreover, it is equally impossible for a presently non
extinguishing entity.

Verse 22
na sthitabhavasti§thatyasthitabhavo na ti$thati/ 
na ti§thati ti^thamanab ko ,nutpanna§ca ti§thati//

An entity which has arisen does not abide (i.e., endure) nor 
does an entity which has not arisen. A presently enduring 
entity also does not abide. How could something without 
origination abide ?

Verse 23
sthitimirudhyamanasya na bhavasyopapadyate/ 
ya§canirudhyamanastu sa bhavo nopapadyate//

The abiding of a presently extinguishing entity is impossi
ble. Indeed, the abiding of a presently non-extinguishing 
entity is equally impossible.

Verse 24
jaramaraijadharme§u sarvabhave^u sarvada/ 
ti§thanti katame bhava ye jaramaraQaip vina//

As all entities are always subject to the conditions (i.e., 
dharmas) of ageing and death, what entities abide which are 
not subject to the conditions?
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Verse 25
sthityanyaya sthitelj sthanaip tayaiva ca na yujyate/ 
utpadasya yathotpado natmana na paratmana//

The abiding state of an entity is not justifiable on the 
grounds of another entity’s abiding or by its ow*h abiding. 
This is just as the origination of origination which is depen
dent neither on its own self nor on another.

Verse 26
nirudhyate naniruddharp na niruddhaip nirudhyate/ 
tathapi nirudhyamanaiii kimajatam nirudhyate//

That which has not extinguished does not extinguish. That 
which has extinguished does not extinguish also. This is alsc 
the case with that which is presently extinguishing. How 
could an entity which has not arisen extinguish itself?

Verse 27
sthitasya t|vadbhavasya nirodho nopapadyate/ 
nasthitasyapi bhavasya nirodha upapadyate"

In truth, the cessation of an abiding entity is not possible. 
Also, the cessation of 及 non-abiding entity is not possible.

Verse 28
tayaivavasthayavastha na hi saiva nirudhyate/ 
anyayavasthayavastha na canyaiva nirudhyate//

From its abiding state, surely, the same state does not 
extinguish itself. Also, from another abiding state, that state 
does not extinguish itself.

Verse 29
yadaiva sarvadharmaoaiputpado nopapadyate/ 
tadaivarp sarvadharmaQar x̂ nirodho nopapadyate//

As the origination of all dharmas (i.e‘, factors of existence) 
is not possible, so, also, is the cessation of all dharmas.
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Verse 30
sata^ca tavadbhavasya nirodho n^apadyate/ 
ekatve na hi bhava^ca nabhava^copapadyate//

In truth, the cessation of a real existing entity is not possi* 
ble. For, indeed, it is not le to have the nature of both
existence and non-existen the same time.

Verse 31
asato 'pi na bhavasya nirodha upapady^x/ 
na dvitlyasya sirasa  ̂ chedanatp vidyate yatha//

The cessation of an t existing entity is also not possi
ble. It is as if the seve of a second head (of a person) 
is inconceivable.

Verse 32
na svatmana nirodho，sti nirodho na paratmana/ 
utpadasya yathotpado natmana na paratmana//

There is no cessation by " ^ or by another entity. It is
just as the origination of ori on does not arise by itself 
or by another.

Verse 33
utpadasthitibhafiganamasiddhemasti saipskytaip/ 
saipskftasyaprasiddhau ca kathaip setsyatyasaipskrtarp//

As the establishment of origination, duration and cessation 
is not possible there is no created realm. Without the establish
ment of the created realm, how then will the uncreated 
realm come rfbout?

Verse 34
yatha maya yatha svapno gandharvanagaraqi yatha/ 
tathotpadastatha sthanaip tatha bhaAga udahftaip//

It is like an illusion, a dream, or an imaginary city in the 
sky.. In such a way, (the concepts, of) origination, duration, 
and cessation have been described.



CHAPTER VIII

Karmakaraka pariksa 
Examination of the Doer and the Deed

This chapter brings to sharp focus the Buddhist conceptions of 
the doer (kdraka) and his deed (karman) in order to correctly under
stand the workings of the dharmas in the realm of created elements 
{satfiskrtdh dharmah). In discussing the two concepts, Nagarjuna 
introduces the metaphysical notion of a thing in its finished or 
completed state (sadbhiita) as well as its unfinished or incompleted 
state (asadbhuta) and attempts to illustrate the various possible 
conditions expressible and assignable with respect to the doer and 
his deed. But all these conditions, which are taken up in turn, are 
untenable. The utimate standpoint is that of the dynamics of re
lational structure (pratitya) which occurs in Verse 12 and which is 
an important link with the Madhyamika Credo. The final verse 
speaks of the various other phenomena which can be examined 
similarly as that of the doer and his deed, thus projecting into and 
anticipating the next two chapters which discuss, respectively, the 
former or antecedent state of an entity and the relationship between 
fire and wood.

In looking over the verses it would be worth noting that Candra- 
kirti, in reference to the initial verse, discusses an interesting contrast 
between the completed and incompleted states of the doer and his 
deed. It illustrates the two alternatives in which these terms are 
related as follows:

asadbhuta (=kriyS rahita^f
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The completed state is accompanied by function (kriya) while the 
incompleted state is not， Yet, in discussing either the doer or the 
deed, the function represents a third concept. And furthermore, as 
the first verse below clearly indicates, the status of any entity in a 
completed or incompleted state cannot issue forth another entity.

Note: The above diagrams are discussed by S. Yamaguchi in this 
Japanese translation of the Prasannapada. Confer Vol. II, op, cit. 
pp. 127-28; Notes 14 & 16.

Verse 1
sadbhutah karakah karma sadbhutam na karotyayam/ 
karako napyasadbhutab karmasadbhutamihate//

A doer in a completed state cannot create a deed in a 
completed state. Again, a doer in an incompleted state cannot 
create a deed in an incompleted state.

Verse 2
sadbhutasya kriya nasti karma ca sy巨dakartrkaip/ 
sadbhutasya kriya nasti karta ca syadakarmakab//

When a doer is in a conjpleted state, there will be no 
doing and also a deed will be without a doer. Likewise, when 
a deed is in a completed state, there will be no doing and also 
a doer will be without a deed
Note: The concept of a function or doing is introduced here to set 

up a triadic relationship, i.e., with respect to doer (kdraka, kartr), 
doing (kriya), and the deed {karman).

Verse 3
karoti yadyasadbhuto ^dbhutarp karma karakah/ 
ahetukam bhavetkarma karta cahetuko bhavet//

If a doer in an incompleted state creates a deed in an in
completed state, then (in actuality) the deed will be without a 
cause and the doer will (in itself) have no cause.
Note: The Chinese version has the completed state or fixed being 

(ting-yu 定有）{sadbhHta) instead of the incompleted state (asad-
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bhuta). This is clearly an error on the part of the Chinese inter
pretation since the previous verse illustrates the situation of the 
completed state.

Verse 4
hetavasati karyaiji ca kara^aip ca na vidyate/ 
tadabhave kriya karta karapaip ca na vidyate//

Without a cause, there can be no effect or an efficient 
cause. Without these (effect and cause), there can be no 
functions of doing, doer and deed.
Note: Hetu which is simply cause must be distinguished for kdratia 

which is an instrumental or efficient cause, i.e., having a potential.
The karana in the second line is used synonymously for 

karma”  ‘

Verse 5
dharmadharmau na vidyate kriyadinamasaipbhave/ 
dharme casatyadharme ca phalaip tajjaip na vidyate//

Without these functions, etc. [doer, deed], there can be no 
factors {dharma) and non-factors {adharma) of experience. 
Without factors and non-factors there can be nothing arising 
out of them.

Verse 6
phale ,sati na mok$aya na svargayopapadyate/ 
marga  ̂ sarvakriyaî Iip ca nairarthakyaip prasajyate//

When there is no effect there will be no way of arriving 
at liberation or the heavens. For all doings or functions will 
fall into purposelessness.

Verse 7
kSrakab sadasadbhutab sadasatkurute na tat/ 
parasparaviruddhaip hi saccdaaccaikatab kutati//

A completed-incompleted doer cannot create a completed* 
incomirteted deed. For, how could the mutually conflicting 
completed and incompleted states co-exist as one?
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Verse 8
sata ca kriyate nasannasata kriyate ca sat/ 
kartra sarve prasajyante do^astatra ta eva hi//

A completed doer cannot create an incompleted deed nor 
can an incompleted doer create a completed deed. For, (if the 
above conditions are not accepted), thereupon all fallacies will 
follow.

Verse 9
nasadbutarp na sadbhutab sadasadbhutameva va/ 
karoti karakafe karma purvoktaireva hetubhili//

A completed doer cannot create an incompleted deed nor 
that of a completed-incompleted deed. This is according to 
the reason expounded in previous verses (Le., verses 2 and 3).

Verse 10
ndsaddbhuto ’pi sadbhutaip sadasadbhutameva va/ 
karoti karakab karma purvoktaireva hetubhib"

An incompleted doer also cannot create a completed deed 
nor that of a completed-incompleted deed. This is according 
to the reason expounded in previous verses (i.e” verse 4, 5, 
and 6).

Verse 11
karoti sadasadbhuto na sannasacca karakab/ 
karma tattu vijaniyatpurvoktaireva hetubhib"

A completed-incompleted doer cannot create either a 
completed or incompleted deed. That is to be known by the 
reason stated previously (i.e*, Verse 7).

Verse 12
pratitya karaka^ karma taip pratitya ca kirakaip/ 
karma pravartate ninyatpa^yimab mddhikaraQaip//

The doer is dynamically related to the deed and the deed 
to the doer in order to arise. We cannot perceive any other 
cause for their establishment or completion.
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Verse 13
evaip. vidyadupadanarp vyutsargaditi karmapab/ 
kartusca karmakartrbfayaip ê$an bhavan vibhavayet//

Thus, by way of the refutation of the (static concepts of 
the) doer and the deed, the concept of seizing or clinging 
(upadana) can be known. And basing the analysis on both 
the doer and the deed, various other entities (i.e., phenomena) 
can be understood.



CHAPTER IX

Purva pariksa 
Examination of the Antecedent State of the Self

The chapter examines the antecedent state of the self {atman). 
It can be conveniently analyzed in terms of the upadatr [ch’ii-che, 
shou-che 取者，受者 subject  ̂ perceiver, percipient) and the upadana 
{ch、u, shou, tso 取，受，作 act of perceiving, seizing, clinging, or percep
tion). As a matter of fact, this distinction occurs in the Tibetan 
title which Max Walleser renders as Annehmer und Annehmen 
(upaddt -̂updddna).

The distinction actually issues forth another term in the process 
involved which is that of upddeya (so-ch’u, so-shou 所取’所受  the 
perceptual realm). From the above it is clear that upadatf and 
updddna are internal elements or aspects in the perceiving function 
while upddeya gives an external spread of such a function. And the 
total process is a triadic relationship. The Madhyamika standpoint 
here is to destroy the wholly formal, logical, or conceptual notions 
concerning the process mvolved in perception. Thus the examination 
is not solely restricted to former states of the perceiver but also 
concerns with the present and future states. This is the import of 
the last verae.

Verse 1
darfanaSravâ adini vedanadlni cdpyal
bhavanti yaoya prSgebhyab so 'stitydce vadantyuta//

atha/
dee vadant

Of the existence of an entity which sees, hears, etc. or 
which feel8» etc., some people assert that it exists prior to its 
funcdoD&
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Note: The functions are distinguished between the five faculties of 
perception {buddhindriydni or jnanendriydrtt) which are darsana 
(seeing)，sravatia (hearing), ghrana (smelling), rasana (tasting), and 
sparsana (touching), and the five constituent elements of being 
(pancaskandhas) which are rupa (bodily or material form), vedana 
(feeling, sensation), samjna (awareness, perception), samskara 
(aggregate of formations or mental conformations), and vijnana 
(conscious or discriminative thought faculty.)

Verse 2
kathaip hyavidyamanasya darsanadi bhavi§yati/ 
bhavasya tasmatpragebhyah so ’sti bhavo vyavasthitab//

How is it that seeing, etc. come to be of a presently non
existing entity? Consequently, the entity (seemingly) exists 
abidingly prior to its functions.

/erse 3
darSanairava^adibhyo vedanadibhya eva ca/
yab pragvyavasthito bhavab kena prajfiapyate ,tha sab//

lithe entity exists abidingly prior to its functions of seeing, 
hearing, etc” or feeling, etc” then by what means is it known?

/erse 4
vinapi dar^anadini yadi cdsau vyavasthita/ 
amunyapi bhavi§yanti vina tena na saipSayab"

If the abiding entity could exist apart from the functions 
of seeing, etc” then undoubtedly the functions too could exist 
without the entity.

Verse 5
ajyate kena cit [kaicit] kiip citkena cidajyate/ 
kutab kirp cidvina kaScitkiip citkirp cidvina kutab//

An entity is made manifest by its attendant functions and， 
vice versa, the functions are known by way of the entity to 
which they belong. How is it possible for an entity to be 
without its functions and the functions without their entity?
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Verse 6 (The opponent contends) 
sarvebhyo darianadibhyab ka^citpurvo na vidyate/ 
ajyate darSanadinamanyena punaranyada//

No entity could exist prior to all its functions of seeing, 
etc. By means of the different functions of seeing, etc., the 
entity appears in different moments.

Verse 7 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
sarvebhyo dar^anadibhyo yadi purvo na vidyate/ 
ekaikasmatkathaip purvo darianadeb sa vidyate//

If the entity does not exist prior to all its functions ot 
seeing, etc” then how could it exist prior to each of the 
functions?

Verse 8
dra$ta sa eva sa irota sa eva yadi vedakab/ 
ekaikasmfidbhavetpurvarn evarp caitanna yujyate//

If (it is granted that) an entity which sees is concomitantly 
an entity which hears or feels, then that entity will exist prior 
to its functions. But such a ^tuation could not be in ac
cordance with reason.

Versed
dra^tfinya eva firotinyo vedako ’nyab punaxyadi/ 
sati sjrlddra^tari froti bahutvaiYi c&tmandip bhavet//

If again (granted that) the entity which respectively sees» 
hears, an^ieels is individually distinct, then as there will be 
an e&tity which sees there will also be an entity which hears, 
fiut this situation would impose many forms on the entity.

Verse 10
darfanafrava^adlni vedanadini cdpyatha/ 
bhavanti yd^hyaste^ve^a bhute9vapi na vidyate//

Of the arising of the functions ci aeedng, hearing, feeling, 
etc. out of the Element^ the entity too cannot be found to 
exist
Note: Reference it made to the Four Great Blements of earth» water( 

fire and wind.
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Verse 11
dar&inairava^adini vedanadini、如 yatha/ 
na vidyate cedyasya sa na vidyanta imanyapi//

If the entity which sees, hears, etc., or which feels, etc 
cannot be found, then the functions themselves cannot also 
be found to exist.

Verse 12
prak ca yo dar^anadibhyab sarppratani cordhvameva ca/ 
na vidyate ’sti nastiti nivjttastatra kalpan的 //

Of an entity which does not exist prior to, concomitantly^ 
or posterior to the functions of seeing, etc. the notions of 
existence and non-existence are unnecessary.

Note: Prak, samprata, and urdhva are translated by Kumarajiva a9 
the three temporal existences (san-shih 三世) , i.e” past, present 
and future.



CHAPTER X

Agnlndhana pariksa 
Examination of Wood and Fire

This chapter is one of the more significant expositions of the 
central concept of pratityasamutpada. The terms, fire (agni) and 
wood (indhana), are critically analyzed into whether they are the 
same (ekatva) or different (anyatva). In other words, a pair of terms 
relating to the Madhyamika Credo, i.e., anekartham andnarthani, is 
under review. The Credo comes to full light in this chapter but, 
as the 15th verse indicates, the same critical analysis thus employed 
can be extended to other entities, notably that of the self (atman) 
and its seizing or grasping function {upadana).

Special mention must be made here with respect to a novel job 
of interpreting the meaning of the technical term paraspara-apek^d 
(mutual togetherness) as used in this chapter by Prof. Y« Ueda. 
(Confer his Daijd-bukkyd-shisd-no-kompon-kdzd•’ 佛Ik® 想 造  

“ The Fundamental Construct of Mahayana Buddhist Thought” 
Kyoto: Hyakkaen, 1957. Chapter 3, pp. 67-103. This chapter origi- 
nsdly appeared as an article in the Tetsugaku-zasshi; “Journal of 
Philosophy [Japanese],M March, 1951)

He is the first scholar to interpret and employ a principle which, 
he claims to be central or basic to the unique type of “ logic” 
employed in Madhyamika philosophy. The unique logical principle 
in brief is that of any two concepts, e.g” fire and wood, there are 
inherent conditions in each such that their ultimate relationship into 
a whole or unity entails a mutual denial of each other.(相互排除性， 

相 苴 否 的 M嫌 性 With this principle he arrives at the solution to 
the baffling statement that nothing is identical or differentiated as 
expressed in the Credo.
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The germ of this logical thought had already been hinted at by 
Chinese as well as Japanese scholars, especially by those in the field 
of Zen, but this is not entirely a surprise because of the closeness 
or perhaps an ultimate identity, in the final analysis, of the founda
tions of Zen and Sunyavada. D. T. Suzuki, for example, speaks of 
the logic of immediate negation (卽非to論理)，H. Ui speaks of the 
logic of immediate negation-affirmation (卽非是名◦ 論理)，and even as 
far back as the 12th Century a.d” Dogen, the patriarch of Japanese 
Soto Zen, remarks on the union of the self and the other self (自己 

七他己o  同一性) . Despite these antecedent thoughts, due credit must 
go to Prof. Ueda for carrying out a clear and systematic exposi
tion of the peculiar, if not unique, type of logic in use.

Verse 1
yadindhanaip sa cedagnirekatvani kartrkarma^oh/ 
anyak:edindhanadagnirindhanadapyfte bhavet//

If wood is the same as fire, then likewise the doer and his 
deed will be identical. If fire is distinct from wood, then it 
will exist without wood.

Verse 2
nityapradipta eva syadapradlpanahetukah/ 
punararambhavaiyarthyamevam cakarmakati sati//

If there is no cause for burning, then fire should bum 
constantly. And there will be no purpose in fire to start (i.e., 
to bum) again aî d it will then be without a function.

Verse 3
paratra nirapek§atvadapradipanahetukah/ 
punararambhavaiyarthyaiii nityadiptah prasajyate//

Being unrelated to an other, it (i.e. fire) will be something 
without a cause for burning. Moreover, it will follow that a 
constantly burning fire would have no purpose of starting (i.e. 
burning) again.
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Verse 4
tatraitasmadidhyamanamindhanai|i bhavatiti cet/ 
kenedhyatamindhanaip tattavanmatramidai|i yada//

Thus, if it is granted that there is wood in the burning 
(process) and that only wood is burning, then by what means 
will it bum?

Verse 5
anyo na prapsyate ’prapto na dhak§yatyadahan punab/ 
na nirvasyatyanirvaijah sthasyate va svalingavan//

A different thing (i.e., fire distinguished from wood) is never 
effected and a non-effected thing will never bum. And, in 
turn, a non-burning thing will never extinguish itself while a 
non-extinguishing thing, having its own characteristics, will 
continue to endure itself.

Verse 6 (The opponent contends) 
anya evendhanadagnirindhanaip prapnuyadyadi/ 
stri saippr^pnoti puru$ai  ̂ puru$a^ca striyani yatha//

If fire which is distinct from wood should unite with wood, 
it would be like a woman uniting with a man and, vice versa, 
a man uniting with a woman.

Note: Kumarajlva translates this union as between this person (/Isu 
jen 此人）and that person (pi jen 彼人）but the Sanskrit definitely 
refers to a man (purusa) and a woman (stri). Both, however, 
carry the meaning across. At any rate, this opposition must 
never be confused with the union of husband and wife which 
are inseparable or correlative concepts.

Verse 7 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
anya evendhanadagnirindhanaip kamamapnuyat/ 
agnindhane yadi syatdmanyonyena tiraskrte//

Fire which is distinct from wood will unite with the latter 
freely as you contend, if and only if, the two have mutually 
distinct existences.
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Verse 8
yad!ndhanamapek§yagnirapek$yagnim yadlndhanaip/ 
kataratpurvani$pannaip yadapek§yagnirindhanaqi//

If fire is dependent on wood and wood on fire, then each 
one must have had a prior completed state and to which the 
other depends.

Verse 9
yad!ndhanamapek$yagniragne(t siddhasya sadhanarp/ 
evaip. satindhanarp capi bhavi§yati niragnikaip//

If fire is dependent on wood then an already existing fire 
will again be effectuating itself. If that is so then wood also 
will exist without fire.

Verse 10
yo ,pek§ya sidhyate bhavastamevapek§ya sidhyati/ 
yadi yo *pek§itavyab sa sidhyatarp kamapek§ya kab"

If an entity depends on another entity in order to manifest 
itself, .the latter will also depend on the former for its mani
festation. If what is* to be dependent on for manifestation 
already exists, then (the question is) what depends on what?

Verse 11
yo ,pek§ya sidhyate bhiva^ so ’siddho，pek§ate kathaip/ 
athapyapek$ate siddhastvapek$asya na yujyate/厂

An entity depends on an other for realization (i.e” mani
festation) but, in an unrealized (i,e” unmanifested) state, what 
is the manner of dependence? And again, even though (the 
entity) is already in a dependently manifested state, the nature 
of dependence is not possible.

Verse 12
apek^yendhanamagnifha nanapek$yagnirindhanaip/ 
apek$yendhanamagniip na nanapek§yagnimindhanaip//

Fire does not exist by dependence on wood nor does it 
exist by non-dependence on wood. Likewise, wood does not 
exist by dependence or non-dependence on fire.
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Verse 13
agacchatyanyato nagnirindhane，gnirna vidyate/ 
atrendhane se§amuktaip gamyamanagatagataib//

Fire does not come from something else nor does it exist 
in the wood. With respect to wood the remaining issues have 
been taken up in the discussion of present passing away, that 
which has transpired, and that which has not transpired.
Note: Reference is to Chapter II.

Verse 14
indhanatn punaragnirna nagniranyatra cendhanat/ 
nagnirindhanavannagnavindhanani na te§u sab//

Again, fire is not wood nor is it in something else than 
wood. Fire does not contain wood. There is neither wood in 
fire nor fire in wood.

Verse 15
agnlndhanabhyaip. vyakhyata atmopadanayol  ̂ kramab/ 
sarvo nirava§e§e îa sardham ghatapatadibhih//

By means of the analysis of fire and wood, the total 
relationship between atman and upadanay and along with the 
(notions of) earthen jar, cloth, etc., have all been explained 
without fail.
Note: Atman and upadana refer to man and his five basic functions 

{skandhas). This verse is a summation of the analysis of wood 
and fire, and the analysis, Nagarjuna contends, can be employed 
to all “ entities” {dharmas) including the self (atman) and its 
functions in order to show the fallacies involved in maintaining 
preconceived notions.

Verse 16
atmana^ca satattvam ye bhavanaifi ca prthak prthak/ 
nirdisanti im t§nmanye ^asanasyarthakoyidan//

Insofar as I am concerned, those who speak of the reality 
of entities and who assign them distinct existences cannot 
be considered truly knowledgeable of the (Buddha’s) teachings.



CHAPTER XI

Purvaparakoti pariksa
Examination of Antecedent and Consequent 

States in the Empirical Realm

In the Tibetan Dhu na rtsa bahi hgrel pa ga las fyjigs med 
{MulamadhyamakavYttyakutobhaya\ the Chinese Pan-jo-teng-lun-shih 
(般若燈論釋）and the Ta-ch、eng-chung-kuan-shih-lun (大乘中觀釋綸)，the 
title is the Examination of Sartisara {lun hut 輪廻，life-death cycle). 
An investigation of the content of the present chapter reveals that 
this title is quite justifiable. However, Candrakirti's Sanskrit title 
is not without 狂 basis since it suggests that the discussion of 
satjisdra should be carried to its extremes, hence the term，kofi9 and 
exhibit its impossibility. Here again, as in previous chapters, the 
argument develops by breaking up the doctrine of sarjfisara into 
separate elements, i.e” into the three temporal moments of prior, 
posterior and simultaneity, and by showing the ultimate obscurity 
and uncertainty of these elements* All existences in truth are in
stances of the fact of iunyata which does not lend itself to analysis 
and description.

purva prajfiayate kotimetyuvaca mahamuni^/ 
sarpsaro ^avaragro hi nasyadimapi pascimaip//

The great wise one (i.e., Sakyamuni) has said that the state 
anterior to (i.e., life-death cycle or the empirical realm)
cannot be For, satjtsara has no beginning and end;
that is to say» no definite points of commencement and con
clusion.

Verse 1

85
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Verse 2
naivagraip navaraip yasya tasya madhyaip kuto bhavet/ 
tasmannatropapadyante purvaparasahakramab//

As there are no beginning and end, how could there be a 
middle? Therefore, the simultaneity, anterior, and posterior 
states (of saifisara) are not possible.

Vesre 3
purvarp jatiryadi bhavejjaramara^amuttarani/ 
nirjarSmarai^a jatirbhavejjayeta camrtab//

If birth is anterior and old age-death posterior, then there 
will be birth without old age-death and this will entail the 
rise of a deathless teing.

Verse 4
pa^c&jjatiryadi bhavejjaramaraoamadita^/ 
ahetukamaj&tasya syajjarftmanaoaip kathaip//

If birth is posterior and old age-death anterior, that would 
consitiite a state of non-causal connection. For, of something 
yet to be born, how could there be old age-death?

Verse 5
na jaramara^enaiva jgtiica saha yujyate/ 
mriyeta jayamanalca sy^ccabettxkatobhayob//

Indeed, birth is never conceived to be simultaneous with 
old age-death. For, what is in the process of being bom must 
die and both life and death are non-caysall^ related.

Verse 6
yatra na prabhavantyete purvaparasahakram&b/ 
prapaficayanti taip jatirp tdjjaramaraoani ca kiip//

Where states of anterior, posterior, and simultaneity (of 
sattisara) do not exist, how could the concepts of birth and 
old age-death be projected?
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Verse 7
karyaip ca kara^aip caiva lak^yaip lak脚 ameva ca/ 
vedana vedaka^caiva santyartha ye ca ke cana//

Cause and effect, characteristics and characterization, feeler 
and feeling, and also whatever other things exist* •. .(This 
verse continues on to the next.)

Verse 8
purva na vidyate kotib sarpsarasya na kevalaip/ 
sarve$amapi bhavanaip purva koti na vidyate//

. . . .not only is there not an anterior state in satjtsdra but 
this state is not possible for all existences.



CHAPTER XII

Duhkha pariksa 
Examination of Suffering

As the chapter indicates, the discussion is on the investigation 
of pain or suffering {duhkha). The problem is stated in the opening 
verse which asserts the four possible ways of viewing the causes 
of suffering, i.e., self-cause, other-cause, both self and other cause， 
and non-causal. In each instance the usual logic of reductio ad 
absurdum {prasanga) is applied to exhibit the untenability of each 
causal view. Nagarjuna concludes by making reference to the fact 
that the four-fold possible views (caturvidhyam) can equally be 
applied to demonstrate the impossibility of asserting elements of 
the external world.

Verse 1
8vayaip kjtaip parakftarp dvabhyaiji krtaipahetukaip/ 
du^khamityeka icchanti tacca karyaip na yujyate//

Some assert that suffering arises by virtue of being self
caused, other-caused, both self and other-caused or non-causal. 
Such an assertion which treats suffering as an effect is not 
justifiable.

Verse 2
svayaip kjtaip yadi bhavetpratitya na tato bhavet/ 
skandh^nim§nami skandh的  saipbhavanti pratitya hi//

If suffering is self-caused, it will not have a relational 
condition in arising. For, surely, these (present) skandhas 
are relationally conditioned in the arising of those (future)
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Verse 3
yadyamibhya ime ’nye syurebhyo vam! pare yadi/ 
bhavetparakftaip dubkhaip parairebhiram! k^tab//

If these (present) skandhas are different from those (future) 
skandhas or if the latter is other than the former, then there 
will be suffering caused by something else and those (future) 
skandhas will also be caused by it.

Verse 4
svapudgalakrtaip dubkharp yadi dubkhaip punarvina/ 
svapudgalah sa katamo yena dufekhaip svayaip kftaip//

If suffering is caused by the individual himself, then the 
individual is separated from suffering. Who is this individual 
self which self-causes suffering?

Verse 5
par^pudgalajairi du^khairi yadi yasmai pradiyate/ 
parepa kjtva taddul^kharp sa dut^khena vina kuta^//

If suffering is caused by another individual, where is this 
self which is separated from suffering but which is (seemingly) 
the recipient of the suffering caused by another?

Verse 6
parapudgalajam dubkhaxp yadi kab parapudgala^/ 
vina dubkhena yab k^tva parasmai prahiijoti tat//

If suffering is caused by another individual, what is (the 
nature of) this individual which is separated from and yet 
causes and bestows suffering on the recipient?

Verse 7
8vayaip kttasySprasiddherdubkhaip parak^tarp kutalj/ 
paro hi du^kharp yatkuryattattasya syatsvayaip krtaip//

As self-cause cannot be established, where can an other- 
caused suffering be? For，surely, an other-caused suffering 
is caused by that other itself.
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Verse 8
na tavatsvakrtaip dubkhatp na hi tenaiva tatkftarp/ 
paro natmakitascetsyaddubkhaip parak^taip kathaiji//

In truth then, there is no self-caused suffering for it cannot 
come about by itself. If an other does not bring about its 
own suffering, why is there an other-caused suffering?

Verse 9
syadubhabhyarp k t̂arp dutikhaip syadekaikakjtarp yadi/ 
parakarasvayamkaram dubkhaipahetukam kutab//

If suffering could be caused individually by one’s self and 
by an other, then there should also be suffering caused jointly. 
Where is this non-causal suffering which is neither caused by 
itself nor by an other?

Verse 10
na kevalaip hi dubkhasya cSturvidhyaip na vidyate/ 
bahyanamapi bhavanfiip caturvidhyarp na vidyate//

Not only is the four-fold causal view of suffering impossi- 
We but the same is not possible with respect to the external 
elements of. being.



Samskara pariksa 
Examination of Mental Conformation

The Tibetan title of this chapter has the term, tattva (de nid) 
instead of saifiskara, but as one goes through the verses there is a 
gradual shift from the concept of samskara to the real meaning of 
iunyata or the nature of thusness. So, in this respect, the Tibetan 
title is more suggestive of the real content of the chapter and much 
more to the point. However, the term, samskara is an old terminolo
gy employed from Early Buddhism and refers to the nascent mental 
force (i.e” a kind of mental elan vital). Stcherbatsky, interestingly 
enough, uses the suggestive term, “ synergy” for samskara in re
ference to the synthetic or synthesizing energy of life.

At the* outset, Nagarjuna strikes at the heart of the matter by 
saying that the Buddha condemned all conceptions arising from 
false discrimination of realities. This is, in fact, attributed to the 
nature of samskara or mental conformation. The discussion then 
goes into the conceptions of self-nature (svabhdva) and varying 
nature (anyathdbhava), and their possible relationship. In neither 
case, however, does the argument prove any of their respective 
existences. Youth does not age in the strict sense and milk does 
not turn into butter: In other words, in the true Zen manner, youth 
is youth, age is age, milk is milk, and butter is butter. There is
no strict conversion from one to the other. Thus the discussion

. . .  . ；' ：：■.

inevitably arrives at the nature of thusness, iunyata, as the only 
true view of existence, but Nagarjuna is quick to caution that 
iunyata is not subject to conceptualization.

CHAPTER XIII

91
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Verse 1
tanmr^S mo$adharma yadbhagavanityabha^ata/ 
sarve ca mo^adharma^ati saipskarastena te mr§a//

The Blessed One has said that elements with delusive 
nature are untrue. All mental conformations are delusive in 
nature. Therefore, they are untrue.

Verse 2
tanmr§a mo^adharma yadyadi kiip tatra mu$yate/ 
etattuktaip bhagavata Sunyataparidlpakaip//

If the elements with delusive nature are untrue, what is 
there which deludes? On account of this the Blessed One 
merely expounded the significance of ^unyata.

Verse 3 (The opponent contends) 
bhavanaip nibsvabhavatvamanyathabh&vadar§an&t/ 
asvabhavo bhavo n§sti bh&vanaip ^unyata yatab//

From the perception of varying natures all entities are 
without self-natures. An entity without self-nature does not 
exist because all entities have the nature of iunyata.

Verse 4 (N&g&rjuna asserts) 
kasya syftdanyathabhavab svabhava^cenna vidyate/ 
kasya syadanyathabhava^ svabh&vo yadi vidyate//

If self-nature does not exist, what is it that has this vary
ing nature? (On the other hand), if self-nature does exist, 
again, what is it that has this varying nature?

Verse 5
tasyaiva nanyathabhavo n&pyanyasyaiva yujyate/ 
yuvS na jiryate yasm&dyasmajjirpo na jiryate//

It is not possible for this or another entity to have a vary
ing nature. This is from the fact that youth does not age 
(over again).
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Verse 6
tasya cedanyathabhavab k§!rameva bhaveddadhi/ 
k^ir^danyasya kasya ciddadhibhavo bhavi§yati//

If an entity does have a varying nature, then it will be 
possible for milk to become butter. But butter-natvire will 
have to arise in something other than milk.

Verse 7
yadya^unyaip bhavetkiip citsyacchunyamiti kirn cana/ 
na kiip cidastya^unyaip ca kutab iunyaip bhavi§yati//

If something devoid of the nature of ^unya exists, then 
there also will be something else which may have the nature 
of iunya. But as anything devoid of the nature of iunya does 
not exist, how could there exist the nature of iunya?

Verse 8
§unyat& sarvadf§tlnaip prokta nihisara^arp jinaib/ 
ye$&ip tu §unyatadr$tistanasadhyan babha^ire//

The wise men (i.e” enlightened ones) have said that iunyatd 
or the nature of thusness is the relinquishing of all false views. 
Yet it is said that those who adhere to the idea or concept 
of iunyatd are incorrigible.



Samsarga pariksa 
Examination of Combination or Union

This chapter discusses the concept of combination or union 
{samsarga) and once again Nagarjuna resorts to the three temporal 
moments in discussing any concept or entity. Verse 1 has direct 
relationship to Chapter III which examines the six ayatanas (seats 
of sense perception) and Verse 2 to Chapter VI which examines the 
passion and the impassioned self. But quite explicit in the whole 
discussion is the fact that Nagarjuna has in mind two ideas of the 
Madhyamika Credo, i.e., with respect to non-identity and non
difference {anekdrtham ananartham). His argument is to show the 
absurdity of these ideas combining and evolving one from the other 
or from their identical or different natures. Thus, finally, he arrives 
at the conclusion that the presently combining (samsfjyamana), an 
already combined (satjts^fa), and the agent which combines 
(satjtsra t̂r) are untenable.

Verse 1
dra§tavyarp dariana^i dra§ta trlijyetani dviio dvi袖 / 
sarvala^ca na saipsargamanyonyena vrajantyuta//

The three phases of the object perceived, the perceiving 
function, and the perceiver cannot mutually combine in two
fold senses or all together.

Note: The two-fold senses refer to： (1) The object and the perceiv
ing function, (2) The perceiving function and perceiver, and (3) 
The perceiver and the object

CHAPTER XIV

94
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evaip ragaica rakta^ca ranjaniyaip ca di^yatarri/ 
traidhena kle^aica ^e§aoyayatanani ca//

The passion, impassioned self, and the impassionable can 
be seen in the same manner. The rest of the klesas (i.e., 
mental defilements) and ayatanas (i.e., seats of sense percep
tion) depends on these three phases (for exposition).

Verse 3
anyenanyasya saipsargastaccanyatvam na vidyate/ 
dra§tavyaprabhrtlnam yanna sarpsargam vrajantyatab//

There is combination of something with something different. 
But there are (essentially) no different natures in the object 
perceived, etc. and these, therefore, cannot coalesce.

Verse 4
na ca kevalamanyatvaiji dra§tavyadema vidyate/ 
kasya citkena cits聂rdham nanyatvamupapadyate//

Not only do different natures in the object perceived, etc” 
not exist, but it is also not possible for an entity to have 
a different nature jointly with another.

Verse 5
anyadanyatpratltyanyannanyadanyadfte "nyah/ 
yatpratitya ca yattasm盔ttadanyannopapadyate"

Differentiation comes about by the relational conditions of 
different (entities) and it does not exist removed from them. 
And yet by virtue of the relational factor, there cannot be a 
differentiation between the entities involved.

Verse 6
yadyanyadanyadanyasmadanyasmadapy]te bhavet/

■ ： ： ■ ' • . 
tadanyadanyadanyasmadrte nasti ca nastyatab//

If a different (entity) is different because it arises from 
another different (entity), then it will also exist removed from
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the latter. But such a situation of a different (entity) cannot 
possibly exist

Verse 7
nanyasmin vidyate "nyatvamananyasmin na vidyate/ 
avidyamane canyatve nastyanyadva tadeva vfi//

It is not possible for a differentiation to exist in a different 
or a non-different (entity). When a differentiation does not 
exist, difference and identity also do not exist

Verse 8
na tena tasya saipsargo nanyenanyasya yujyate/ 
saipsrjyamanaip saips^taip sarpsra$t  ̂ ca na vidyate//

The combination of identical entities or of different entities 
is not justifiable. For, there cannot exist a presently com
bining, an already combined, and the agent which combinea



Svabhava pariksa 
Examination of Self-nature

The Tibetan and Chinese versions have as similar titles the 
Examination of Being and Non-being (bhdvabhava, yu-wu 有無)• This 
may have been the older form but the present Sankrit title, never
theless, does not detract anything from what is being discussed. 
Nagarjuna here discusses the idea of self-nature or self-existence 
{svabhava) and the possible ways of conceiving it. He introduces 
the interesting concept of extended or other nature (parabhava) to 
show that it too cannot help in the understanding of the character" 
of self-nature. It is interesting to note that Stcherbatsky translates 
parabhava as relational existence with an eye, it seems, to capture 
the sense of relativity of objects.

In Verses Nos. 6 and 10 Nagarjuna strikes at the heart of the 
matter by reassuring all that the truth expounded by the Buddha 
cannot be grasped by a play or interplay of concepts, such as, self
nature, extended nature, existence, or non-existence and that the 
wise should abandon all ideas which tend to treat existence in terms 
of static notions, such as» permanency {iaivata) or interruption 
{uccheda), notions which are antithetic to the Madhyamika Credo.

Verse 1
na saipbhavati svabh^vasya yukta î pratyayahetubhiW
hetupratyayasaipbhutab svabhavatL k|tako bhavet//

The rise of self-nature by relational and causal conditions 
is not justifiable. For, such a self-nature will have a character 
of being made or manipulated.

CHAPTER XV
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Verse 2
svabhavalj k?tako nama bhavi§yati punal̂  kathaip/ 
akrtrimab svabhavo hi nirapek$a  ̂ paratra ca//

How is it possible for the self-nature to take on the character 
of being made? For, indeed，the self-nature refers to some
thing which cannot be made and has no mutual correspondence 
with something else.

Verse 3
kuta^ svabhavasyabhave parabhavo bhavi§yati/ 
svabhava^ parabhavasya parabhavo hi kathyate//

Where self-nature is non-existent, how could there be an 
extended nature? For, indeed, a self-nature which has the 
nature of being extended will be called an extended nature.

Note: Parabhava, in the sense of extended nature，means that an 
entity has the existential character of extending or reaching over 
into the nature of other entities. It also means other-nature in 
contrast to self-nature. However, the argument obtains regard
less of the translation.

Verse 4
svabHavaparabhavabhyamrte bhSvab kutat punab/
8vabhave parabh&ve va sati bh&vo hi sidhyati//

Again, separated from self-nature and extended nature, 
how could existence be? For, indeed, existence establishes 
itself in virtue of either self-nature or extended nature.

Verse 5
bhavasya cedaprasiddhirabh§vo naiva sidhyati/ 
bhavasya hyanyathabh&vamabhavani bruvate jana釭//

If existence does not come to be (Le” does not establish 
itself), then certainly non-existence does not also. For，indeed, 
people speak of existence in its varying nature as non
existence.
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Verse 6
svabhavam parabhavaip ca bhavaip cabhavameva ca/ 
ye pa^yanti na pa^yanti te tattvaip buddha^asane//

Those who see (i.e., try to understand) the concepts of 
self-nature, extended nature, existence, or non-existence do 
not perceive the real truth in the Buddha's teaching.

Verse 7
katyayanavavade castlti nastiti cobhayaip/ 
pratisiddhaip bhagavata bhavabhavavibhavina//

According to the Instructions to Katyayana, the two views 
of the world in terms of being and non-being were criticized 
by the Buddha for similarly admitting the bifurcation of en‘ 
tities into existence and non-existence.

Note: The Sanskrit, Katyayanavavada, either refers to the sutra or 
to the instruction given to KStySyama by the Buddha.

Verse 8
yadyastitvaip prakjtya sy&nna bhavedasya nastita/ 
prakrteranyathabhavo na hi jatupapadyate//

If existence is in virtue of a primal nature, then its non
existence do^  not follow. For, indeed, a varying character 
of a primal nature is not possible at all.

Verse 9
prak^tau kasya casatyamanyathatvain bhavi§yati/ 
prak^tau kasya ca satyamanyath^tvarp bhavi§yati//

If primal nature does not exist, what will possess the vary
ing character? If, on the other hand, primal nature does 
esdst, what then will possess the varying character?

Note: The opponent raises the first question and NSgarjuna counters 
with the second. He follows up with an answer in the next 
two verses.



Verse 10
astiti ^aSvatagraho nastityucchedadar^anaip/ 
tasmadastitvanastitve na^rlyeta vicak§a^iab//

Existence is the grasping of permanency (i.e., permanent 
characteristics) and non-existence the perception of disruption. 
(As these functions are not strictly possible), the wise should 
not rely upon (the concepts of) existence and non-existence.

Verse 11
asti yaddhi svabhavena na tannastiti 纽6vataip/ 
nastidanimabhutpurvamityucchedab prasajyate//

It follows that permanency means that existence based on 
self-nature does not become a non-entity and disruption means 
that what formerly was existent is now non-existent
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Bandhanamoksa pariksa 
Examination of Bondage and Release

This is the first chapter to discuss nirvana and its implications 
a fuller treatment, of course, is reserved for Chapter XXV on the 
Examination of Nirvana but here the general trend of the treatment 
is hinted at. All living beings are bound by defilements, i.e., by 
being caught up in the basic life-death process of samsara. Is there 
a way out of all this bondage? To think in terms of a release or 
deliverance (moksa) from the bondage {bandhana) is not enough. 
Nagarjuna again brings in his logic of redudio ad absurdum to 
demonstrate that what is already bound cannot be unbound, that 
what is unbound need not be bound, and that there cannot be any 
movement from one thing to another in what we understand as 
satjtsara. As a consequence, there is nothing to be released or freed 
from a bound entity. Even conceptual knowledge works in a similar 
fashion for he says that those who believe in manipulating the 
concept of nirvana have the gravest of all attachments (Verse 9) 
and that nirvana and samsara are beyond thought (Verse 10).

Verse 1
samskarab sarpsaranti cenna nityalj sarpsaranti te/ 
sarpsaranti ca nanityah sattve，pye§a samah kramah//

If mental conformations are transmigratory (i.e., as cyclic 
nature), they, as permanent entities, do not transmigrate. In 
fact, as impermanent entities, they also do not transmigrate. 
The same (relationship) also holds true for a sentient being.

CHAPTER XVI
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Verse 2
pudgalah samsarati cetskandhayatanadhatu§u/ 
pancadha mrgyamano ’sau nasti kah samsari§yati//

If man’s individuality is transmigratory with respect to 
the five-fold realms of skandhas, ayatanas and dhatus, then it 
is non-existent. What then does transmigrate?

Note: Reference is made to the live-fold function in man’s action 
involving all the 5 skandhas, 12 ayatanas, and 18 dhatus. These 
activities are samsaric or migratory in nature.

Verse 3
upadanadupadanarp sarnsaran vibhavo bhavet/ 
vibhava^canupadanah kab sa kiip saipsari§yati//

Anything moving from one (sensual) grasping to another 
will be without a body or form. How does a bodiless or non
grasping thing ever transmigrate?

Verse 4
sarpskaranani na nirvaijaip kathaip cidupapadyate/ 
sattvasyapi na nirva^aiji kathaip cidupadyate//

Why is it that nirvana (or quiescence) is not possible with 
mental conformations? Also, why is it that even a sentient 
being is not possible of nirvatial

Verse 5
na badhyante na mucyanta udayavyayadharmi^ati/ 
saipsk5rab purvavatsattvo badhyate na na mucyate//

The mental conformations are endowed with the charac
teristics of production and extinction, and thus cannot be bound 
or attain release. Similarly, a sentient being cannot be bound 
or attain release.

Verse 6
bandhanaip cedupadanaip sopldano na badhyate/ 
badhyate nanupadanab kimavastho ,tha badhyate//
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If (sensual) grasping per se is bound or restricted, then the 
grasping entity will be free from bonds. A non-grasping 
entity will also be free from bonds. Then, in what abiding 
condition is (one) bound?

Verse 7
badhniyadbandhanam kamam bandhyatpurvam bhavedyadi/ 
na casti tat §e§amuktam gamyamanagatagataih//

If bonds exist prior to the bondage, they could bind freely 
or at will. But this is not so. The other matters have already 
been discussed with respect to gamyamana, gata and agata.

Note: The last remark refers to Chapter II where the problems on 
the three aspects are minutely discussed.

Verse 8
baddho na mucyate tavadabaddho naiva mucyate/ 
syataip baddhe mucyamane yugapadbandhamok§a^e//

In truth, then, a bound entity cannot be released and it is 
so also with an unbound entity. If by chance a bound entity 
is in the process of being released, then bondage and release 
will be simultaneous phenomena.

Verse 9
nirvasyamyanupadano nirvaijam me bhavi§yati/ 
iti ye§aip grahaste§amupadanamahagrahab//

Those who delight in maintaining, “ Without the grasping， 
I will realize nirvana; Nirvana is in m e;，，are the very ones 
with the greatest grasping.

Verse 10
na nirva^asamaropo na sarpsarapakar^a îarp/ 
yatra kastatra saipsaro nirvanarp kiip vikalpyate//

Where nirvana is not (subject to) establishment and saipsara 
not (subject to) disengagement, how will there be any con
ception of nirvana and satttsara?



CHAPTER XVII

Karmaphala pariksa 
Examination of Action and Its Effect

The Tibetan version agrees with the Sanskrit in its title but in 
the Chinese version the title is simply the Examination of karman 
or Action. This is one of the more interesting chapters since it 
deals with the popular Buddhist concept of man’s action. Man is 
always interested in the question of what past, present and future 
deeds or actions are and to what extent they are significant to 
present lives or to what extent they are controllable.

In this chapter Nagarjuna first explains the types of karman in 
order to introduce and clarify the Buddha’s teachings. He says that 
the Buddha spoke of two types of karman, i.e., one which is in the 
realm of thought (cetana) and the other concerning thought in action 
(cetayitva). The following diagram will illustrate the point：

cetanft------------ manasa-karman (thought)
kayika-karman (bodily) 
vacika-karman (verbal)

He then brings in the ideas of permanency or constancy (daivata) 
and interruption or disruption (uccheda), relating these with the 
concept of karman and its effect. Employing the same type of logic 
{prasahga) as seen in previous chapters, he destroys any notion the 
opponent may have that a movement of anything from one place 
of action (e.g., karman) to another (e.g., phala or effect) is possible. 
With equal force he condemns any idea of an indestructible continu
ing action {avipranaia) which gives the sense of continuity or transi
tion in man’s everyday life deeds. In Verse 20 he finally enun
ciates the true position of the Buddha who said that iunyatd is



not disruption (uccheda) and that santsara is not permanency {iaivata}  ̂
Nothing is interrupted, fixed, gained, lost, or passed over to another. 
As a consequence, it is of no use speaking of karmdn and its effect, 
of kleias, of bodily entities, etc., for they are all false peregrinations 
of the mind. Incidentally, verses 1_19 contain the popular views 
on karman.

Verse 1
atmasamyamakam cetah paranugrahakaip. ca yat/ 
maitram sa dharmastadbijam phalasya pretya ceha ca//

Self-restraint, kindness towards others, and benevolence 
are the ways of the dharma (i.e” the truth of the nature of 
things). They are the seeds which bear fruit in this as well 
as the next realm of life.

Verse 2
cetana cetayitva ca karnpioktarp parama^i^a/ 
tasyanekavidho bhedah karmana^ pariklrtitafe//

The Great Sage has said that karman is (in the nature of) 
thought as well as thought in action, and that there are many 
distinct varieties of karman.

Verse 3
tatra yaccetanetyuktaip karma tanmanasaip sm^taip/ 
cetayitva ca yattuktaip tattu kayikavacikarp//

The karman which has been described as thought (cetana) 
indicates the mental and volitional aspects and that which 
has been described as thought in action (cetayttva) refers to 
the bodily and verbal aspects.

Verse 4
vagvi§pando ’viratayo ya^cSvijflaptisairijflitati/ 
avijnaptaya evanyab smfta viratayastatha//

Words, actions, the indescribable non-abandonment as well 
as what is asserted to be another form of the indescribable 
abandonment, (This verse continues on to the next)
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Verse 5
paribhoganvayam punyamapunyam ca tathavidham/ 
cetana ceti saptaite dharmah karmanjanah smrtah//

 virtuous and non-virtuous elements associated with
enjoyment of being {paribhoga), and thought itself, these are 
the seven dharmas which give rise to karman.

Verse 6
tisthatyapakakalaccetkarma tannityatamiyat/ 
niruddham cennirrudham satkim phalam janayi§yati//

If karman endures at any time in the maturing process, 
then it will be of the nature of permanent endurance. But 
if it ceases to be, how could anything ceased (or spent) give 
rise to an effect?

Verse 7
yo 'nkuraprabhrtirbijatsamtano ’bhipravartate/ 
tatah phalamrte bijatsa ca nabhipravartate//

A continuity which begins in a sprout, etc., comes forth 
from a seed and thereby takes on the nature of an effect, 
but separated from the seed the continuity could never arise.

Verse 8
bijacca yasmatsamtanah samtanacca phalodbhavah/ 
bijapurvam phalarp tasmannocchinnarri napi sasvatarp//

Since continuity comes forth from seed and effect from 
continuity, there is always a seed prior to the effect. There
fore, there is no interruption and also no constancy.

Verse 9
yastasmaccittasamtana会cetaso ’bhipravartate/ 
tatah phalamrte cittatsa ca nabhipravartate//

Thereupon, thought continuity comes forth from the ex
istence of mind and in consequence the effect. Without the 
mind, continuity cannot arise.
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Verse 10
cittacca yasmatsarjitanah samtanacca phalodbhavah/ 
karmapurvam phalaip tasmannocchinnam napi sasvatam//

Since continuity comes forth from the mind and the effect 
from continuity, there is karman (of the mind) prior to the 
effect. Therefore, there is no interruption and also no con
stancy.

Verse 11
dharmasya sadhanopayah suklah karmapatha dasa/ 
phalam kamagu卩ah paipca dharmasya pretya ceha ca"

The ten paths of pure action are the means of realizing 
the dharma. The effects (i.e., fruits) of the dharma of this as 
well as the next realm of life are the five sensual enjoyments.
Note: The ten pure actions refer to carrying out the following: 

non-killing, non-stealing, non-adultery, non-lying, non-duplicity, 
non-evil talk, non-odd talk, non-greed, non-hatred, and non-false 
view.

Verse 12
bahavasca mahanta§ca do§ah syurapi kalpana/ 
yadye§a tena naivaisa kalpanatropapadyate//

If conceptualizations are permitted there will arise many 
as well as great errors. Therefore, they are not permissible 
(or possible) here.

Verse 13
imaip punalj pravak§yami kalpanaip yatra yojyate/ 
buddhaih pratyekabuddhaisca sravakai^canuvarnitam//

I will here relate about certain appropriate conceptuali
zations which have been praised (i.e” sanctioned) by the 
Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas and Sravakasy

Verse 14
pattraip. yatha Viprana^astathapiamiva karma ca/ 
caturvidho dhatutah sa prakftya Vyakrta^ca sa^//
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An imperishable continuing action is like a document (i.e., 
in constant force) and a karman is like an obligation (i.e., a 
discharge of duty). The imperishable continuing action is 
four-fold from the standpoint of the realms of action {dhatu) 
and is indeterminate from the standpoint of primal substance 
(prakrti).

Note: Reference is made to the four-fold realms of desire (kdma),
materiality (mpa)t immateriality (ariipa)t and transcendent of 
sense attachment {anasrava).

Verse 15
prahanato na praheyo bhavanaheya eva va/ 
tasmadavipranasena jayate karmanaip phalaip//

It (i.e., the imperishable continuing action) is not abandoned 
by simple abandonment but by the virtuous practical actions. 
Therefore, the fruits of karman come forth from the imperi
shable continuing action.

Verse 16
prahanatahi praheyab syatkarmaijab saipkrame îa va/ 
yadi do§ahi prasajyeramstatra karmavadhadayah//

If it is abandoned by simple abandonment or by the trans
formation of the karman，then there necessarily follows such 
errors as the denial of karman, etc.

Verse 17
sarve§am vi§abhaganaip sabhaganarp ca karmanaip/ 
pratisaipdhau sadhatunameka utpadyate tu sah//

When all the similar and dissimilar karmans come together 
in a realm, there will arise only one imperishable continuing 
action.

Verse 18
karmanab karmaijo d卩te dharma utpadyate tu sab/ 
dviprakarasya sarvasya vipakve ,pi ca ti钟hati"
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The imperishable continuing action will arise in the present, 
correspondingly with respect to all the two-fold nature (i.e., 
similar and dissimilar) of the karmans. It will also endure in 
its maturing state.

Verse 19
phalavyatikramadva sa maranadva nirudhyate/ 
anasravam sasravam vibhagam tatra lak^ayet//

The imperishable continuing action ceases to be when it 
has gone beyond (i.e., exhausted) the effects or met with death. 
Here a distinction must be made between worldly attachments 
(sasrava) and supra- worldly non-attachments {anasrava).

Verse 20 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
iunyata ca na cocchedah sarpsarasca na sasvataip/ 
karipa^o Vipranasasca dharmo buddhena desitalj//

The imperishable continuing action spoken of by the 
Buddha is sunyata and not uccheda (interruption), sartisara 
and saivata (constancy).

Verse 21 "
karma notpadyate kasmat nibsvabhavam yatastatah/ 
yasmacca tadanutpannaip na tasmadvipranasyati//

The reason why karman does not arise is that it is with
out 压 self-nature {nihsvabhava). As it does not arise there is 
no perishing.

Verse 22
karma svabhavata§cetsyaccha§vataiii syadasaip^ayam/ 
akrtarp ca bhavetkarma kriyate na hi ^a^vataip//

If karman has self-nature then undoubtedly it will have the 
nature of constancy and will also be uncreated. However, 
anything characterized by constancy does not create.

Verse 23
akrtabhyagamabhayaip syatkarmak|takarp yadi/ 
abrahmacaryavasa§ca do§astatra prasajyate//
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If an uncreated karman exists then there will be appre
hensive (acts) without any creation. And a fallacy would 
result in which there will be no dwelling upon (i.e., carrying 
on) the ways of the Brahman.

Verse 24
vyavahara virudhyante sarva eva na saipiayah/ 
punyapapakjtomaiva pravibhagasca yujyate//

All common practices would, no doubt, be destroyed for it 
follows that no distinction between the virtuous and evil doers 
could be made.

Verse 25
tadvipakvavipakam ca punareva vipak§yati/
karma vyavasthitam yasmattasmatsvabhavikam yadi//

If karman is a fixed thing (i.e.，enduring) because of its 
self-nature, then a maturity that is already matured will again 
seek maturity.

Verse 26
karma kle^atmakaip cedam te ca kle纟a va tattvatah/ 
na cette tattvatah kle§ah karma syattattvatalj kathaip//

This karman will have the nature of .defilements {kleias) 
and these, in turn, will not be in the nature of truth {tattva). 
But if the defilements are not in the nature of truth, how 
could karman be in the nature of truth?

Verse 27
karma kle^aica dehanam pratyaya^ samudahjtah/ 
karma kle§a^ca te sunya yadi dehe§u ka katha//

It is said that karman and defilements are a co-operating 
conditionality of differing bodies. But if karman and defile
ments are of the nature of iunya (i.e., thusness or “ void”), 
what could be said of these bodies?
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Verse 28 (The opponent contends) 
avidyanivjto jantustf§nasamyojanasca sah/ 
sa bhokta sa ca na karturanyo na ca sa eva sah"

The sentient being beclouded by ignorance is a bundle of 
cravings. He is the percipient (i.e., experiencer of karmaic 
effects). He is neither identical to nor different from the doer.

Verse 29 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
na pratyayasamutpannaqi napratyayasamutthitam/ 
asti yasmadidam karma tasmatkartapi nastyatah//

Since karman does not arise by means of relational or 
non-relational conditionality, there is also no doer.

Verse 30
karma cennasti karta ca kutah syatkarmajam phalam/ 
asatyatha phale bhokta kuta eva bhavi§yati//

If ^iere is neither karman nor doer, where could the effect 
arising from the karman be? Where there is no effect, how 
could there be any percipient (i.e., experiencer) ?

Verse 31
yatha nirmitakarn §asta nirmimita rddhisampada/ 
nirmito nirmimltanyam sa ca nirmitakah puna î//

It is as if a master, by his supernormal powers, were to 
form a figure and this figure, in turn, were to form another 
figure... .(continues on to the next verse).

Verse 32
tatha nirmitakakarahi karta yatkarma tatkftaip/ 
tadyatha nirmitenanyo nirmito nirmitastatha//

In exactly the same w^y, the doer is like the formed figure 
and his action (karman) is like the other figure formed by 
the first.
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Verse 33
klesah karmani dehasca kartarasca phalani ca/ 
gandharvanagarakara marlcisvapnasaipnibhat//

Defilements, karmans，bodily entities, doers and effects are 
all similar to the nature of an imaginary city in the sky, a 
mirage, and a dream.



Atma pariksa 
Examination of the Bifurcated Self

The Chinese title is the Examination of the Factors of Existence 
(dharma, fa  法） and the Tibetan is the Examination of the Ex
istence of Self and Factors of Existence (Bdag dan chos brtag pa; 
Atma-dharma pariksa). This chapter discusses the concept of atman 
which had been hinted at in the previous chapter on karman. It 
is one of the more important chapters dealing with man’s self and, 
eventually, as one would expect, Nagarjuna argues on the non
existence of atman. In the opening verse he quickly destroys any 
idea that the atman can be equated with the skandhas and con
cludes that they are logically untenable. The bifurcated self {atman), 
self-hood (atmiya), self-identity (mama) and individuality {ahamkara) 
are all mental constructions and detrimental to the: attainment of 
moksa or release. The Buddha only employs the term, atmany 
provisionally for he is actually interested in teaching the truth 
{tattva) of anatman. Truth is non-relational, non-descriptive, non
differential it is thatness or thusness. In Verse 8 Nagarjuna
introduces the famed Four-cornered logic (szu-chii lun-fa 四句論法, 
catuskotika), i.e., the possible conditions of is, is not, both is and is 
not, and neither is nor is not, in order to exhibit the fact that final 
truth transcends all these possibilities; it is iunyata per se.

Verse 1
atma skandha yadi bhavedudayavyayabhagbhavet/ 
skandhebhyo ,nyo yadi bhavedbhavedaskandhalak§anali//

If the bifurcated self {atman) is constitutive of skandhas, it 
will be endowed with the nature of origination and destruc-
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tion. If it is other than the skandhas it will not be endowed 
with the latter’s characteristics.

Note: The skandhas refer to the five constituents of being or ex
istence, i.e., rupa (material form), vedana, (feeling), samjna (aware
ness), samskara (mental conformation), and vijnana (conscious play).

Verse 2
atmanyasati catmiyam kuta eva bhavi§yati/ 
nirmamo nirahamkarah ^amadatmatmanmayol^//

Where the bifurcated self does not exist, how could there 
be a self-hood (atmiya) ? From the fact that the bifurcated 
self and self-hood are (in their basic nature) quiescence, there 
is no self-identity {mama) or individuality {ahamkara).

Verse 3
nirmano nirahamkaro ya^ca so ,pi na vidyate// 
nirmamam nirahamkaram yah pasyati na pa^yati//

Any entity without individuality and self-identity does not 
exist. Whosoever sees (it with) non-individuality and non-self
identity cannot see or grasp (the truth).

Verse 4
mametyahamiti k§ine bahirdhadhyatmameva ca/ 
nirudhyata upadanam tatk§ayajjanmanah k§ayah//

Grasping ceases to be where, internally and externally, 
(the ideas of) individuality and self-identity are destroyed. 
From the cessation of grasping the cessation of birth also 
follows.

Verse 5
karmakle^ak§ayanmok§a karmaklesa vikalpatah/ 
te prapancatprapancastu sunyatayaiji nirudhyate//

There is moksa (release or liberation) from the destruction 
of karmaic defilements which are but conceptualization. These 
arise from mere conceptual play (prapanca) which are in 
turn banished in sunyata.
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Verse 6
atmetyapi prajnapitamanatmetyapi desitam/ 
buddhairnatma na canatma kascidityapi desitam//

The Buddhas have provisionally employed the term atman 
and instructed on the true idea of andtman. They have also 
taught that any (abstract) entity as atman or andtman does 
not exist.

Verse 7
nivrttamabhidhatavyaip. nivrtte cittagocare/ 
anutpannaniruddha hi nirvanamiva dharmata//

Where mind’s functional realm ceases，the realm of words 
also ceases. For, indeed, the essence of existence {dharmata) 
is like nirvana, without origination and destruction.

Verse 8
sarvarp tathyaip na va tathyaryi tathyam catathyameva ca/ 
naivatathyaip naiva tathyametadbuddhanusasanaxp//

Everything is suchness {tathyam), not suchness, both 
suchness and not suchness, and neither suchness nor not 
suchness. This is the Buddha’s teaching.

Verse 9
aparapratyayam bantam prapancairaprapancitam/ 
nirvikalpamananarthametattattvasya lak§anam//

Non-conditionally related to any entity, quiescent, non
conceptualized by conceptual play, non-discriminative, and 
non-differentiated. These are the characteristics of reality 
(i.e., descriptive of one who has gained the Buddhist truth)

Verse 10
pratitya yadyadbhavati na hi tavattadeva tat/ 
na canyadapi tasmannocchinnam napi sasvatam//

Any existence which is relational is indeed neither identical 
to nor different from the related object. Therefore, it is 
neither interruption nor constancy.



Verse 11
anekarthamananarthamanucchedama^alvatam/ 
etattallokanathanam buddhanaip §asanaiprtarp//

4< Non-identity, non-differentiation, non-interruption and non
continuity.” These are the immortal teachings of the world’s 
patron Buddhas.

Verse 12
sambuddhanamanutpade ^ravakanam punah k$aye/ 
jnanam pratyekabuddhanamasamsargatpravartate//

Where the accomplished Buddhas do not appear and the 
Sravakas cease to be, the enlightened mind of the Pratyeka- 
buddhas comes forth from independent disengagement (of the 
bifurcated self).
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Note； This verse subtly shows that human beings are all potential 
pratyekabuddhas who independently could attain a higher form 
of knowledge or realize the truth of things {tattva).



K§la parik舜 

Examination of Time
This relatively short chapter strikes at the core of the matter 

of temporal moments in existence. Since the analysis made in 
Chapter II on the Examination of gatat agata, and gamyamana is 
presupposed, the discussion here is necessarily simplified and brief. 
Nagarjuna omits the fine analysis of the three temporal moments 
and almost immediately argues for the non-existence of the time- 
concept from the temporal as well as existential standpoints.

Verse 1
pratyutpanno ^agatalca yadyatitamapek§ya hi/ 
pratyutpanno ’nagata爸ca kale ’tite bhavi§yatah//

If, indeed, the present and future are contingently related
to the past, they should exist in the past moment.

Verse 2
pratyutpanno ’nagataica na stastatra punaryadi/ 
pratyutpanno ’nagata^ca syataip. kathamapek§ya taip//

If, again, the present and future do not exist there (i.e., 
in the past), how could they be contingently related?

Verse 3
anapek^ya punah siddhirnatitaip vidyate tayob/ 
pratyutpanno ^agatasca tasmatkalo na vidyate//

Again, it is not possible for both (present and future) to 
establish themselves without being contingent on a past.
Therefore, there is no justification for the existence of a
present and a future time.

CHAPTER XIX
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Verse 4
etenaivava§i§tau dvau kramena parivartakau/ 
uttamadhamamadhyadinekatvadimk^ lak§ayet//

It follows from the above analysis that the remainder of the 
two periods likewise can be taken up and that concepts such 
as above, below, middle, etc. or identity, etc. can be similarly 
described or treated.

Note: This means that the analysis can be made similarly by using 
the present and the future in turn as a base and relating each 
to the other two temporal periods. Similar analysis holds true 
for the other concepts mentioned.

Verse 5
nasthito gfhyate kalah sthitab kalo na vidyate/ 
yo grhyetagj-hita^ca kalab prajnapyate kathaip//

A non-enduring time cannot be manipulated. But an 
enduring time, although manipulatable, does not exist. How 
could a non-manipulatable time be grasped (i.e., conceptual
ized)?

Verse 6
bhavaip pratitya kala§cetkalo bhavadjte kutab/ 
na ca ka^cana bhavo ’sti kuta^ kalo bhavi§yati//

If time exists in virtue of the relational existential struc
ture, where can it be without the structure? As any existen
tial structure does not exist, where can time be?



Samagrl pariksa 
Examination of Assemblage

The Tibetan and Chinese versions both have their titles as the 
Examination of Cause and Effect (Hetuphala; Rgyu dan hbras bu 
brtag pa). The content of the chapter certainly reveals the relation
ship between these two concepts but it also treats the concept of 
assemblage {samagri). It would seem, however, that Nagarjuna's 
treatment places greater emphasis on the idea of assemblage where 
various relational conditions {pratyaya), cause, and effect come to
gether or exist in concomitance. He naturally utilizes the other 
concepts in order to show the impossibility of attaching any sub
sisting nature to any one of them, i.e., hinting at all times that 
existence or being per se is beyond descriptive manipulation. There* 
fore, he goes through all the possible combinations of cause and 
effect (Verses 12, 13, 14) in their temporal moments in order to 
demonstrate the inconceivability of both being together within an 
assemblage. The question of void (sunya) is then introduced but 
again he shows that any conceptualization of it falls into error. 
Consequently, nothing can be asserted of either cause or effect in 
assemblage or of assemblage without cause and effect. The ideas 
expressed here are closely related to those found in Chapters I & 
XIV.

Verse 1
heto§ca pratyayanaip ca samagrya jayate yadi/ 
phalamasti ca samagryaip samagrya jayate katham//

If the effect (i.e” arisen entity or fruit) comes about from 
the assemblage of cause and relational conditions and exists

CHAPTER XX
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within such an assemblage, in what manner does it come 
about in the assemblage?

Verse 2
hetosca pratyayanaip ca samagrya jayate yadi/ 
phalam nasti ca samagryaiji samagrya jayate katharp//

If the effect comes about from the assemblage of cause 
and relational conditions, and it does not exist within such an 
assemblage, in what manner does it come about in the as
semblage?

Verse 3
heto§ca pratyayanaip ca samagryamasti cetphalam/ 
gfhyeta nanu samagryaip samagryam ca na grhyate//

If the effect is in the assemblage of cause and relational 
conditions, it should be conceivable within the assemblage. 
However, (the fact is) it is inconceivable within an assemblage.

Verse 4
hetosca pratyayanaqi ca samagryam nasti cetphalaip/ 
hetaval? pratyaya^ca syurahetupratyayaih samah//

If the effect is not in the assemblage of cause and relational 
conditions, then the causes and relational conditions would be 
similar to non-causal and non-relational conditions.

Verse 5
hetukaip phalasya dattva yadi hetumirudhyate/ 
yaddattaip yanniruddhaip ca hetoratmadvayam bhavet//

If the cause gives to the effect a causal nature before 
extinguishing itself, then there will be a dual causal form of 
the given and the extinguished.

Verse 6
hetuip phalasyadattva ca yadi hetumirudhyate/ 
hetau niruddhe jatam tatphalamahetukaip bhavet//
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If, however, the cause does not give the effect a causal 
nature before extinguishing itself, then the effect, arising after 
the cause extinguishes itself, will have no cause.

pbalaip sahaiva samagrya yadi pradurbhavetpunati/ 
ekakalau prasajyete janako yasca janyate//

If, again, the effect and the assemblage appear together, 
then it would follow that the producer and the produced are 
contemporaneous (i.e., exist in the same moment).

purvameva ca samagryab phalaip pradurbhavetyadi/ 
hetupratyayanirmuktaip phalamahetukaip bhavet//

Moreover, if the effect appears prior to the assemblage, 
then it, without cause and relational condition, will have a 
non-causal nature.

niruddhe cetph iietau hetolj samkramapaip bhavet/
purvajatasya h punarjanma prasajyate//

If the effect is taken to be the transition of a cause which 
had extinguished itself, then it follows that the cause would 
be a re-origination of an already originated cause.

janayetphalamutpannaiji niruddho ’staipgatab kathaip/ 
ti§thannapi kathaip hetub phalena janayedvjta办//

How could an already extinguished cause give rise to an 
already arisen effect? Again, how could a cause which is 
concomitant with an effect give rise to the latter?

Verse 7

Verse 8

Verse 9

Verse 10

Verse 11
athfiyjtab phalenfisau katamajjanayetphalarp/ 
na hyadrstvft va dr§tvfi va heturjanayate phalaip//
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On the other hand, what kind of an effect would result 
from a cause without the nature of concomitance? For, a 
cause will not give rise to an effect regardless of whether the 
latter is projected or unprojected.
Note: Projected and unprojected are peculiar translations for dfstva 

and adfsfvi respectively and they refer to the state of ontological 
relationship or non-relationship from the standpoint of a cause 
and its effect.

Verse 12
natitasya hyatitena phalasya saha hetuna/ 
najatena na jatena satpgatirjatu vidyate//

Indeed, it is not possible to have an union of a past effect 
with a past cause nor with a future and present cause.

Note: This verse as well as the following two refer to the three 
possible combinations of an effect with respect to its past, present, 
and future conditions.

Verse 13

Indeed, it is not possible to have an union of a present effect 
with a future cause nor with a past and present cause.

Verse 14
n&jatasya hi jatena phalasya saha hetuna/ 
najatena na na§tena saipgatirj&tu vidyate//

Indeed, it is not possible to have an union of a future effect 
with a present cause nor with a future and past cause.

Verse 15
asaty&ip sarpgatau hetu^ kathaip janayate phalaip/ 
satyaip vft saipgatau hetub kathaqi janayate phalaip//

Without partaking in an union* how could a cause give 
rise to an effect? But again, with the partaking in a tmion, 
how could a cause give rise to an effect?
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Verse 16
hetub phalena iunya^cetkathaip janayate phalaip/ 
hetuh phalena§unya^cetkathani janayate phalaip//

If a cause is a void {iunya) with respect to an effect, how 
could it give rise to the effect? If, on the other hand, a cause 
is not a void with respect to an effect, how could it give rise 
to the effect?

Verse 17
phalaip notpatsyate ^unyama^unyaip na nirotsyate/ 
aniruddhamanutpannama^unyaip tadbhavi§yati//

An effect which is a non-void (aiunya) will not arise nor 
extinguish itself. For, that which is a non-void will be non
arising and non-extinguishing.

Verse 18
kathamutpatsyate §unyaip kathaip 6unyaip nirotsyate/ 
Sunyamapyaniruddhaip tadanutpannaip prasajyate//

How could an effect which is a void (iunya) either arise 
or extinguish itself? Again it necessarily follows that that 
which is a void will be non-arising and non-extinguishing.

Verse 19
hetob phalasya caikatvarp na hi jatupapadyate// 
hetob phalasya canyatvaip na hi jatupapadyate//

It is not possible，indeed, for a cause and an effect to be 
identical. But again, it is not possible indeed for them to be

Verse 20
ekatve phalahetvob syadaikyaip yayob/
Pfthaktve phalahetvob syfittulyo tuna//

If the cause and effect were identical there would be an 
identity of the producer and the produced. If they were
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different, however, then the cause would be the same as a 
non-causal cause.

Verse 21
phalaip svabhavasadbhutaiji kirp heturjanayi§yati/ 
phalarp svabhavasadbhutaqi kirp heturjanayi§yati//

How could a cause give rise to an effect which in its own 
nature is a complete being? But again, how could a cause 
give rise to an effect which in its own nature is an incomplete 
being?

Verse 22
na cajanayamanasya hetutvamupapadyate/ 
hetutvanupapattau ca phalaip kasya bhavi§yati//

Moreover, a cause without a productive nature cannot be 
a cause. In the absence of such a productive nature, where 
will the effect be?

Verse 23
na ca pratyayahetunamiyam5tmanamatmana/ 
yft samagri janayate sa kathaip janayetphalaip//

As the assemblage of causes and relational conditions does 
not in virtue of itself produce itself，how could it produce an 
effect?

Verse 24
na samagrikrtaiii phalaip nasamagrikrtarp phalaip/ 
asti pratyayasamagri kuta eva phalaip vina//

There is no effect created either by an assemblage or by 
a non-assemblage of causes and relational conditions. Sepa
rated from an effect, where indeed is the assemblage of 
relational conditions?



CHAPTER XXI

Sambhavavibhava pariksa 
Examination of Occurrence and Dissolution of Existence
The title refers to the concepts of occurrence (sambhava) and 

dissolution {vibhava) of being. In the argument which follows 
Nagarjuna has in mind the real meaning of human existence. In 
other words, the two concepts must be understood in the sense of 
occurring or coming into existence and dissolving or going out of 
existence in the context of true existence. He goes through the 
usual process of discussing the two concepts in relationship to each 
other with reference to the three temporal moments. In each 
instance there is no justification for asserting any of the concepts; 
that is to say, any dogmatically contended assertion can always be 
led to th兮 realm of absurdity.

It might just be a projection but it would seem that Nagarjuna 
makes an illuminating point when he introduces the subtle difference 
between the terms, bhava and bhava. Bhava refers to the general 
state or nature of existence of any entity or organism. In this 
sense, it connotes something of the nature of an enduring or static 
quality. This conception is what most of us profess to understand 
as the basis for the existence of all things. Such an understanding， 
however, comes from a deluded mind and it is here that Nagarjuna 
goes on to show that there is another realm or aspect of being 
which people have always overlooked. This is the realm or aspect 
of bhava. Bhava refers to the truly dynamic worldly existence, i,e.， 
it refers to the Buddhist fundamental conception of the continuity 
of becomingness of ordinary life. This becomingness or bhava is a 
fact which no amount of conceptualization will ever be able to 
analyze or fathom. It will “ cease” only in nirvana,
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Verse 1
vina va saha va nasti vibhavab sarpbhavena vai/ 
vina va saha v聂 nasti sarpbhavo vibhavena vai//

Dissolution does not exist either separated from or con 
current with the occurrence of being. Occurrence, likewise, 
does not exist either separated from or concurrent with its 
dissolution.

Verse 2
bhavi§yati kathaip nama vibhavati sarjibhavani vina/ 
vinaiva janma maraoaip vibhavo nodbhavarp vina//

How could there be dissolution separated from the occur
rence of being? (As there would be the improbable pheno
menon of) death without birth, there is no dissolution without 
occurrence.

Verse 3
saipbhavenaiva vibhavab kathaip saha bhavi§yati/ 
na janmamaraoaip caivaip tulyakalaip hi vidyate//

How could there be dissolution 
rence of being? For, indeed, it is 
and death to exist simultaneously.

concurrent with the occur- 
not possible for both birth

Verse 4
bhavi^yati kathaip n&ma saipbhavo vibhavaip vinft/ 
anityata hi bh&ve$u na kad&cinna vidyate//

How could there be occurrence separated from the dis
solution of being? For in the various modes of (true) existence, 
transient nature is never found not to exist.

Verse 5
saipbhavo vibhavenaiva kathaip saha bhavi^yati/ 
na janmamaraoaip caivaip tulyakalaip hi vidyate//

How could there be occurrence concurrent with the dissolu
tion of being? For, indeed, it is not possible for both birth 
and death to exist simultaneously.
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Verse 6
sahanyonyena va siddhirvinanyonyena va yayob/ 
na vidyate tayolj siddhih kathaip nu khalu vidyate//

The establishment of mutual concurrence or mutual separa
tion is an impossibility. How then would it ever be possible 
to assert any completed states of the two?

Verse 7
k§ayasya saipbhavo nasti nak§yasyasti saipbhaval?/ 
k§ayasya vibhavo nasti vibhavo nak§ayasya ca//

There is no occurrence of being in either a ceased or an 
unceased entity. Again，there is no dissolution of being in 
either a ceased or an unceased entity.

Verse 8
saipbhavo vibhavaScaiva vina bhavatp na vidyate/
8aipbhavai|i vibhavaip caiva vina bhavo na vidyate//

Occurrence and dissolution are not possible apart from 
(true) existence. On the other hand, (true) existence is not 
possible apart from occurrence and dissolution.

Verse 9
saipbhavo vibhavaScaiva na Sunyasyopapadyate/ 
saipbhavo vibhavaScaiva naSunyasyopapadyate//

Occurrence and dissolution cannot exist in the nature of 
void {iunya). They cannot exist in the nature of non-void

Verse 10
saipbhavo vibhavaScaiva naika ityupapadyate/ 
saipbhavo vibhava^caiva na n&netyupapadyate//

It is not possible that occurrence and dissolution are identi
cal. They cannot be different either.
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Verse 11
dy^yate sambhava^caiva vibhavalcaiva te bhavet/ 
df^yate sarpbhavascaiva mohadvibhava eva ca//

You may think that both occurrence and dissolution can 
be perceived but such a perception only comes about from a 
deluded mind.

Verse 12
na bhavajjayate bhavo bhavo "bhavanna jayate/ 
nabhavajjayate *bhavo "bhavo bhavanna jayate//

(True) existence does not arise from itself nor does it arise 
from non-existence. Again, non-existence does not arise from 
itself nor does it arise from existence.

Verse 13
na svato jayate bhavab parato naiva jayate/ 
na svatab parataicaiva jayate jayate kutab//

( existence arises neither by itself nor by an other.
It d ot arise by both (forces). How then does it arise? 

Verse 14
bhavamabhyupapannasya Sa^vatocchedadarSanani/ 
prasajyate sa bhavo hi nityo ’nityo ’tha va bhavet//

One who admits existence will necessarily perceive perma
nence and disruption. For, it necessarily follows that such an 
existence must either be permanent or impermanent.
Note: This idea was discussed in XV, 10, 11.

Verse 15 (The opponent contends) 
bhavamabhyupapannasya naivocchedo na Sa^vatarp/ 
udayavyayasaiptanab phalahetvorbhavab sa hi//

On the other hand, as one admits (true) existence there 
could be no permanence or disruption. For, such an existence 
expresses the continuity in the rise and fall (i.e., disintegration) 
of a being in a cause-effect relationship.
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Note: Bhava and bhava appear. The difference is subtle. Bhava refera 
to the state or nature of ordinary existence and connotes an 
enduring or subsisting entity. Bhavat on the other hand, refers 
to true worldly existence, to the state of continuity of becoming‘ 
ness in life process. Whether the difference was made advertently 
or inadvertently remains conjectural. It may have been simply 
a typographical error.

Verse 16 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
udayavyayasaiptanah phalahetvorbhava^ sa cet/ 
vyayasyapunarutpatterhetuccehed 4 ' rate//

If such an existence exp continuity in the rise
and fall (i.e” disintegration) of a being in a cause-effect relation
ship, then, since the fall does not have the nature of arising 
again, it will necessarily be the disruption of cause.

Verse 17
sadbhavasya svabhavena nasadbhava^ca yujyate/ 
nirva^akale coccheda^ pra^am^dbhavasaTptateb//

It i3 not justifiable to assert that an existence in virtue of 
self-nature becomes a non-existence. For, at the time of 
nirvana, there is a disruption in virtue of the quiescence of 
the continuity of being.

Verse 18
e na niruddhe ca prathamo yujyate bhavab/
e naniruddhe ca prathamo yujyate bhavafe//

It is not justifiable to assert that a being arises only at a 
time when a previous being ceases to be, nor also that a being 
arises when a previous being does not cease to be.

nirudhyamana ekafe syajjayamano ’paro bhavet//
If a being arises in the ceasing process of the previous 

being, then perhaps the ceasing process refers to one kind of 
being and the arising process to another.

Verse 19
nirudhyamane carame prathamo yadi jayiffie/



Verse 20
na cennirudhyamaim纟ca jayam聂 yujyate/ 
sardham ca mriyate ye§u te§u skandhe§u jayate//

If it is not justifiable to assert that existence can be ex* 
pressed in the concurrent process of arising and ceasing, then 
it should arise as well as cease within the same realm of the 
skandhas (i.e., the five aggregates of being).

Verse 21
evaip tri§vapi kale$u na yukta bhavasamtatih/ 
tri§u kale§u ya nasti sa katham bhavasamtatih//

Consequently, the continuity of being is not possible within 
the three temporal moments. As it does not exist within the 
three temporal moments; in what manner does it exist?
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Note: Reference to past, present’ and future.
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Examination of the Tathagata

This chapter investigates the question of the Tathagata., The term 
itself is an interesting one in that it refers to one who has attained 
or arrived at the state of truth {tathata or tattva). It is normally 
translated as thus-come or thus-gone {tatha-agata or tatha-gata).

In reality, this chapter is a logical consequence of what has been 
hinted at in the previous chapter. There we have seen that Nagar
juna advertently or inadvertently stressed the concept of bhava 
(rather than bhava), the realm of true worldly existence beyond any 
conceptualization. It is in this realm that the true meaning of a 
Tathagata will have to be understood. He goes through the usual 
pattern of thought but, as in Chapter XVIII, Verse 8, he introduces 
the so-called four-cornered logic (catuskofika), i.e., t±ie four and only 
four possible ways of viewing anything. He applies the elements 
of this logic to the concepts of iunya (void) and concludes that, 
afterall, iunya is spokpn of only as a provisional means of under
standing the true realm.

The two basic questions discussed here are (1) whether or not a 
Tathagata lives after death and (2) whether or not a Tathagata is 
concurrent with the five skandhas. These questions are reminiscent 
of the extreme distaste of metaphysical questions (i.e., 44 questions 
which tend not to edification”）which the historial Buddha expressed 
when asked about certain speculative views on the eternal or non
eternal nature of the worlds etc. (Confer Majjhima-nikdya I, 426
432, Discouse 63 Cula-Malunkyasutta). The questions are, of course, 
ill-directed because they discriminate or bifurcate the concept of 
Tathagata. In Verses 15 & 16 he finally asserts that there is a basic
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identity between the realms of the Tathagata and our mundane 
world. As a consequence, the world of truth, the tattva, the tathatd, 
and the Tathagata are all one and the same, irrespective of the names 
we advertently or inadvertently employ.

skandha na nSnyab skandhebhyo nasmin skandha na te§u sab/ 
tathagata^ skandhavanna katamo ftra tathagata^//

The Tathagata is not the (aggregation of the) skandhas 
nor is it different from the skandhas. He is not in the skand
has nor are the skandhas in him. As he cannot possess the 
skandhas, what actually is he?

svabh&vata^ca yo nasti kutab sa havatab//

If a Buddha appropriates the skandhas, it is not so from 
the standpoint of self-existence. As there can be no self
existence* how can there be (a Buddha from the standpoint, 
of) other-existence?

Note: The Buddha and the Tathagata are interchangeable concepts. 
They refer to the foremost enlightened state. Also, the term, 
skandha, is left untranslated in the hope of gaining currency.

pratitya parabhavaip yab so ’natmetyupapadyate/ 
ya^canatma sa ca kathaip bhavi§yati tath&gata î//

It would thus follow that relationship by virtue of other- 
existence will constitute a non-self. But how could that which 
is 狂 non-self be 压 Tathdgatal

Verse 1

Verse 2
buddhab skandhanupadaya yadi jvabhavatab/

Verse 3

Note: The use of the term anatman (non-self) here is not to be 
confused with the cardinal Buddhist doctrine by the same term.
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Verse 4
yadi nasti svabhava^ca parabhavab kathaqi bhavet/ 
svabhavaparabhavabhyamrte kab sa tathagatab//

If self-existence does not exist, how does other-existence 
exist? Apart from self-existence and other-existence, what 
could be (the nature of) a Tathagata?.

Verse 5
skandhanyadyanupadaya bhavetka^cittathagatab/ 
sa idanimupadadyadupadaya tato bhavet//

If a Tathagata exists without appropriating the skandhas, 
then he should be appropriating the skandhas now. And he 
should be a Tathagata in virtue of the appropriation.

Verse 6
skandhan capyanupadaya nasti ka§cittathagata^/ 
ya^ca nastyanupadaya sa upadasyate kathaip"

Again, no Tathagata could exist without appropriating the 
skandhas. And how does an entity which cannot exist with
out appropriation appropriate the skandhas?

Verse 7
na bhavatyanupadattamupadanaip ca kiip cana/ 
na casti nirupadana^ kathaip cana tathagatah//

There is neither an appropriating process nor an unappro
priated entity. How could there ever be a Tathagata which 
is without the process of appropriation?

Verse 8
tattvanyatvena yo nasti mrgyamanalca paricadha/ 
upadanena sa kathaip prajnapyate tathagatab//

How could a Tathagata be known by his appropriating 
process when he does not exist in terms of the fivefold nature 
of identity and difference with respect to (the function of) 
the skandhas?
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Verse 9
yadapidamupacUmaiii tatsvabbayanna vidyate/ 
svabhavata^ca yannasti kutastatparabhavatab//

Again, the appropriating process cannot function from the 
standpoint of self-existence. If nothing exists in virtue of 
9elf-existence, how could iit exist in virtue of other-existence?

Verse 10
evaip SunyamupadanamupadatS ca sarva^ab/ 
prajiiapyate ca §unyena kathaip Sunyastathagatab//

Consequently, all instances of appropriation and the appro
priating entity are in the nature of iunya. But then, how 
could a Tathagata in the nature of iunya be known in terms
of iunyal

Note: It seems better to leave the technical term iunya untranslated 
here as well as in the subsequent verses. The same can be said 
for its opposite* aiiinya.

Verse 11
fiunyamiti na vaktavyama^unyamiti va bhavet/ 
ubhayaiji nobhayar î ceti prajliaptyarthaip tu kathyate//

Nothing could be asserted to be iunya, aiunya, both iunya 
and aiunya, and neither iunya nor a^unya. • They are asaerted 
only for the purpose of provisional understanding.

Verse 12
§alvatasa^vat^dyatra kutab ^ante catu§tayaip/ 
antanantadi capyatra kutab iante catu§tayaip//

How could the fourfold possible natures of permanence, 
impermanence, etc” manifest in quiescence? Again, how could 
the fourfold limit, limitless, etc” manifest in quiescence?

Note: Reference is again to the elements of the four-cornered logic 
{catuskofikd).
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Verse 13
yena graho gfhltastu ghano ’stiti tathagata^/ 
nastiti sa vikalpayan nirv^tasyapi kalpayet//

One who is firmly entrenched in asserting (or grasping) the 
existence and non-existence of the Tathagata will, in turn, 
even discriminate on the existence and non-existence of the 
Tathagata in the nirvanic realm.

Verse 14
svabhavata^ca §unye，smim§cinta naivopapadyate/ 
pararp nirodhadbhavati buddho na bhavatiti va//

As the Tathagata in its self-existence is in the nature of 
紐nya, it is not possible to reason that the Buddha exists or 
does not exist after liberation.

Verse 15
prapaficayanti ye buddhaip prapaficatltamavyayaip/ 
te prapaflcahatab sarve na pa^yanti tathagataiji//

Those who resort wholly to provisional descriptions in 
speaking of the Buddha, which is actually beyond description 
and destruction, are impaired by the descriptions themselves 
and cannot understand the Tathagata.

Note: This verse clearly indicates the non-identity of thought (dis
criminative knowledge) and reality.

Verse 16
tathagato yatsvabhavastatsvabhavamidaip jagat/ 
tatMgato nibsvabhavo ni^svabhavamidaip jagat//

The Tathdgata*s nature of self-existence is also the nature 
of this worldly existence. The Tathagata, (strictly speaking), 
is without the nature of self-existence and this worldly ex
istence is likewise so.



CHAPTER XXIII

Viparyasa pariksa 
Examination of the Perversion of Truth

This chapter discusses the interesting question of perversion or 
false perception {viparyasa, viparyaya) of truth or reality. The term 
itself is a central concept in Buddhism for in and through it all our 
false views are said to evolve. And in this sense it belongs to the 
conceptual or ideational process in man. Nagarjuna attempts to 
show at the outset that the origin of all false views lies in the 
adulteration and complication of what is pure and what is impure. 
All perversions, in this sense, mean confusing the pure with the 
impure. With purity of experience in the background, he then goes 
through the usual process of arguing that elements or matters 
attached or related to the process of perversion do not exist in the 
real sense. He finally brings out the concept of perversion for direct 
examination and shows that the concepts of perceiver, the perceived, 
that which depends on perception, and perception itself are all false 
constructions^ On the other hand, from the basic standpoint of 
truth or reality, they are all of the nature of quiescence. What is 
then to be done? He concludes that the perversion itself must 
cease in order to destroy ignorance and that by the destruction of 
ignorance all devious functions of the five skandhas、such as, satft- 
skdra and vijnana, will be extinguished, thus arriving at ultimate 
quiescence or nirvana.

Incidentally, the Chinese as well as the Tibetan versions are 
lacking in Verse 20.

136
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Verse 1
saipkalpaprabhavo rago dve§o moha^ca kathyate/ 
§ubha§ubhaviparyasan sarpbhavanti pratitya hi"

Covetousness, enmity, and delusion are said to arise from 
false ideation or conceptualization. Indeed, they come about 
in virtue of the perverse relational play of purity and impurity.

Verse 2
iubha^ubhaviparyasan sarpbhavanti pratitya ye/ 
te svabhavanna vidyante tasm^tkle^a na tattvatab//

That which comes about in virtue of the perverse relational 
play of purity and impurity cannot possibly have self-existence 
or self-nature. Therefore, defilements are not in the nature 
of thatness or truth.

Note: Defilements (kUsa) take on two aspects, i.e., physical and 
mental, and the verse makes reference to them in the inclusive 
sense.

Verse 3
atmano ’stitvan姦stitve na kathaip cicca sidhyatab/ 
tarp vinastitvanastitve kle^anaip sidhyatab kathaip//

The existence and non-existence of atman can never be 
established. How then could the existence and non-existence 
of defilements be established apart from the atman?

Verse 4
kasya ciddhi bhavantime kleda^ sa ca na sidhyati/ 
ka^cidaho vina kaip citsanti kle§S. na kasya cit//

These defilements are said to exist with someone but such 
a person cannot be established. That is to say, separated from 
a person these defilements seem to exist independently with
out belonging to anyone.
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Verse 5
svakayadr§tivatkle§ah kli§te santi na paflcadha/ 
svakayadr§tivatkli§tam klese§vapi na paficadh§7/

As in falsely viewing one’s own body, the defilements do 
not exist in a fivefold manner with respect to the defiled 
person. As in falsely viewing one’s own body, conversely, 
the defiled person does not exist in a fivefold manner with 
respect to the defilements.

Note: Reference is made to the five skandhas with their respective 
defilements.

Verse 6
svabhavato na vidyante ^ubha^ubhaviparyayati/ 
pratitya kataman kleiat ^ubha^ubhaviparyayan//

The perversions of purity and impurity cannot exist from 
the standpoint of self-existence. In virtue of what type of 
perverse relational plays of purity and impurity do defilements 
exist?

Verse 7
rupaiabdarasaspar^a gandha dharma^ca $a<jhridhaiTi/ 
vastu ragasya dve§asya mohasya ca vikalpyate//

Material form, voice, taste, touch, smell, and the various 
factors of existence are conceptualized as the sixfold objects 
of covetousness, enmity, and delusion.

Verse 8
rupasabdarasaspar^a gandha dharmaica kevalab/ 
gandharvanagarakara mancisvapnasarpnibhah//

Material form, voice, taste, touch, smell, and the various 
factors of existence are all merely like an imaginary city in 
the sky, a mirage, or a dream.
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Verse 9
a^ubhaip va ^ubhaip vapi kutaste$u bhavi§yati/ 
mayapuru§akalpe§u pratibimbasame§u ca//

How could there be assertions of purity and impurity 
when, like the conceptions of a deluded mind, they are similar 
to shadowy representations?

Verse 10
anapek§ya ^ubham nastyasubharp prajftapayemahi/ 
yatpratltya ^ubharp tasmacchubhaip naivopapadyate//

We provisionally assert that impurity cannot exist without 
being mutually dependent on purity and that, in turn, purity 
exists only as related to impurity. Therefore, purity per se 
is not possible.

Veree 11
anapek^ya^ubhaiii nasti 6ubhaip prajftapayemahi/ 
yatpratitya^ubham tasmada^ubharp naiva vidyate//

We provisionally assert that purity cannot exist without 
being mutually dependent on impurity and that, in tum, 
impurity exists only as related to purity. Therefore, impurity 
per se does not exist.

Verse 12
avidyamane ca 爸ubhe kuto rago bhavi§yati/ 
a^ubhe Vidyamane ca kuto dve§o bhavi^yati//

When there is no purity per se, how could covetousness 
arise? Also, when there is no impurity per se, how could 
enmity arise?

Verse 13
anitye nityamityevaip yadi graho viparyayali/ 
n§nityaip vidyate iunye kuto graho viparyaya^//



If perception is a perversion such that permanence is 
in impermanence, then it is not possible for impsrmance to 
be in iunya. How then could that perception be a per
version?

Note: graha is translated as perception in the sense of a static grasp 
of an object in an otherwise dynamic function. This is the basis 
of all ills or duhkha.

Verse 14
anitye nityamityevaip yadi graho viparyayab/ 
anityamityapi graha^ ^unye kirp na viparyayati//

If perception is a perversion such that permanence is in 
impermanence, then again, how is it that the perception of 
impermanence with respect to ^unya is not a perversion?

Verae 15
yena grhqiati yo gr&ho grahlta yacca gfhyate/ 
upa§antani sarva^i ta9m§dgraho na vidyate//

That which depends on perceiving, the perception, the 
perceiver, and that which is perceived are all of the nature 
of quiescence. Therefore, perception in itself does not exist.

Verse 16
avidyamane grahe ca mithya va samyageva va/ 
bhavedviparyayab kasya bhavetkasyaviparyayab// *

As there is no perception, properly or improperly, who 
does and who does not have the perversion?

erse 17
na capi viparitasya saipbhavanti viparyayah/ 
na capyaviparitasya saipbhavanti viparyay的 //

140 Vipary§sa pariksa

Perversions do not come about even in one who perverses. 
Again, they do not come about even in one who does not 
perverse.
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Verse 18
na viparyasyamanasya saipbhavanti viparyayalj/ 
viipf&isva svayarp kasya sarpbhavanti viparyayab//

Perversions do not come about even in one who is presently
perversing. Consider seriously by yourself in whom will
the perversions arise?

Verse 19
anutpannah katharp nama bhavi§yanti viparyay&b/ 
viparyaye§vajate§u viparyayagatab kutah//

How could there be non-originated perversi When
perversions have not occurred, how could then ibly be 
one who perverses?

Verse 20
na svato jayate bhavab parato naiva jayate/ 
na svata^ parata^ceti viparyayagatab kutab"

Existence does not come about by itself or by an other. 
Nor does it come about by both self and other. How could 
there possibly be one who perverses?

Verse 21
atma ca §uci nityaip ca sukharp ca yadi vidyate/ 
atma ca iuci nityaip ca sukharp ca na viparyayab//

If dtman, purity, permanence, and bliss are to be admitted 
(i.e” exist), then they are not to be considered as perversions.

Verse 22
natma ca suci nityam ca sukhaiyi ca yadi vidyate/ 
anatma ^ucyanityaip ca naiva duhkham ca vidyate//

If dtman, purity, permanence, and bliss are not to be 
admitted (i.e., non-existent), then likewise andtman, impurity, 
impermanence, and suffering are not to be admitted
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Verse 23
evaip nirudhyate Vidya viparyayanirodhanat/ 
avidyayaip niruddhayaip sarpskaradyaiii nirudhyate//

Consequently, ignorance is destroyed by the cessation of 
perversion. And by the destruction of ignorance, mental 
conformations, etc” are also destroyed.

Verse 24
yadi bhatab svabhavena kle畜ab ke ciddhi kasya cit/ 
kathatp nama prahlyeran kab svabhavaip prahasyati//

If the defilements really exist in someone in virtue of self
nature, how could they be abandoned and who could abandon 
the self-nature?

Verse 25
yadyabhutab svabhavena klelaU ke ciddhi kasya cit/ 
kathaip nama prahlyeran ko 'sadbhavaip prahasyati//

If the defilements do not really exist in someone in virtue 
of self-nature, ftow could they be abandoned and who is able 
to abandon non-realities?



Aryasatya pariksa 
Examination of the Four-fold Noble Truth

In this chapter we are treated to glimpses of a real genius at 
work. The chapter together with Chapters I & XXV explore the 
crucial ideas of iunyata, pratityasamutpada, and madhyama pratipad

The chapter begins by first listening to the opponent’s view (verses 
1-6) that if everything is iunya or iunyata (voidness) then all that 
is of the mundane world will be destroyed. Nagarjuna quickly 
reminds him that he does not know the real import of iunyata or 
its meaning. The various Buddhas have, afterall, taught us about the 
dharma (Buddhist truth) by way of the twofold truths> i.e., sarnvfti- 
satya (relative or worldly truth) and paramartha-satya (absolute 
or supreme truth). The subtle distinction between the two truths 
must be clearly understood and, moreover, the absolute truth cannot 
be arrived at without first going through or experiencing the mun
dane, relative truths in everyday living. Sunyata is, afterall, the 
basis of all dharmas (factors of experience) or of all truths. In the 
famous Verse 18, Nagarjuna equates iunyata with pratityasamutpada. 
It is also the madhyama pratipad (the middle path) and only a 
provisional name for the expression of truth itself. Incidentally, this 
verse will become the basis for the philosophical development of the 
Chinese T’ien fai School (T*ien-t’ai san-ti-chi, kung-chia-chung 天台三 

締偈，空 •假 •中)• Moreover, Nagarjuna argues that iunyata is not 
to be equated with aiunya (“ non-void”)，for in aiunya the same 
view held by the opponent, i.e., that everything in the mundane 
world will be non-existent or destroyed, will then become valid.

In exhibiting the real purpose of the chapter, i.e” the examination 
of the Aryan fourfold truths, he is highly critical of the opponent’s

CHAPTER XXiV
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adherence to the notion of a self-sustaining, self-abiding entity. Since 
iunyatd is not amenable to any abiding or enduring treatment it 
therefore is the basis of all beings. Thus the Aryan truths of suffer
ing, its extinction, the way, and final nirvana become intelligible 
only by and in iunyatd. Indeed, iunyatd is a central concept in 
Nagarjuna.

Verse 1 (The opponent contends) 
yadi sunyamidaip sarvamudayo nasti na vyayah/ 
caturriamaryasatyanamabhavaste prasajyate//

If everything is iunya there will be neither production nor 
destruction. According to your assertion it will follow that 
the Aryan Fourfold Truths are non-existent.

Note: Verses 1 through 6 are views expressed by the opponent. 
Again, iunya is left untranslated in order to gain currency in 
Western usage and understanding.

Verse 2
parijfia ca prah^paip ca bhavana sak^ikarma ca/ 
catur^amaryasatyanamabhavSnnopapadyate//

True knowledge, relinquishing (false views), (right) practice, 
and (right) confirmation will not be possible because of the 
non-existence of the Aryan Four-fold Truths.

Verse 3 .
tadabhavSnna vidyante catvaryaryaphalani ca/ 
phalabhave phalastha no na santi pratipannakal?//

As these are non-existent, the Aryan four-fold fruits i.e” 
spiritual attainments, are also non-existent. As the fruits are 
non-existent, there will be no one who enjoys the fruits or 
their fruition.
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Note: This verse makes reference to the four paths and fruits ot attainment by the one who takes up the Buddhist principles (SrotSpanna)，once returner to the empirical level {sakfdagamtn), the non-returner (anagamin)f and the enlightened worthy one 
(arhat).

Verae 4
saipgho nasti na cetsanti te 9$tau puru$apudgalab/ 
abhavaccaryasatyanaip saddharmo ,pi na vidyate//

If the eight aspirations of men do not exist, there will be 
no Sarjtgha (i.e” Buddhist order). From the non-existence of 
the Aryan Truths, the true Dharma also does not exist.

Note: The eight refer to the four matured states iphalastha) and the four arrived states {pratipannakah) mentioned in the previous verse.

Verae 5
dharme casati saipghe ca kathaip buddho bhavi§yati/ 
evaip tripyapi ratnani bruvapati pratibadhase//

Without Dharma and Satjtghat how could there be Buddha? 
Consequently, what yoU assert also destroys the Three Trea
sures.

Note: The implication here is that since all is §Unya‘ there are no grounds for asserting the Three Treasures, i.e” the Buddha, the 
Dharma, and the Satftgha,

Verse 6
^unyataip phalasadbh&vamadharmarp dharmameva ca/ 
8arvasaipvyavaharaip§ca laukikan pratibadhase//

Delving in 紐nyatd，you will destroy the reality of the 
fruit or attainment, tbe proper and improper acts, and all the 
everyday practices ffelative to the empirical world,

Verae 7 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
atra brumal §unyat&yaip na tvaiji vetsi prayojanaip/ 
iunydt&ip iunyatarthai|i ca tata evaqi vihanyase//
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Let us interrupt here to point out that you do not know 
the real purpose of Sunyata, its nature and meaning. There
fore, there is only frustration and hindrance (of understanding).

Verse 8
dve satye samupa^ritya buddhanaip dharmadesana/ 
lokasaipvjtisatyaip ca satyam ca paramarthatab//

The teaching of the Dharma by the various Buddhas is 
based on the two truths; namely, the relative (worldly) truth 
and the absolute (supreme) truth.

Verae 9
ye ’nayoma vijananti vibhagaip satyayordvayob/ 
te tattvaip na vijananti gambhlraip buddha§asane//

Those who do not know the distinction between the two 
truths cannot understand the profound nature of the Buddha’s 
teaching.

Verae 10
vyavah&raman&iritya paramartho na de^yate/ 
paramarthaman&gamya nirvai^aip nadhigamyate//

Without relying on everyday common practices (i.e., relative 
truths), the absolute truth cannot be expressed. Without 
approaching the absolute truth, nirvana cannot be attained.

Verse 11
vina§ayati durd^ta Sunyata mandamedhasarp/ 
sarpo yatha durg^hlto vidya va du$prasadhita//

A wrongly conceired iunyatd can ruin a slow-witted person. 
It is like a badly seized snake or a wrongly executed incan
tation.

Verse 12
ata^ca pratyudavfttaip cittaip de^ayituip muneb/ 
dharmaqi matvasya dharmasya mandairduravag&hat&ip//
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Thus the wise one (i.e.’ the Buddha) once resolved not to 
teach about the Dharma, thinking that the slow-witted might 
wrongly conceive it.

Verae 13
Sunyatayamadhilayaip yaip punab kurute bhavan/ 
do$aprasafigo nasmakaip sa ^unye nopapadyate//

You have repeatedly refuted iunyata but we do not fall 
into any error. The refutation does not apply to iunya.

Verse 14
sarvaip ca yujyate tasya iunyata yasya yujyate/ 
sarvaip na yujyate tasya Sunyaip yasya na yujyate//

Whatever is in correspondence with iunyatd9 all is in 
correspondence (i.e” possible). Again’ whatever is not in corre
spondence with iunyata, all is not in correspondence.

Note: The meaning conveyed here is that iunyata ia the basis of all 
existence. Thus, without it, nothing is possible.

Verse 15
sa tvarji do^anatmanlyanasmasu paripatayan/ 
a§vamev&bhiru4^U sannaSvamevasi vismrtab//

You level your own errors at us. It is as if you are 
mounted on your horae but forget about it

Verse 16
svabh&vftdyadi bh&v&n&ip sadbhavamanupaSyasi/ 
ahetupratyay&n bh&vaipstvamevaip 9ati pa§yasi//

If you perceive the various existences as true beings from 
the standpoint of self-nature, then you will perceive them as 
non-causal conditions.

Verse 17
kftryarji ca kfiraoam caiva Jcartftraip： kara^am kriyftip/ 
utpadaip ca nirodhaip ca phalaip ca pratibfidhase//
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You will then destroy (all notions of) cause, effect, doer, 
means of doing, doing, origination, extinction, and fruit (of 
action).

Verse 18
yab pratityasamutpada^ ^unyataip taip pracak§mahe/ 
sa prajfiaptirupadaya pratipatsaiva madhyama//

We declare that whatever is relational origination is iunyata. 
It is a provisional name (i.e., thought construction) for the 
mutuality (of being) and, indeed, it is the middle path.

Verse 19
apratltya samutpanno dharma^ ka§cinna vidyate/ 
yasmattasmada^unyo hi dharma^ ka^cinna vidyate//

Any factor of experience which does not participate in 
relational origination cannot exist Therefore, any factor of 
experience not in the nature of iunya cannot exist

Verse 20
yadya^unyamidaip sarvamudayo nasti na vyayab/ 
catur^arraryasaty&nainabhavaste prasajyate//

If everything were of the nature of non-iunya9 then there 
would be neither production nor destruction. Then also the 
non-existence of the Aryan Fourfold Truths would accordingly 
follow.

Verse 21
apratltya samutpannaip kuto du^khaip bhavi§jrati/ 
anityamuktaip dubkhaip hi tatsvibhavye na vidyate//

Where could suffering in the nature of non-relational 
origination arise? For, indeed, what is impermanent is said 
to be in the nature of suffering and the impermanent cannot 
exist in something with aelf-nature.
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Veree 22
svabhavato vidyamanaip. kiiji punab samude^yate/ 
tasmatsamudayo nasti 纽nyataip pratibadhatab//

How could that which has self-nature arise again? There
fore, there is no arising in that which disaffirms (i.e., destroys) 
iunyatd.

Verse 23
na nirodhab svabhavena sato dutkhasya vidyate/ 
svabhavaparyavasthanannirodharp pratibadhase//

The extinction of suffering in terms of self-nature does 
not happen. For, you deny extinction itself by adhering to 
the notion of self-nature.

Verse 24
sv&bhavye sati margasya bhavana nopapadyate/ 
athasau bhavyate margab svabhavyarp te na vidyate//

If the way to enlightenment possesses self-nature, then its 
practice will not be possible. But if the way is practiced, 
your assertion of a way involving self-nature is inadmissible 
(i.e” cannot exist).

Verse 25
yada du îkhaip samudayo nirodha^ca na vidyate/ 
margo dubkhanirodhatvatkatamab prapayi^yati//

When suffering, arising, and extinction cannot be admitted 
to exist, what path is achieved in virtue of the extinction of 
suffering?

Verse 26
svabhfivenaparijflftnaip yadi tasya punab kathaip/ 
panjfi&naip nanu kila svabhavab samavasthitab//

If (suffering) cannot be known In virtue of self-nature, 
how does it become an object of knowledge again? Self
nature, indeed, never remains fixed.
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Verse 27
prahanasak^atkarane bhavana caivameva te/ 
parijnavanna yujyante catvaryapi phalani ca//

Just as in the case of knowledge (of suffering), therefore, 
your knowledge of abandoning, perceptual confirmation, prac
tice, and the four fruits (i.e., religious attainments) cannot be 
possible.

Verse 28
svabhavenanadhigatarp yatphalarji tatpunab kathaip/
§akyam samadhiganturp syatsvabhavarp parigrhpatab//

To one who adheres to the notion of self-existence, how 
could the (four) fruits which are unattainable in virtue of 
self-existence be ever attainable?

Verse 29
phalabhave phalasth^ no na santi pratipannak&b/ 
sarpgho nasti na cetsanti t e ，啦 u puru$apudgala^//

Without the (four) fruits, there can be no matured states 
and arrived (i.e” completed) states. If these eight states of 
men do not exist, there will also be no realization of the 
Satfigha.

Note: Refer to verses 3 and 4 for tbe fruits and states of men.

Verse 30
abhavaccaryasatyanaip saddharmo ’pi na vidyate/ 
dharme casati saipghe ca kathaip buddho bhavi§yati//

Without the Aryan Truths the true Dharma does not 
exist. Without the Dharma and Saipghat how could there be 
the Buddha?

Verse 31
apratityApi bodhiip. ca tava buddhab prasajyate/ 
apratlty&pi buddharp ca tava bodhib prasajyate//
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According to your assertion there is a fallacy of becoming 
the Buddha without relationship to enlightenment. Also, con
versely, there is enlightenment without relationship to the 
Buddha.

Verse 32
yascabuddhah. svabhavena sa bodhaya ghatannapi/ 
na bodhisattvacaryayam bodhini te ’dhigami§yati//

According to your assertion, anyone who is not a Buddha 
in virtue of self-existence cannot hope to attain enlightenment 
even by serious endeavor or by practice of the Bodhisattva 
way.

Verse 33
na ca dharmamadharmam va kaicijjatu kari§yati/ 
kimaSunyasya kartavyaip svabhavab kriyate na hi"

No one would ever be able to create factors or non-factors 
of experience. For, what is there to create in non-iunya? 
Self-existence, afterall, cannot be created.
Note: The word, create，may well be substituted by manipulate.

Verse 34
vina dharmamadharma ca phalaip hi tava vidyate/ 
dharmadharmanimittaiii ca phalam tava na vidyate//

According to your assertion, the fruit could exist separated 
from factors and non-factors of experience. Again, according 
to your assertion, the fruit could not have arisen by the 
factors and non-factors of experience.

Verae 35
dharmadharmanimittaiii va yadi te vidyate phalaip/ 
dharmadharmasamutpannama§unyaip te kathaip phalaip//

If you are to admit the fruit based on the factors and 
non-factors of experience, how could the fruit arising from 
them be of the nature of non-^unya?
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Verse 36
sarvasaipvyavah&r&rp^ca laukikfin pratib&dhase/ 
yatpratltyasamutpada^unyatftip pratib&dhase//

You will thus destroy all the everyday practices relative 
to the empirical world because you will have destroyed the 
iunyatd of relational origination.

Verse 37
na kartavyaip bhavetkirp cidanarabdha bhavetkriya/ 
karaka^ syadakurv&^a^ dunyataip pratibadhatab//

For one who destroys iunyatd, it will be like a doer with
out an action, a non-actiyating action, or with nothing to act 
upon.

Verse 38
ajatamaniruddhaip ca kutaathaip ca bhavi§yati/ 
vicitrabhiravasth&bhib svabh&ve rahitaip jagat//

From the standpoint of aelf-existence, the world will be 
removed from the various conditions and it will be non- 
originative, non-destructive, and immovable.

Verse 39
asaippr&ptasya ca pr&ptirdubkhaparyantakarma ca/ 
sarvakle^aprah&^aip ca yadya組nyatp na vidyate//

If everything is non-iunya9 then the attainment of a peraon 
who aspires, the actions leading to tbe cessation of suffer
ing, and the destruction of all defilements will not exist (i.e.f 
be possible).

Verse 40
yab pratltyasamutp&daip paSyatldaip sa paSyati/ 
d samudayaip caiva nirodhaip mfirgameva ca//

e who rightly discerns relational origination wUl, indeed, 
rightly discern universal suffering* its origination, its extinc
tion, and the way to enlightenment
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Examination of Nirvana

This is naturally the most famous as well as the most popular 
chapter of the entire Kdrikd. Even the renown Stcherbatsky felt 
that an English translation of this chapter from the Prasannapadd 
was duly necessary. Incidentally, his translation of both Chapters 
I & XXV out of the entire 27 chapters reveals how well he knew 
these chapters to be the crux of the Madhyamika philosophy and, 
perhaps, suggests the reason why he labelled his pioneering book 
The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana.

This chapter then discusses the central concept of nirvana which 
has attracted so much attention from all quarters of the world. 
Nagarjuna, first of all, presents the opponent’s view on the problem 
of nirvana, i.e., if everything is granted as either Nuriya or aiunya. 
Stcherbatsky, incidentally, employs the English word, “ relative' 
for iunya but despite his expressed proclivity for scientific corre
lation and understanding the translation is inaccurate and even 
misleading. At any rate, Nagarjuna is quick to assert that mrvdna 
is not the idea of existence known by worldly characterization. It 
admits of nothing to be cast off, gained, broken off or remaining 
constant, extinguished or produced, for it, in reality, belongs to the 
uncreated realm (asartiskfta). In Verses 17 & 18, the patent questions 
on Buddha’s existence, before and after nirodha, are discussed but 
these are disposed of immediately in view of their conceptual un
tenability. Then in Verses 19 & 20, the essence of the chapter and 
indeed the crux of the Mahayana or Buddhism in general is stated» 
i.e., that there is no distinction between nirvana and saipsara, and 
also no difference in their spheres of action. With this identity

CHAPTER XXV
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Nagarjuna, in a broad sweep, destroys any adherence to false polar 
or contrasting distinctions, such as, natural and supernatural, mun
dane and supermundane, and normal and supernormal.

Verse 1 (The opponent contends) 
yadi sijnyamidarjfi sarvamudayo nasti na vyayah/ 
prahanadva nirodhadva kasya nirvanami§yate//

If all is sunya and there is neither production nor destruc
tion, then from whose abandonment (of defilements) or from 
whose extinction (of suffering) can nirvana be attributed?

Note: Once again, sunya is left untranslated.

Verse 2 (Nagarjuna asserts) 
yadya会Qnyamidam sarvamudayo nasti na vyayah/ 
prahanadva nirodhadva kasya nirvaijami§yate//

If all is aiunya and there is neither production nor destruc
tion, then from whose abandonment (of defilements) or from 
whose extinction (of suffering) can nirvana be attributed?

Note: Nagatjuna, in the previous chapter, has stated that the critic 
of sunya does not really know its meaning and thus cannot under
stand sunya with respect to ordinary activities. Nagarjuna reveals 
the fallacy of understanding sunya in terms of self-existence 
{svabhava) and, analogously, demonstrates the absurdity of pre
mising even the concept of abunya. as it is done in this verse.

Verse 3
aprahlnamasaippraptamanucchinnamasaivatam/
aniruddhamanutpannametannirvanamucyate//

What is never cast off, seized, interrupted, constant, ex， 
tinguished, and produced this is called nirvana.

Verse 4
bhavastavanna nirvaijairi jaramaranalak§anaip/ 
prasajyetasti bhavo hi na jaramaraijarp vina//
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Indeed, nirvana is not strictly in the nature of ordinary 
existence for, if it were, there would wrongly follow the 
characteristics of old age-death. For, such an existence cannot 
be without those characteristics.

Verse 5
bhavasca yadi nirvanam nirvanam samskrtam bhavet/ 
nasamkrto hi vidyate bhavah kva cana kascana//

If nirvana is strictly in the nature of ordinary existence, 
it will be of the created realm. For, no ordinary existence 
of the uncreated realm ever exists anywhere at all.

Verse 6
bhavasca yadi nirvanamanupadaya tatkatham/ 
nirvanam nanupadaya kascidbhavo hi vidyate//

If nirvana is strictly in the nature of ordinary existence, 
why is it non-appropriating ? For, no ordinary existence that 
is non-appropriating ever exists.

Verse 7
yadi bhavo na nirvanamabhavalj kiip bhavi§yati/ 
nirvanam yatra bhavo na nabhavastatra vidyate//

If nirvana is not strictly in the nature of ordinary existence, 
how could what is in the nature of non-existence be nirvana? 
Where there is no existence, equally so, there can be no non
existence.

Verse 8
yadyabhava&a nirvanamanupadaya tatkatharp/ 
nirvanaip. na hyabhavo ’sti yo ^upadaya vidyate//

If nirvana is in the nature of non-existence, why is it 
non-appropriating ? For, indeed, a non-appropriating non
existence does not prevail.
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Verse 9
ya ajavamjavlbhava upadaya pratitya va/ 
so ^ratltyanupadaya nirvanamupadi^yate//

The status of the birth-death cycle is due to existential 
grasping (of the skandhas) and relational condition (of the 
being). That which is non-grasping and non-relational is 
taught as nirvana.

Verse 10
prahanaip cabravicchasta bhavasya vibhavasya ca/ 
tasmanna bhavo nabhavo nirvanamiti yujyate//

The teacher (Buddha) has taught the abandonment of the 
concepts of being and non-being. Therefore, nirvana is properly 
neither (in the realm of) existence nor non-existence.

Verse 11
bhavedabhavo bhavaica nirva^amubhayam yadi/ 
bhavedabhavo bhava^ca mok^astacca na yujyate//

If nirvana is (in the realm of) both existence and non
existence, then mok§a (liberation) will also be both. But that 
is not proper.

Verse 12
bhavedabhavo bhavaica nirva^amubhayaip yadi/ 
nanupadaya nirvanamupadayobhayaip hi tat//

If nirvana is (in the realm of) both existence and non
existence, it will not be non-appropriating. For, both realms 
are (always in the process of) appropriating.

Verse 13
bhavedabhavo bhava^ca nirva^amubhayaip kathaip/ 
asarpskitain ca nirvanaip bhavabhavau ca saipsk^tau//

How could nirvaita be (in the realm of) both existence and 
non-existence? Nirvana is of the uncreated realm while ex
istence and non-existence are of the created realm.
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Verae 14
bhavedabhavo bhava^ca nirvana ubhayaip katharp/ 
na tayorekatrastitvamalokatamasoryatha//

How could nirvana be (in the realm of) both existence and 
non-existence? Both cannot be together in one place just as 
the situation is with light and darkness.

Verse 15
naivabhavo naiva bhavo nirvanamiti ya 'fijana/ 
abhave caiva bhave ca sa siddhe sati sidhyati//

The proposition that nirvana is neither existence nor non
existence could only be valid if and when the realms of 
existence and non-existence are established.

Verse 16
naivabhavo naiva bhavo nirvanarp yadi vidyate/ 
naivabhavo naiva bhava iti kena tadajyate//

If indeed nirvana is asserted to be neither existence nor 
non-existence, then by what means are the assertion to be 
known?

Verse 17
paraip nirotihadbhagavan bhavatityeva nohyate/ 
na bhavatyubhayaip ceti nobhayaqi ceti nohyate//

It cannot be said that the Blessed One exists after ntrodha 
(i.e” release from worldly desires). Nor can it be said that 
He does not exist after nirodha, or both, or neither.

Verse 18
ti§thamano，pi bhagavan bhavatityeva nohyate/ 
na bhavatyubhayaip ceti nobhayaip ceti nohyate//

It cannot be said that the Blessed One even exists in the 
present living process. Nor can it be said that He does not 
exist in the present living process’ or both, or neither.
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Verse 19
na samsarasya nirvanatkim cidasti vise§anam/ 
na nirvanasya samsaratkim cidasti vise§anam//

Samsara (i.e., the empirical life-death cycle) is nothing 
essentially different from nirvana. Nirvana is nothing essen
tially different from samsara.

Verse 20
nirvanasya ca ya kotih samsarasya ca/ 
na tayorantaram kim citsusuk§mamapi vidyate//

The limits (i.e., realm) of nirvana are the limits of satrisdra. 
Between the two, also, there is not the slightest difference 
whatsoever.

Verse 21
pararri nirodhadantadyah ^asvatadya^ca df§tayalj/ 
nirvanamaparantaip ca purvantarp ca sama^ritati//

The various views concerning the status of life after 
nirodha, the limits of the world, the concept of permanence, 
etc” are all based on (the concepts of) nirvana, posterior and 
anterior states (of existence).

Verse 22
6unye§u sarvadharme^u kimanantaip kimantavat/ 
kimanantamantavacca nanantaip nanatavacca kirp"

Since all factors of existence are in the nature of iunya, 
why (assert) the finite, the infinite, both finite and infinite, 
arid neither finite nor infinite?

Verse 23
kiip tadeva kimanyatkirp ^a^vatam kima^a^vataip/ 
a^a^vataip ^aivatarii ca kim va nobhayamapyatab//

Why (assert) the identity, difference, permanence, imper
manence, both permanence and impermanence, or neither 
permanence nor impermanence?
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Verse 24
sarvopalambhopasamati prapancopa§amab 爸ivab/ 
na kva citkasya citkasciddharmo buddhena desitah//

All acquisitions (i.e., grasping) as well as play of concepts 
(i.e., symbolic representation) are basically in the nature of 
cessation and quiescence. Any factor of experience with 
regards to anyone at any place was never taught by the 
Buddha.
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Examination of the Twelvefold Causal 

Analysis of Being

With the discussion of Nirvana in the last chapter the treatment 
from the standpoint of the Mahayana had basically come to a close. 
In this chapter and the final one to follow, Nagarjuna goes into the 
analysis of Hlnayanistic doctrines. The present chapter discusses 
the twelvefold causal analysis which is the basis of the endless 
process of suffering incurred by all living beings. The discussion 
is Hlnayanistic and it reveals that the source of trouble lies in 
ignorance which in turn initiates all kinds of mental conformations 
(satfiskara). The extinction of ignorance, fundamental to the whole 
of Buddhism, is to be realized by the practice of wisdom of seeing 
the truth {tattva).

The discussion of the doctrine of causal analysis indicates the 
strong influence of Hlnayanistic or Abhidharmic teachings during 
this period. But the doctrine must be seen under a new light when 
Nagarjuna discusses it, i.e” within the backdrop of his doctrine of 
iunyata and pratityasamutpada as hinted at in the last two verses.

Verse 1
punarbhavaya saipskaranavidyanivftastridha/ 
abhisaipskurute yaipstairgatiip gacchati karmabhib//

Those who are deluded by ignorance create their own 
threefold mental conformations in order to cause rebirth and 
by their deeds go through the various forms of life.
Note: The threefold mental conformations refer to those related to 

the body, speech and mind.
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The various forms of life refer to the following: hellish beings, 
hungry spirits, beasts, evil spirits, human beings and heavenly 
beings.

Verse 2
vijflanaip samnivi^ate sarpskarapratyayarp. gatau/
8arpnivi§te 'tha vijfiane namarupaip ni^icyate//

The consciousness (vijnana), conditioned by the mental 
conformations, establishes itself with respect to the various 
forms of life. When consciousness is established, name {nama) 
and form irupa) are infused or become apparent.

Verse 3
ni§ikte namarupe tu ^ayatanasaipbhavab/

聂yatanam呑gamya saipsparsah saippravartate//

When name and form are infused or become apparent the 
six ayatanas (i.e., seats of perception) arise. With the rise of 
the six ayatanas, touch evolves.

Verse 4
cak$ub pratitya rupaqi ca samanvaharameva ca/ 
namarupam pratltyaivam vijflanaip saippravartate//

As in the composite relational nature of the eye and its 
material form, consciousness arises in a similar relational 
nature of name and form.

Verse 5
saipnipatastrayanam yo rupavijnanacak§u§am/ 
spar^ab sab tasmatspar§Scca vedana saippravartate//

The harmonious triadic nature of form, consciousness and 
eye issues forth touch. And from touch arises feeling.

Verse 6
vedanapratyaya t ^ a  vedanarthairi hi tr§yate/ 
tf§yamana upadanamupadatte caturvidhaip//
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Relationally conditioned by feeling, craving arises because 
it “ thirsts after” the object of feeling. In the process of 
craving, the fourfold clingings are seized.

Note: Reference to clingings of passions, dogmatic views，rigid rules
of conduct, and selfhood {kdma、drsti, silat atman).

Verse 7
upadane sati bhava upadatuh pravartate/ 
syaddhi yadyanupadano mucyeta na bhavedbhavah//

When there is clinging perception, the perceiver generates 
being {bhava). When there is no clinging perception, he will 
be freed and there will be no being.

Verse 8
panca skandhahi sa ca bhavab bhavajjatih pravartate/ 
jaramaranaduhkhadi sokahi saparidevanah//

Being is (always in reference to) the five skandhas and 
from being birth arises. Old age-death, suffering, etc., misery, 
grief (continues on to the next verse.)

Verse 9
daurmanasyamupayasa jateretatpravartate/ 
kevalasyaivametasya、duhkhaskandhasya sambhavah//

 despair and mental disturbance arise from birth. In
this manner the simple suffering attached to the skandhas 
comes into being.

Verse 10
samsaramulan samskaranavidvan samskarotyatah/ 
avidvan karakastasmanna vidvamstattvadar^anat//

Consequently, the ignorant creates the mental confor
mations which form the basis of samsaric life. Thus the 
ignorant is the doer while the wise, seeing the truth (tattva), 
does not create.
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Verse 11
avidyayam niruddhayam sarpskaraijamasarpbhavah/ 
avidyaya nirodhastu jnanenasyaiva bhavanat//

When ignorance is banished mental conformations do not 
arise. But the extinction of ignorance is dependent upon the 
wisdom of practicing (the cessation of the twelvefold causal 
analysis of being).

Verse 12
tasya tasya nirodhena tattannabhipravartate/ 
dubkhaskandhah kevalo ’yamevaip samyagnirudhyate//

By the cessation of the various links of the causal analysis, 
each and every subsequent link will not arise (i.e., become a 
hindrance). And thus this simple suffering attached to the 
skandhas is rightfully extinguished.
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Examination of (Dogmatic) Views

This final chapter of the Karika again, as in the preceding chapter, 
treats Hlnayanistic doctrines prevalent at the time. As the title 
indicates, it is an examination of false or dogmatic views which the 
Hinayana levelled against non-Buddhists but once again we must 
not lose sight of the principal doctrine of iunyata that Nagarjuna 
always has in the background. The doctrine of course does finally 
appear in Verse 29.

He begins the chapter by investigating such pet dogmatic or 
futile questions as whether or not there is existence in the past, 
and whether or not the realm of existence or the world is constant. 
These and other ideas relative to future events are all based on 
preconceived notions and never applicable to the present dynamic 
state of thing. Characteristic of the “ logic of iunya^ as seen in 
previous chapters, he exhibits the untenability of each and every 
position. He also goes on to show the absurdity involved in trying 
to assign partial characterization to one realm and another partial 
characterization to yet another realm as, for example, speaking of 
partially limited and partially unlimited worlds. How then, he asks, 
could one portion of the perceiver be destroyed and another remain 
undestroyed? Thus we come to the final and foremost teaching of 
the historical Buddha, i.e., the true law {saddharma), which is beyond 
all views and valuation in the strictest sense. Indeed, as Nagarjuna 
reminds us, all existences are of the nature of iunyata (devoid of 
characterization).

CHAPTER XXVII
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Verse 1
df§tayo Tjhuvaip nabhuvaxp kirp nv atlte ’dhvaniti ca/ 
yUstab Sa§vatalokadya^ purvantaip samupalritah//

Whether or not I existed in the past or whether this world 
is constant, etc” are (questions) all based upon the views of 
an anterior state of things.

Note: De La Valine Poussin has reconstructed the missing first half 
of this verse from the Tibetan sources, cf. p. 571 of the Pra
sannapada.

Verse 2
dr§tayo na bhavi§yami kimanyo 'nagate ’dhvani/ 
bhavi§yamlti cantadya aparantam sama§ritah//

Whether or not I will exist in the future or whether the 
(world has) limits, etc” are (questions) all based upon the 
views of a posterior state of things.

Verse 3
abhumatitamadhvanamityetannopapadyate/ 
yo hi janmasu purve§u sa eva na bhavatyayaip"

It is not possible to assert (categorically) that I existed in 
the past. For, what had been the case in the anterior state 
of existence is not the same now.

Verse 4
sa evatmeti tu bhavedupadanaip vi^i§yate/ 
upadanavinirmukta atpia te katamalj punal /̂/

(Granted that) the self-same atman exists (i.e., in the 
previous and present states) but with a different perceptual 
clinging {upadana), what kind of an atman is it, then, which 
is separated from clinging?

Verse 5
upadanavinirmukto nastyatmeti kjte sati/ 
syadupadanamevatma nasti catmeti vab punab//



If atman cannot exist separated from perceptual clinging, 
then the clinging itself will be the atman. But, again, accord
ing to your assertion, there could be no atman.

Verse 6
na copadanamevatma vyeti tatsamudeti ca/ 
kathaip hi namopadanamupadat§ bhavi§yati//

Again’ clinging per se is not atman because it rises and 
vanishes. Indeed, how could perceptual clinging be identified 
with a perceiver?

Verse 7
anyab punarupaddnadatma naivopapadyate/ 
gfhyeta hyanupadano yadyanyo na ca grhyate//

Again, an atman different from perceptual clinging is not 
possible. If it were different then, surely, a non-perceptual 
clinging atman would also be a possibility. But that is not 
the case.
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Verse 8
evaip n&nya upadaninna copadanameva sab/ 
atma nastyanupadanah napi nastye^a nilcayafe//

Consequently, atman cannot be identical or different from 
perceptual clinging. It cannot be ascertained further that 
there is non-perceptual clinging or that the atman does not 
exist.

Verse 9
nabhumatltamadhvanamityetannopapadyate/
yo hi janmasu purve§u tato *nyo na bhavatyayaip//

It is not possible to assert (categorically) that I did not 
exist in the past. For, this existence is no different from what 
had been the case in the anterior state of existence.
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Verse 10
yadi hyayaip bhavedanyab pratyakhyaySpi taiji bhavet/ 
tathaiva ca sa saipti§thettatra jayeta vamitab//

If this existence were different (from what had been the 
case in the anterior state) then, surely, it would exist inde
pendently or detached. It would subsist thus and so, or arise 
to persist eternally.

Verse 11
ucchedaf  ̂ karmanaip nS^as finyena k^takarmao^ip/
anyena paribhogab syad ev di prasajyate//

If that were the case then such erroneous notions as inter
ruption, destruction of actions, actions done by someone but 
enjoyed by another, etc” would accordingly follow.
Note: This Sanskrit verse is missing but, deriving from Tibetan 

sources, added by De La Valine Poussin, cf. p. 580 of the

Verse 12
napyabhutva samudbhuto do^o hyatra prasajyate/ 
k^tako va bhavedatma saipbhuto vapyahetukab//

Again, it is not the case that present existence arose 
without an anterior existence for, otherwise, an error will 
result. This would mean that dtman will either have a 
creative nature or be something without a cause.

Verse 13
evaip dr§tiratite ya nabhumahamabhumaharp/ 
ubhayaip nobhayaip ceti nai§a samupapadyate//

Consequently, the (false) views that I existed in the anterior 
state, I did not exist, both or neither, are all impossible.

Prasannapada.

Verse 14
adhvanyanagate kiip nu bhavi§yamlti dar^anaip/ 
na bhavi§yami cetyetadatitenadhvana samaip//
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The view, whether or not I will exist in the posterior 
state, is the same (i.e” analogous) as that discussed with respect 
to the anterior state of existence.

Verse 15
sa devab sa manu§ya§cedevairi bhavati 纟a会vatarp/ 
anutpanna^ca devafe syajjayate na hi ^a§vatarp//

If the heavenly being is a human being, then there will 
be constancy. For, the heavenly being will be unborn and* 
moreover, a constant being will not arise.

Verse 16
devadanyo manu§ya§ceda^asvatamato bhavet/ 
devadanyo manu§ya^cetsarptatimopapadyate//

If a human being is different from the heavenly being, 
then there will be non-constancy. If that is so, there cannot 
possibly be a continuity (of beings).

Verse 17
divyo yadyekade^ah syadekadesa^ca manu§ab/ 
a6^§vataip §a§vataip ca bhavettacca na yujyate//

If one portion is heavenly and another human, then there 
will be both constancy and non-constancy. But that is not 
possible.

Verse 18
a§asvatain §a^vatarp ca. prasiddh丑mubhayam yadi/ 
siddhe na iasvatam kamam naivasa^vatamityapi//

If both constancy and non-constancy could be established 
(concomitantly), then similarly neither constancy nor non
constancy could also be established at will.

Verse 19
kuta^cidagatah ka纟citkim cidgacchetpunab kva cit/ 
yadi tasmadanadistu saipsarah syanna casti sah//
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If anyone comes from somewhere and again goes (or returns) 
to somewhere else, then satftsara will indeed be beginningless. 
However, such a situation does not exist.

Verse 20
nasti ceccha^vatab kaScitko bhavi§yatya§a§vatali/
§SSvato ^a^vatascapi dvabhyamabhyaip tirask^tab//

If there is nothing constant, (by the same token) how could 
there be anything non-constant, both constant and non-constant, 
and separated from both constant and non-constant?

Verse 21
antavan yadi lokab syatparalokab kathaip bhavet/ 
athapyanantavaipllokati paralokab kathaip bhavet//

If the world has limits, how could there be another world? 
On the other hand, if the world has no limits, how could 
there be another world?

Note: Loka is either the world or the realm of existence.

Verse 22
skandhin&me^a saiptano yasmaddlparci^amiva/ 
pravartate tasmannant&nantavattvaip ca yujyate//

The continuity of (the function of) the skandhas is like the 
continual burning of the flame and, therefore, it is not possible 
to speak of limits or non-limits.

Verse 23
purve yadi ca bhajyerannutpadyeranna cSpyaml/
8kandh&b skandhan pratltyemanatha loko ’ntavSn bhavet//

If a skandha is destroyed in the anterior state and the 
present skandha does not arise by being relationally conditioned 
by the former, then the realm (of function) will have limita
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Verse 24
purve yadi na bhajyerannutpadyeranna capyaml/ 
skandhati skandhan pratltyeman loko ’nanto bhavedatha//

If a skandha is not destroyed in the anterior state and 
the present skandha does not arise by being relationally 
conditioned by the former, then the realm (of function) will 
not have any limits.

Verse 25
antavanekade^aScedekadeiastvanantavftn/ 
syadantavanananta&a lokastacca na yujyate//

If one portion is limited and another non-Iimitedr then 
perhaps the realm (of function) will be both limited and non
limited. But that is not possible.

Verse 26
kathain tavadup&d&turekadeSo vinafikiyate/ 
na naAk^yate caikadeSa evaqi caitanna yujyate//

How, indeed, could one portion of the perceiver be destroyed 
and another remain undestroyed? However, this (situation) 
is not possible.

Note: The perceiver is a collective term for the function of the 
skandhas.

Verse 27
up&d^naikade§a$ca kathaip n&ma vinaAk$yate/ 
na naAk$yate caikadefo naitadapyupapadyate//

How, indeed, could one portion of the perception be de
stroyed and another remain undestroyed? This, (situation), 
again, is not possible.

Note: The perception refers to the dinging or grasping function of 
the skandhas.
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Verse 28
antavaccapyanantarp ca prasiddhamubhayain yadi/ 
siddhe naivantavatkamairi naivanantavadityapi//

If both the limited and non-limited could be established 
(concomitantly), then, similarly, neither the limited nor non* 
limited could also be established at will.

Verse 29
atha va sarvabhayanaip iunyatracchaSvatadayab/ 
kva kasya katam幼  kasm^tsaipbhavi^yanti dr$tayab//

Since all existences are of the nature of iunyatd, where, 
by '  , and in what manner could such (false) views on
cons etc” ever arise?

Verae 30
8arvad|^tiprahi9&ya ya^ saddharmamade^ayat/ 
anukampamupadaya taip namasyami gautamaip//

I reverently bow to Gautama (the Buddha) who out of 
compassion has taught the truth of being (saddharma) in order 
to destroy all (false) views.





GLOSSARY OF SANSKRIT TERMS WITH 
ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS

(Arranged according to Devanagari Alphabet)

Sanskrit English
akartrka non.doer
agata not gone; “ that which has not passed;” “ 

which has not transpiredM
agantf a non-passing entity
agni fire; light
aip&a a share; portion; part
ajyate to be known; to distinguish
atita gone by;,past
adfdyamdna unseeing; unknowing
adve§a absence of hatred
adhama below; down; under
adhigamyate attained; to have arrived at
adhilaya objection; refutation
adhipateya-pratyaya dominant or ruling condition
adhyitman inside; internal
adhvan time; period
afikura a sprout
ananta infinite
anantara-pratyaya continuous or consequential condition
anapek^ya no mutual dependency
anavastha non-finality; endless series; ad infinitum
anagamya unattainable; unapproachable
anagata not gone; future
anarabdha impracticality or impossibility of undertaking
ana&ritya non-reliance
anasrava the uncreative and undefiled world or realm
anityat& impermance; transient existence or nature 

incapable of perceptionanik^a
aniruddha non-destructive
anukamp& sympathy; compassion
anutpftda non-orig;nation
anubhava perception; experience
anuvar^ita mentioned; praised
anekavldha variety; manifold
anta limit; terminus; extreme
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antavat
andhak&ra
anya
anyatra
anyatva
anyathabhava
anyonya
apakarfana
apara kofi
aparanta
aparapratyaya
apek^ya
aprahl^a
abha^a
abhidhatavya
abhipravartate
abhipraya
abhirudha
abhyupapanna
am|ta
amoha
artha
alam
alpabuddhi
avagacchati
avara
avaiê a
avastha
avayava
avijftapti
avipra^^a
avyakfta
a t̂au puru^apudgala^
asaipjftika
a8aipsarga
asaTpskfta
astitva
asvabhava
astaipgata
akritabhyigamabbaya

Ikhyita
ftgama

finite
darkness
different; distinct; other
elsewhere; in another place or occassion
difference; different nature
varying nature
one to another; mutuality; correspondence 
drawing off; disengagement 
the “ state” posterior to life-death cycle 
posterior state
non-relational to another entity 
dependence; mutuality; contingency 
non-abandoning; non-casting off 
spoken; illumined 
to be named or described 
to come or flow forth; arise 
purpose； intention 
horseback; mounting (a horse) 
agreed to; admitted 
immortality; eternal 
absence of ignorance or delusion 
purpose; meaning; object 
sufficient; adequate; able 
low intellect or intelligence 
conceive; understand 
beginning
remainder; leavings 
abiding state; remaining condition 
part; portion; member 
indescribable; unthinkable 
imperishable or continuing action 
indeterminate; indescribable 
the «ight great states of man 
non-conceptual realm 
separation; disjunction 
the uncreated realm; immutability 
state of being 
without self-nature 
ceased; extinguished
evil or crime existing without any act or action 
space； subtle and ethereal fluid pervading the 
universe and a Tehlde of life 
answered; discussed 
appear; come into existence
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ajavamj avibhava 
atman
atmasamyamaka
atmiya
ananartham
apakakala
aryasatya
alambana-pratyaya
aloka
a§riyeta
asrava

ayatana
ahetuka
indhana
indriya
i§yate
ihastha
uccheda
uttama
uttara
utpadyam&na
utpada
utpadotpada
udaya
udahfta
udbhava
udbhuti
upagamyate
upadisyate
upap§dita
upapaduka
upapadyate
upa沾 nta
upa^ama
upah]rta
upadatf
upldana

upSd&ya
upiyisa
up&larobha
Qrdhva
fddbisampad

revolving of birth-death phenomenon 
self; ego； individuality; bifurcated self 
self-restraining or checking 
ownself; selfhood 
non-differentiation
time of being extended or of maturity 
noble truth
seizing or appropriating condition 
light; luster
to be dependent upon; appeal to
that which attaches man to saipsara； impure;
“ flooding” or “ sailing” condition
seats of perception; abode
non-causal
wood; fuel; kindling
root; faculty of the senses
to approved or acknowledged
remaining thus; in such a place or world
extirpation; cutting off; end
above; up
after; behind
presently arising
rise; origination; appearance
origination of origination; force behind origination
production; creation
described; illustrated
arise; becoming visible
simultaneous occurence; concomitance
to admit; profess
to point out; instructed
previously spoken or discussed
demon; superhuman being
take place or become a possibility; tenable
quiescence
cessation; quiescence 
succumb; destroy 
perceiver; percipient
act of perceiving or appropriating for one’s self;
clinging action or perception
having received or acquired; mutuality
mental disturbance; irritation
censor； reproach
hereafter; subsequent
supernatural power
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rna debt； duty; obligation
rte with the exclusion of; without; separation
ekaika one by one; individually
ekada at the same time; simultaneous
ekade^a a part or portion
ekatra in the same place
ekatva one; unity
ekartha oneness; identity
ekibhava becoming one; coalition 

how; in what mannerkathaip
karana means of doing, making or effecting
kartr (karta) doer; maker; agent
karmaka action; function; what is done or produced
karman act; action; deed

destruction or extinction of karma and defilementskarmakle^ak^aya
karmavadha denial of the karman; destruction
kalpana imagining; discriminating; thinking 

desires; as one wisheskama
kiraka one who creates or produces; making; doing
k§ra^a cause of anything; potential cause; instrumental 

or efficient cause
k§rya that which is created or effected
k§la time; moment ,
kSyika bodily; corporeal
kiipcit something; whatever
kufastha immovable; unchangeable
kftaka character or nature of having been made or done
kevala only; mere; simple
ko î limits; boundary; end
kovida learned; experienced; skilled
krama steps; series; uninterrupted or regular progress
kramat§m appearance; manifestation
kriya doing; making; action; functional force
k^aya cease; destruction; wane
k§ira milk
gata gone; 44that which has passed or transpiredN
gati passage; imovement into the past
ganta> gantf passing or passed agent or entity; something ac* 

coroplished or done
gantavya to be accomplished； “ that which is to b« dohe”
gandharvanagara MGandbarva city" or an imaginary city in the sky
gamana passing action; “ coming to pass”
gambhira deep; profound
gamyamana upresent passing away"; being gone or ^one to
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gamyate to come to pass; to be understood or meant
graha to grasp or cling
grhyate to be seized or grasped; conceived; manipulated
ghata jar; pitcher
ghana hard; firm; deep
ghrana nose; smelling function
caksus eye
catu^kotika four possible assertions; ufour-cornered logic”
catustaya fourfold
carama bhava last or previous nature of being; final
caturvidhya fourfold
citta mind
cittagocara realm of the mind
cintya，cinta think; reflect
cetana thought
cetayitva thought in action; thought process
ce^ta motion; activity; action
chedana sever; cut off
jagat people; mankind; world
jaramara^a old age- death
jata the present; arise
janlyat understood; comprehended
jayam§na presently arising
jina wise man; a buddha
jinjia age
tajjam to take rise; arise
tattva true or real state; truth
tath§gata thuscome; thusgone; the enlightened being
tathati thusness; suchness; thatness
tamas darkness; ignorance
tamovadha overcoming or subduing darkness; destroying igno

rance
tiraskfta set aside or apart; separation; removed
tisthati remaining; abiding; residing
tulyaksUa contemporary with; simultaneous
tjtiya the third
trsna craving; desire; passion
dadhi butter; mouldy butter
dar^ana eye function; vision; perception; knowledge
diparcis flame; kindling
duravagahata difficult in the attainment or understanding
durgrhita wrong or false seizure or understanding
du^prasadhita difficult in the execution or performance
duhkha pain; suffering; unrest
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drs(anta illustration; simile; example
d消 i view; normally false view or dogmatic belief
deha body; form; bulk or mass
do神 error; defect
dosaprasanga rise or contingency of error; fall into or result in 

error
daurmanasya dejectedness; melancholy
drastf； dras(a one who sees; viewer; seeing agent
dvidha of two kinds; twofold
dvi纟o dvilas in pairs; twofold
dvesa repugnance; enmity; hatred
dharma law; duty; phenomenon; factors of existence
dharmata inherent nature; essence of existence
dharmin endowed with any characteristic or mark; at* 

tributes or peculiarities
dhatu stratum; realm of being; constituent element or 

part of world construct
nadi river
nanabh^va various; manifold
namarupa name and materiality (material form); subjectivc> 

objective bond; subjective corporeality
na&a disappearance; annihilation
nastitva state of non-being or non-entity
niyama certainty; restriction
nirapek f̂t
nirudhyamina

non-mutual dependence
presently extinguishing or being destroyed

niruddha destroyed or ceased
nirodha extinction; annihilation; cessation
nirmitaka transformer; creator; maker 

separated; cut off fromnirmukta
nirvana state of being in which all defilements are ex. 

tinguished; perfect calm； bliss* etc.
nirvana samaropa instituting or establishing of nirv&^a
nirvikalpa non-discriminative mind
nirvartaka bringing about; effectuating
ni^caya ascertainment; conviction
ni îcyate to be infused or instilled
ni^sara^a
ni^svabhava

relinquishing; forsaking
without self-nature or self-existence; true nature 
of being

pafica kftmagupa five sensual enjoyments; objects of the five senses
pata woven cloth; garment
pattra document; a paper
paralqrta other-canaed
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parabhava
paramar î
paramartha
paraloka
paraspara
paranugrahaka
parikirtita
parijna
paridevana
paripatayat
paribhoga
parihara
paryanta
pary§pta
p§Ia
pa^cima
pa^yati
Pitr
punya
putra
pudgala
punar
puru^a
purva
piirva kop
purvSnta
prtbak
prthaktvt
prakara
prakŜ a
prak|ti

prajftapti
prajnapyate
pratipannaka

pratib^dhase
pratibimbasama
pratisiddha
prati 抑  ita
pratisaipdhi
pratitya-samatp^da
pratyaya

other-nature; extended nature; relational existence
great sage or divine man
absolute; highest; supreme (truth)
another world or realm of existence
mutual; reciprocal; mutual extension, relationship
concern for or kindness to others
proclaimed; announced; explained
knowledge; insight
sorrow; grief
whirl about; throw about
enjoyment; reception
denial; avoidance
the end; termination
possible; sufficiency
guard; keeper; protector
final; conclusion
seeing; rightly understanding
father
auspicious; virtuous; good 
son; child
man; individuality; sentient 
again; back 

♦soul; a man 
prior; former
44 stateM prior to life-death; primary state
former or prior state
singly; separately; different
difference; diversity
kind; class; types, etc.
illumine
original or primary substance; primal character or 
nature
provisional name or understanding; conceptual play 
grasped; understood
one who has attained or arrived at (the four Bud
dhist orders, SrotSpanna, sakrd§gaminr anagamin 
and arhat). 
to destroy; tp repel 
an image in a mirror; representation 
denied; forbidden; criticized 
abiding place; abode; enduring state 
coming together; union
relational origination; dependent origination; etc. 
relational condition; correlation; co-operating
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pratyakhya
cause; etc. 
reject; deny

pratyukta refuted; answered
pratyutpama present state or existence
pratyudavrtta cease; suspend; resolved against
prathama bhava former being; prior
pradlpa light; illumination
pradiyate to be given or transmitted
prapanca provisional; mere description; a phenomenal play

prabhrti
of words or thought process; conceptual play 
et cetera; bringing forward

pray oj ana intention; purpose
pravibhaga distinction
praiama cessation; tranquillity
prasakta attached; resulting; “ fallacious inferenceM
prasanga inclination; reductio ad absurdum
prasajyate to be the consequence of anything; to fall into an

prasiddha
error
completion; effectuation

prahana relinquishing; abandoning; destroying
prahinoti convey; bestow
prag (pranc) former; prior
prapti attaint me nt; acquisition
phala fruit; effect; result
phalavyatikrama passing over or going beyond the fruit or effect
phalastha one who has matured or arrived at
phalahetau cause and effect
baddha one who is bound; fettered entity; -bondage
bahirdhS outside; external
bandhana to be bound; restricting
bija seed; impression
buddha^asana Buddha’s teaching
bodhi enlightenment; attainment
bodhisattvacarya the way of the enlightened being
bhahga cessation; destruction; breaking off
bhaya fear; apprehension
bhava becoming; existence
bhava true condition; nature; reality; being
bhavan§ practicing; promoting; training in the enlightened

bhuta
way
that which is or exists; reality; the four great

bhuyas
elements; (earth, water, fire, wind) 
once again; moreover

bhoktp one who enjoys; percipient
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maitra benevolence; tolerance; compassion
mata thought; imagined; understood
madhyama pratipad middle way or path; the ontological principle
mandamedhas slow-witted
marici mirage; visionary illusion
matr mother
marga way; path
mithya wrongly; improperly
mucyate to be released; delivered; freed
musyate to take away; captivate; delude
mulotpada root origination; primal origination
mriyate to die; cease
mrgyamana to seek or searching for
mfsa false; useless; feign; untrue
moksa release; liberation
mo§adharma delusive factors; elements with delusive nature
moha delusion; folly; ignorance
yujyate to be fit or proper; justifiable; reasonable; possible
yuvan youth; young man
yugapad at the same time; simultaneous
yoga act of yoking; combining; discipline
rakta impassioned self; covetous self
ranjanlya impassionable; desirous object
rasana tongue; tasting activity
r§ga covetousness; greed
rupa material form; shape; corporeality
laksana characteristics; distinguishing marks
laksya characterization; indicated; marked
loka world; realm of existence
vande bestowing honor; homage
vara most excellent; precious
vagvispanda words and action
vacika verbal; vocal
vikalpa cogitation; false discrimination
vikanksasi you so desire; aim at; seek for
vigraha contest; argumentation
vicak§ana the wise; experienced
vicitra manifold; various
vijnana consciousness; discriminative knowledge
vidyate to exist; to be cognized
vidyamana presently existent; 44being foundM
vidya knowledge; magical spells; science; etc.
vidharma devoid of attributes or qualities
vina separated; apart; without
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vinasayati
vinirmukta
viparlta, viparyayagata
viparyaya, viparyaya
viprana^yati
vibhava
vibhaga
vimrsasva
virati
viruddha
vi&esana
vismrta
vihanyase
vedaka
vedana
vyaya
vyavasthita
vyavahara
vyasta
vyakhya
vyutsarga
^aknuyat
âma

&anta
Saivata
Rasana
Siras
Siva
§ukla karmapatha
6uci
6ubha
6unya
iunyata

^unyatartha
Sesa
会oka
6rotr
^ravana
samgati
samghata
samjiia
samjiiita
samtana

to cause to frustrate or ruin 
liberated; cut off; separated 
one who perverses 
perversion; false perception 
to be lost; perish
without existence; bodiless; death force
difference; distinction
consideration; deliberation
termination;. cessation; abandonment
inconsistent or incompatible; contradiction
distinction; difference
forgotten; non-recollection
frustrate; hinder; oppose; annihilate
one who perceives or experiences
feeling; perception
mutable; cease
abiding in a place; determined; resting; definite
common practice; ordinary life
discrete; singular; separated
explanation; exposition
refutation; rejection
capable; competent; potential
extinction; tranquility; calm
tranquillity; quiescence
constant; eternality; permanency
teaching; chastisement
head
auspicious; benign; wonderful 
the way of the purity of action 
pure; radiant 
purity
thusness; “ void”； “ empty”； purity
thusness; suchness (related to the perceiving
“ mind” or “ self”)； devoid of characteristics
aim or meaning of suchness
remainder; residue
misery; anguish
listener
ear; hearing activity 
coming together; union; concomitance 
union or combination; mass 
primary imagery perception 
made known; called
continuity (as in burning flame); process
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samnipata combination; collision; coming together
samnivi6ate fix or establish in; entrust or commit anything
sampraka^a to shine; illuminate
saippravartate arise; evolve
sampravrtti coming forth; appearance
saip 台 aya doubt; uncertainty
satpsarga commingle; coalesce
samsaranti passing from one state to another; “ transmigra- 

tory” cycle of samsara
samsara the life-death cycle; empirical realm
samsarapakarsana relinquishing or overcoming sazpsira
satpsrjyamana presently combining or coalescing
saipsrsta “ that which has combined”
samskara mental conformation or creation; the inception of 

imagery play
sazpskj-ta created realm; conditioned nature; realm of 

karmaic actions
samsrastf 
sam vidyate

one who combines or coalesces
be found or obtained

sarpvfti mundane; empirical; relative; “ covered”
sattva living being; sentient
sada continually; perpetually
sadj^a resembling; conformable; corresponding
saddharma truth; true nature of being
sadbhiita real state of an entity or being
sabhaga matching; resembling
sama same; identical
samanvahara assemblage; composite nature
samanade^a same place or sphere
samgropa placing in or upon; establishment
sama^rita resting upon or resorting to
samavasthita fixed state or condition.
samasta compound; collective state; inherent in or pervad

ing the whole of anything
samudaya coming together; assemblage
samudesyate to rise up or come together
samupa^ritya supported by; dependent upon
sambhava arise; occurrence; becoming
samyak proper; correct; wholesome
sarva all; whole
sarvatraga all-pervading; universal
sarvatha all; at all occasions or circumstances
sarvada always; at all times
sarva§as collectively; all things or actions
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saha
sahabhava
saksatkarana
saksikarma
sadhanopaya
sadhya
samagri
samprata
sardha
sasrava

siddha
sukha
susuksma
skandha

stri
sthana
sthitabhava
spar^ana
svapna
svabhava
svayaiplqta
svarga
hetu
hetu-pratyaya

together or along with
concomitance; co-existing
intuitive or immediate perception
evidence; testimony; confirmation
means of realization or accomplishment
to be accomplished, effected or proved; contention
collection; assemblage
present moment; concomitance
jointly; together; concretely
evils of this world; the realm of defilement and 
attachment; the flooding, clouding elements of 
being
accomplished; perfected; completed 
bliss; joy; soothing wholesomeness 
minute; small; insignificant
the five constituents of being; (rupa, vedana,
samjna> samskaraf vijnana)
a girl; woman; wife
remain; endure
enduring entity
touching activity
dream
self-nature; self-existence; self-essence; own-being
self-caused
heaven
general cause; root or primary cause 
primary causal condition; root-condition
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